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Freedom Feet Events
* * ***

.411a.

June 22 Car & Truck Show
June 29 Beauty Pageant
June 30 "Liberty" Patriotic
Musical
July 4 0. B. Boone
Memorial Breakfast
July 4 VFW Veteran's
Memorial Service
July 4 Lion's Club 5K Run
July 4-5 Scouting Museum
Appreciation Days
July 4 Old Fashioned Street
Fair
July 4-5 Art & Craft Fair
July 4 Main Street Mile
Run/walk
July 4 Optimist Club
Parade
July 4-7 Hazel Antique Sale
July 4 Music With A Bang!
July 4 Briggs & Stratton
Fireworks
July 5 Family Day in the
Park
July 5 A Bark in the Park
July 5 Golf Tournament
July 5 Kid's Parade
July 6 "Make a Difference
Day"
July 6 Storyfest '96
July 6 Country Music Fest
96
July 6-7 Tennis Tournament
July 12-14 Baseball
Tournament
* * * * *
For more information or a
free guide call 759-2199 or
1-800-715-5004.

STATE

Insurance
program by
KACo raises
concerns...
stories on p. 3
Rig strikes
cruiser; four
are killed
PARK CITY, Ky. (AP) —
Four people died this morning
when a tractor trailer rig
crashed into an Edmonsqn
County Sheriff's Department
cruiser and a van that had
been pulled over on Interstate
65, according to Kentucky
State Police.
The crash occurred in the
northbound lanes just north of
the Cumberland Parkway exit
around 4:50 a.m. CST, said
Trooper Nick Stephens. Three
others were injured.
Names of the victims were
being withheld pending notification of next of kin, Stephens
said, noting that the rig and van
were from out of state.
Two of the injured were
taken to the Medical Center in
Bowling Green and were in critical condition, state police said.
Another person was in fair condition at a Glasgow hospital,
police said.
The cause of the collision in
the emergency lane was not
immediately determined, Stephens said.
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Bomb kills
19 Americans
By ADNAN MALIK
Associated Press Writer
DHAHRAN, Saudi Arabia
(AP) — Striking at the heart of
the United States' military presence in the Persian Gulf, a truck
bomb destroyed an American
housing complex, turning the
eight-story building into a crumbling honeycomb.
Nineteen Americans who
bunked -there were killed and
more than 270 were wounded, 80
of them seriously.
The Tuesday night attack, the
deadliest ever against Americans
in the Persian Gulf, sheared off
the front of the concrete building,
spilling mattresses and chunks of
concrete onto the ground below.
The source of the explosion
was thought to have been a fuel
truck parked outside a fence
about 35 yards away and packed
with 21/2 tons of explosives. It

left a crater 35 feet deep and 85
feet wide.
Master Sgt. William Sine was
walking down a hallway toward
the elevator when he was
knocked to the ground by the
force of the blast.
"The lights went off ... and I
realized the whole side of the
building was falling," said Sine,
of Warren, Ohio. He said he
quickly started to help care for
the victims.
"There were some people
dead. I could feel a lot of blood
on my hands and I knew it
couldn't be sweat because it was
too thick," he said from his bed
at King Fahd Hospital where he
was recovering from cuts on the
thigh, face and arms.
Hundreds of people rushed out

SCOTT NANNEYiledger & Times photo
DOUBLE DUTY: Bobby Elkins applies food and water to the flowers on the east side of his home,
located on the corner of South 13th Street and Sycamore, Tuesday morning. Calloway Countlans have
continued to experience a heat wave despite recent rain showers.

II See Page 2

Murray
officers
held at bay

High court
strikes down
all-male policy

By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer
Murray Police Officer Steve
Robinson, while training Tuesday
night, was one of several officers
held at bay by a Paducah man
with a shotgun.
Robinson is MPII's canine
handler.
According to a Kentucky State
Police press release, Trooper
Roger Simmons, who was off
duty at the time, was investigating what he thought were gun
shots near Estes Lane in Paducah
about 8:10 p.m. last night.
He found a man in a yard with
a shotgun and called for additional officers including several area
canine units who were training in
the area at the time.
Robinson and his partner Max,
along with canine units from
Mayfield and Marshall County,
responded to the scene.
Simmons said Rodney Perkins,
31, was found allegedly firing a
shotgun in a heavily populated
area.
When officers arrived on the
scene, Perkins fired at least 12
shots and held them at bay for
more than 20 minutes.
"We heard the shots and saw
leaves falling from the trees so

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
all-male Virginia Military Institute cannot keep women out by
offering them a separate program
that does not provide an equivalent education, the Supreme
Court ruled today.
The state-supported college's
all-male policy violates women's
constitutional right to equal protection, the justices ruled 7-1.
"Neither the goal of producing
citizen-soldiers nor VMI's implementing methodology is inherently unsuitable to women," Justice
Ruth Bader Ginsburg wrote for
the court.
"There is no reason to believe
that the admission of women capable of all the activities required
of VMI cadets would destroy the
institute rather than enhance its
capacity to serve the more perfect
union," Ginsburg wrote.
Even though it ordered VMI to
admit women, the court turned
down the Clinton administration's bid for a ruling that sexdiscrimination cases must be
judged by the same strict legal
standard used in race-bias cases.
The court kept the mid-level
standard it has used in sex-

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
PLEASE, NO BRICKS: Kyle Lahdl prepares to shoot a free
throw during a practice session at one of Murray State head coach
Mark Gottfried's basketball camps In Racer Arena earlier this week.

• See Page 2

discrimination cases since the
mid-1970s. Government can treat
the sexes differently if such treatment is substantially related to an
important objective, the court
said.
VMI, in Lexington, Va., and
The Citadel in Charleston, S.C.,
are the nation's only all-male,
state-supported military colleges.
Today's ruling is expected to
apply also to The Citadel, where
Shannon Faulkner became the
first female cadet under court
order last August but dropped out
days later.
Confederate military leader
Stonewall Jackson once taught at
VMI, where the training emphasizes physical rigor, mental stress,
absence of privacy and minute
regulation of behavior. First-year
students are called rats and are
required to shave their heads.
The federal government sued
VMI and Virginia in 1990, contending the all-male policy in
effect since the school's founding
in 1839 unlawfully discriminates
against women.
II See Page 3

Parks board
passes budget 11111.1111111K
By JIM IAAHANES
Staff Writer

"Our problem is that some of
our teams make up an entire
league," he said. "For example,
the girl's 14-year-old soccer
league has only one team."
The parks department currently
charges groups a separate fee for
each league as well as each team
within that league.

The Murray-Calloway County
Parks Board approved its
1996-97 budget Monday at city
hall.
According to figures compiled
by Director Gay Hohman, the
parks department budgeted
$201,971 in both expendatures
"What we propose is that (the
and revenues for the next 12
parks
board) charge us $5 for
months.
every
child
in a league," he said.
Both the city and county
Griffin
pointed
out that by
increased park funding this year
using this fee schedule, the parks
by almost $27,000. The Calloway
department could receive more
County Fiscal Court increased its
funds from $55,000 last year to revenue than it budgeted for the
next fiscal year.
$70,000 this year. The city
"We have two seasons and I
matched that figure.
think you should charge us per
Before board members
season," he said.
accepted the budget, John Griffin
The parks department budgeted
of the Murray-Calloway County
Soccer Association addressed the $3,000 for the coming year in
board concerning the associa- soccer association fees. Accordtion's fee structure for the com• See Page 2
ing year.
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BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
Lauren Miller and Whitney Price both lunge for the same ball during practice at the Murray State University Tennis Camp held at the Purcell courts this week. Participants are from a five state area and range from
11 to 17 In age. TM camp concludes this week.
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FROM PAGE 1
ing to Griffin, 390 players signed
up to play soccer during the
spring season last year. He said
that number was slightly higher
in the fall.
Under Griffin's proposal, the
soccer association would have
paid the parks department $3,900

last year.
Griffin told the board he met
with Mike Hodge of the baseball
association and board member
Jim Bauer last week to formulate
the proposal.
"Both associations feel this
would be easier to explain to
parents where their money is
going," Griffin said. However the

LEARN MORE ABOUT

IRAs AND
ANNUITIES
Jim Crick
Woodman Bldg.
3rd & Map4, Murray
489-2322

Life insurance Society
Dome Oflice% Omaha listsAAAAA

baseball association has not formally met and agreed to the
proposal.
"My only concern is that we
can meet our budget," said board
member Tommy Sanders.
The baseball association
enrollment totaled 600 last year.
According to those figures, the
group would pay the parks
department 53,000 this year in
fees, which is what the parts
board budgeted.
"The more people there are in
a league, the more usage there is
to the park, the more money
would be charged," Bauer said.
All associations will still pay
extra to host tournaments.
The board will get exact figures from all the groups before
voting on the proposal.
The Playhouse in the Park also
addressed the board by letter asking for a complete waiver of its
fees for the coming year.
Board Chairman Rob Williams
read the letter which citing the

parks' increased funding.
The playhouse fees were raised
$IO this year to $85.
"I don't think we should
(waive the fees)," Sanders said.
"There are times when we have
to keep the park open past hours
for events at the playhouse, we
mow their grass — I think they
can afford their fees."
Board members voted not to
accept the community theatre's
proposal.
In other business, the board:
'Voted to close the tennis
courts located on the grounds of
the old city park between Chestnut and Payne streets and construct a third basketball court.
"I think it's a good idea. There
are (tennis) courts at Murray
State and Murray High that people use a lot," Sanders said.
The decision was made with a
6-1 vote. Board member Danny
Hudspeth cast the dissenting
vote.
"I think (MSU) and (MilS) are

too far away for some people,"
Hudspeth said.
'Voted to submit a formal
request for regulated patrol of the
parks grounds by Murray police
officers.
Williams asked Sanders, who
sits on the Murray City Council,
if the city could have police lock
the parks' bathrooms and secure
the park each night.
"To be honest, no. The police
deparunent is short handed and
they're not consistent enough to
rely on.
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FROM PAGE 1
into the streets.
"We thought it was the end of
the world," said Walid, a
22-year-old Saudi who was walking nearby at the time of the
explosion. "Some were crying.
Some just sat on the ground and
held their ears." He declined to
give his full name.
No one claimed responsibility
for the explosion in Al-Khobar, a
Dhahran suburb in eastern Saudi
Arabia, but suspicion fell on
Muslim militants opposed to
Western military presence in the
"They sometimes have only
kingdom
and elsewhere in the
three or four officers on duty at
Gulf.
night," Sanders said. "If they
The attack raised new concerns
have to work a wreck, that takes'
about
the political future of Saudi
up three or four of them. It's hard
Arabia,
long seen as a bastion of
enough to get the city cemetery
locked at night if they arc busy." stability in a volatile region. It is
the world's largest oil exporter
Board members 'decided to
and
the United States' strongest
look into the possibility of hiring
Gulf
ally.
a night watchman for the parks
"America
takes care of its
and the cemetery and splitting the
own," a grim President Clinton
cost with the city.
said, dispatching an FBI team to
investigate the attack on the Air
Force base, which helps enforce
the U.N. no-fly zone over Iraq.
Secretary of State Warren
Christopher left for Dharan today
after meeting with PLO Chairman
FROM PAGE 1
we think he was shooting over Yasser Arafat in Cairo. In brief
our heads," Robinson said. "We remarks with Christopher, Arafat
condemned the "terrorism" in
just waited him out."
Because of the time at which Saudi Arabia and said, "We_are
the incident occurred and the committed to the peace process."
Nineteen Americans were
amount of trees in the area,
Robinson said officers used killed, and at least 270 were
night-vision goggles to watch wounded, said Pentagon spokesPerkins' actions during the stan- man Navy Lt. Kevin Aandahl.
All of the dead and injured
doff. He later surrendered peacewere Americans, Pentagon offifully, Robinson said.
Perkins was arrested arid taken cials said. The totals were
to the McCracken County Jail. expected to climb, in part
He faces felony charges of first- because of the sheer size of the
degree wanton endangerment, bomb: authorities believe 2A
disorderly conduct and alcohol tons of explosives were packed in
the truck.
intoxication
King Fahd offered his condoAlong with Simmons and the lences in a telephone call to ClinK-9 units, two KSP troopers and
ton. He expressed his "sorrow
McCracken County sheriff's and pain for this deplorable
terdeputies responded to the scene.
rorist act which is rejected by all
An investigation is continuing.
religions," the official Saudi
Press Agency reported.
Saudi security forces kept the
area cordoned off this morning,
To Subscribe
and American soldiers in full
battle gear shouted at onlookers
To The
to clear off. Investigators and
Ledger & Times
rescue teams aided by five bulldozers were moving debris,
Call 753-1916
searching for possible survivors
and clues.
A U.S. airman in a security
observation tower had reported a
T muRnity
suspicious fuel truck stopped outside the compound, about 35
yards from the nearest building.
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Deficit estimate raised for self-insurance plan
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Already declared insolvent, a
self-insurance program run by the
Kentucky Association of Counties is judged by the state to be in
worse shape than previously
believed.
Insurance Commissioner
George Nichols III on Tuesday
upped his estimate of a deficit in
the association's All Lines Fund.
Nichols told a joint legislative
oversight committee that the
fund's liabilities for the fiscal
year that ends Sunday exceed
assets by $9.4 million. Last
month, Nichols' estimate was $4
million, based on a preliminary
report by the Department of
Insurance's auditors and
actuaries.
The higher figure is conservative but unlikely to change much
when the final report is issued in
two weeks, Nichols said.
John Griggs, the association's
executive director, disputed
Nichols' statement.
"The $9.4 million figure is
highly questionable for several
reasons, not the least of which is
we have no unpaid claims,"
Griggs said in a telephone

interview.
Nor does the fund have new
premiums, Griggs said. In his
order declaring the fund insolvent, Nichols said new premiums
had been used to cover old losses
for at least three years, rather
than premiums being set high
enough to begin with.

saved the county many thousands
of dollars over the years — or
seek a new insurance carrier.
But Henderson County JudgeExecutive Sandy Watkins said
state officials told him Tuesday
that a decision was necessary by
Monday, the stan of the county's
new fiscal year.

The dispute is important to
hundreds- of local governments
and agencies, including more
than 100 counties, that buy liability coverage through the fund.
Budgets had to be set for a
new fiscal year that begins Monday. At the same time, a premium
increase averaging 35 percent
will go into effect for those in the
self-insurance group, Griggs said.

So despite lingering questions,
fiscal court agreed to stay in the
All Lines Fund for one more
year.

Henderson Fiscal Court on
Tuesday night voted reluctantly
to continue doing business with
All Lines Fund. The county has a
liability, error and omission policy, which covers it against claims
arising from problems ranging
from accidents caused by county
vehicles to mistakes made by
county officials.
Fiscal court officials thought
they had until July 15 to decide
whether to stay with KACo — a
program they acknowledge has

"I'm reluctant to do this,"
Watkins said. "But I feel at this
point there are not a lot of
alternatives."

The department contends the
$25 million is pledged and KACo
can use only the interest, so auditors did not count it as an asset,
Nichols said.
Also at issue is whether counties that decide to drop out of the
self-insurance group July 1
remain liable for debts occurring
through the current fiscal year.
Nichols said there was "some
potential for that," but it would
depend on what action KACo
took to make up a deficit.
Griggs said everyone in the

program at the time a deficit
occurred would be liable for a
proportional share of the amount
needed to pay claims.
KACo President Jerry Stewart,
a Graves County commissioner,
notified the committee on Monday that no one from KACo
would attend Tuesday's meeting.
His memo also said KACo was
consulting an attorney about
"possible legal remedies" if
Nichols or anyone else at the
meeting violated "confidentiality
requirements" of the law.

Report says KACo insurer spent $14 million

The magistrates did vote to
switch the county's worker compensation insurance from KALF
and said it will seek competitive
bids next year for its remaining
coverage.

By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Was this any way to run a
business?

Meanwhile, Mason County Fiscal Court voted Tuesday night to
bail out of KALF.
County Attorney John Estill
said KACo "is obviously not
being run right."
The county will pay at least
$16,000 in higher premiums for
next year with a private insurer.
Nichols said a letter identifying

II Court...
The 4th U.S. Circuit Court of pride and distinction for over a
Appeals upheld the plan on the century and a half."
ground that opportunities offered
"I do not think any of us,
to the two sexes should be "sub- women included, will be better
stantively comparable" but need off for its destruction," Scalia
not be the same.
wrote.
Today, the Supreme Court
Ginsburg's opinion was joined
reversed that ruling.
by O'Connor and Justices John
"We rule here that Virginia Paul Stevens, Anthony M. Kenhas not shown substantial equali- nedy, David H. Souter and Stety in the separate educational phen G. Breyer. Chief Justice
opportunities the state supports at William H. Rehnquist concurred
VWIL and VMI," Ginsburg in a separate opinion.
wrote.
Justice Clarence Thomas,
"Valuable as VW1L may prove
whose son, Jamal, attends VMI,
for students who seek the prog- did not participate in the case.
ram offered, Virginia's remedy
The cases are U.S. vs. Virginiaffords no cure at all for the
opportunities and advantages a, 94-1941, and Virginia vs. U.S.,
withheld from women who want 94-2107.
a VMI education and can make
the grade," she said.
To Subscribe
Justice Antonin Scalia, the lone
dissenter, wrote, "Today the
To The
court shuts down an institution
Ledger & Times
that has served the people of the
commonwealth of Virginia with
Call 753-1916

FROM PAGE 1
The government relied partly
on a 1982 Supreme Court ruling,
authored by Justice Sandra Day
O'Connor, that said Mississippi
could not bar men from a statesupported nursing school.
Lawyers for VMI and Virginia
argued that admitting women
would destroy VMI's harsh training program. They said some
men and women benefit from
single-sex education, and that a
ruling against VMI could doom
government aid to private, singlesex schools.
A federal judge approved Virginia's plan to keep women out
of VMI by creating a separate
program for them at Mary Baldwin College, a private women's
school in Staunton, Va. The program emphasizes leadership training instead of VMI's "rat line"
that is similar to a military boot
camp.

the alleged deficit was being sent
to counties and other local governments Tuesday.
"We all recognize the awkward position we've put the
counties in," Nichols told the
General Assembly's Program
Review and Investigations
Committee.
The dispute centers on proceeds from a $25 million KACo
bond issue. The money is held by
PNC Bank in Louisville. Griggs
and other KACo officials say the
money is available for payment
of claims, if needed.

A report to legislators said an
insurance company the Kentucky
Association of Counties owned
for six years collected $102,000
in premiums. But it spent $14
million.
"I find it rather strange you'd
spend $14 million to bring in
$102,000 worth of policies in six
years," Rep. Jack Coleman,
chairman of the Program Review
and Investigations Committee,
said Tuesday.
An official of the association
— KACo — said the report and
KACo's critics missed the point:
The company's purpose was not
making money but saving it, put-

ting pressure on KACo's private
reinsurer to slash rates.
"What was collected in premiums was a drop in the bucket
to what was saved," Executive
Director John Griggs said.
KACo bought KRT Insurance
Co. in 1990 with part of the proceeds of a $50 million revenue
bond issue in the names of Marshall and Pendleton counties.
An attorney general's opinion
in 1994 said the purchase was
unconstitutional. The Department
of Insurance later revoked KRT's
certificate to do business, and the
bonds were paid off last
February.
The report to Coleman's committee said KRT issued just three
policies — two of them to KACo
— in its six year-existence. Most
of its revenue was interest income, and most of its expenses were
interest payments, the report said.

Taste What Everyone Is
Talking About
Dine in our rustic atmosphere or carry out to your patio picnic.
Hickory. Mesquite
and Oak Flavored

BBQ
tiy the Sandwich, Plate or by
the Pound.

Complete Lunch and
Dinner Menu
Free tilde Dishes
Charbroiled Hamburger.,
Banquet & Meeting Facilities

When the bonds were
redeemed, there was a $2.5 million deficit that was covered by
Marine Midland Bank of New
York, the report said. No counties
lost money, but neither did the
bank, which had been paid $3
million for a letter of credit, the
report said.
Griggs said KACo was paying
$2 million per year for reinsurance on claims that averaged
$400,000 per year. To get a better
deal, KRT was created, and within two years KACo's private carrier had cut premiums to $1 million per year, Griggs said.
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THE CHURCH OF CHRIST DOES NOT ENDORSE
PROMISE KEEPERS
An article in the kOger & Times on Saturday, June 22, left the impression that Promise Keepers is something that the Church of Christ
would endorse. Following are some reasons why we do not and cannot endorse this organization.
1. It is said in the article that Promise Keepers are not striving for one church. Christ established one church---His church (Matt. 16:18), and
He prayed for unity (Jno. 17:20-21). Paul pleaded for unity (1 Cor. 1:10). Furthermore, we are told that "There is one body. . . "(Eph. 4:4)
and . . . but one body."(1 Cor. 12:20). That "one body" is the church (Eph. 1:22-23; Col. 1:18). Reconciliation to God is found in that one
body (Eph. 2:16).
2. The article leaves the impression that there are many faiths. However, the Bible teaches that there is "one faith"(Eph. 4:5).
3 The Church of Christ is referred to as a denomination. It is not a denomination nor a part of a denomination. Denominationalism denotes
division---Christ prayed for unity (Jno. 17).
4. It speaks of Christ coming back to the earth. Christ will not set His feet on the earth again (1 Thess. 4:13-18). He now has "all power"
(Matt. 28:18), is now reigning over His kingdom (1 Cor. 15:23-26) and will continue to do so until the end. His kingdom is not an earthly
kingdom (Jno. 18:36), but a spiritual kingdom, the church.
5. According to the article, Promise Keepers believe in a direct operation of the Holy Spirit on the heart of a sinner, and that He personally
indwells believers, thus enabling them to live a godly life. The Holy Spirit works only through the word of God,"the sword ofthe Spirit"(Eph.
5:17). Faith is produced by the word of God (Rom. 10:17), and not by a direct operation of the Holy Spirit.
6 Promise Keepers teach salvation by "faith alone" but the Bible says ". . . not by faith only"(Jas. 2:24).
Yes, we agree with Promise Keepers on those things that the Bible teaches. In fact, we will agree with anyone as long as they stay with
the Bible. However, we cannot and will not agree with any false teaching, because souls
at stake. Only the truth will make one free (Jno.
8:32); only obedience to the truth will purify the soul(1 Pet. 1:22); the truth is God's word (Jno. 17:17). When truth is changed, as some have
done and are doing(Rom. 1:25), it ceases to have saving power. Our plea is for people to get back to the Bible---back to God's way!
GREEN PLAIN CHURCH OF CHRIST
3980 Murray Paris Road, Hazel, KY 42049---Telephone 492-8206
LISTEN TO "SEARCHING THE SCRIPTURES" ON WBLN (103.7) SUNDAY,JUNE 30, AT 7:30 A.M. FOR MORE INFORMATION
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FROM OUR READERS

A reason to celebrate
Dear Editor:
As the Fourth of July approaches, I would hope we would take a
moment to think about the reason we celebrate this holiday. Is it just
because we get a day off from work or is there a better reason.
Two hundred and twenty years ago, delegates from the thirteen
colonies were contemplating the biggest decision of their lives. Whether
to sign a document that could put their lives in danger and cost them their
property and in the case of some endanger the lives of their families. By
signing the Declaration of Independence these men becameatitors to
the English Crown and would pay a terrible price in the years to come.
I would hope that this Fourth of July,somewhere between our cookout
and fireworks, we would take a moment to think of these men and their
sacrifice and the sacrifices of all of the men and women who fought and
died to keep this country free. At the same time we should dedicate
ourselves to do our part as citizens to change the direction of our present
government that has strayed so far from the intent of the 56 men who
signed the Declaration of Independence.
David Langston
5120 Jewell Lane, Paducah, KY 42001

New study underway
FRANKFORT — It is axiomatic
that, if there is a new administration
in the Capitol, there's a new study
under way aimed at fixing Kentucky's system of public higher education.
Actually, there are two(or three)
going on. For all anyone knows,
there arc gnomes in the Capitol
basement churning out reports on
efficiency and cooperation and all
the good things these studies always
propose and everyone generally
ignores.
But Gov. Paul Patton has come
very close to staking his administration on reforming the higher education system and Patton isn't the type
to walk away from an issue simply
because everyone else wants it to
disappear.
Everyone else being the hordes of
people with a stake in keeping the
system just the way it is, the
university presidents, administrators, governing board members,
alumni and community supporters
and legislators who happen to have
universities(or community colleges
and/or technical schools) in their
districts.
That's a lot of people — voters —
to try to placate if any meaningful
improvement is to be accomplished.
Patton, however, seems genuinely determined to be the first

ANALYSIS

Clinton speaks out
about church fires
By SONYA ROSS
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — When President Clinton spoke out
against the rash of church fires, Republican leaders accused hint of
campaigning on the issue.
Well, he—is. - • The president erased any doubt about that with his "two torch"
rhetoric: One held aloft for the Olympics in the spirit of harmony,
another lowered to ignite a church in the spirit of destruction.
"You've got to ,figure out which torch America's going to be
identified with," Clinton said Monday at a New York fund-raiser.
"Those are the decisions I ask you to make sure we make in
November."
Clinton planned a prayer breakfast at the White House today
with about 50 people to show "spiritual solidarity" with those who
were burned out of their houses of worship. Two Republican governors, George Allen of Virginia and David Beasley of South Carolina, expressed interest last week in holding similar breakfasts in
their states.
With his saga of two torches, Clinton is clearly seeking an
advantage over Republican Bob Dole in the compassion-towardthe-churches department. He spoke against the church fires, met
with governors about them, went to sec a burned church for himself, all before Dole could make a move in that direction.
Dole, however, has the edge on torch imagery. Last month, he
compared the presidency to the relay of the Olympic torch and
asked:
"The question the American people must decide is, how has the
flame been kept these last four years? Should the torch be passed to
a new president who knows a better way?"
Clinton first mentioned the "two torches" in Cleveland, telling
the U.S. Conference of Mayors that the torch put to a church symbolizes "this dark part of our soul that can be revved up" by hateful forces.
In New York, Clinton's tones were stronger, attributing the
church burnings to "the extreme behavior of some people" who
believe those of another race or religion "are basically lower than
they are in the human food chain."
He didn't directly accuse the GOP or Dole of creating this
extremist climate. He left that to civil rights activist Jesse Jackson,
with whom he met on Tuesday.
Jackson emerged saying church fires have thrived because House
Speaker Newt Gingrich and other top GOP leaders "have racebaited without shame" while doing little about the church fires
themselves.
"I'm amazed Mr. Dole hasn't been to a burned churchr Jackson
said Tuesday after meeting with Clinton. "They haven't shown any
sympathy. That, in itself, is a political statement."
"Bob Dole's vision of America's future is bright and promising.
1 He sees an America with a vigorous economy, a government of
integrity, a respect for our national life and culture and a strength
of purpose in the world," said Christina Martin, a Dole campaign
spokeswoman. "If this is the America voters envision, then the
torch of leadership will pass into the capable care of Bob Dole."
What helps Clinton is the fact that in his capacity as president,
he can keep a high profile on the church fires. He also is aided by
confusion among Republican leaders over what to say about it.
The moment Clinton arranged a visit to a burned-out black congregation in Greeleyville, S.C., House Majority Leader Dick Armey
accused him of election-year posturing. "Clinton does not see a
tragedy, he sees a photo op," Armcy said.
That prompted Jack Kemp, housing secretary under President
Bush and an erstwhile GOP presidential candidate, to caution his
party against appearing to be "a bunch of grumpy old men" bent
on criticizing Clinton.
"Republicans should also have been at that black church,"
Kemp said. A Republican congressman from South Carolina was
there.
This week a group of mayors, led by Republican Victor Ashe of
Knoxville, Tenn., asked to meet with the president about the fires.
The White House said Clinton is amenable to the idea.

governor in a couple of decades to
make a difference.
Last week, Patton convened his
own personal study group, the Task
Force on Post-Secondary Education, with himself as chairman. The
task force contains five top members of his administration, six senators and six representatives. The
make-up of the task force is similar
to the special task force that was
responsible for reforming elementary and secondary education six
years ago during the Wilkinson
administration.
Patton compares his effort on
higher education reform directly
with that historic 1990 effort.
The problem is that in 1990,
Wilkinson and legislators were facing a mandate of the state Supreme
Court and a court ruling that the
public school system in its entirety
was unconstitutional.
There is no similar urgency,
except Patton's own promise and
determination.

So, what's really wrong with the
system of higher education that
grew like Topsy in Kentucky in the
last 40 years?
Just about everything.
There are too many full, fouryear universities (four of them
within an hour's drive of one
another) doing too many of the
exact same things. They compete
with one another for scarce tax
dollars every four years and they
resist every effort to hold them to a
greater degree of accountability.
There is a flagship university at
Lexington, an urban-oriented university at Louisville, four regional
universities and a special-purpose
university in the capital city. There
is a system of two-year community
colleges operated by the University
of Kentucky, but some universities
don't accept all community college
credits. There is a separate system of
technical schools that teaches some

of the same courses taught at universities and community colleges.
If that weren't wasteful enough,
each university is governed by a
separate, appointed board that is
vaguely accountable to the Council
on Higher Education, but not very
much. The council itself is trying to
exert more influence over the system, but even it can only make
progress in terms of inches rather
than miles.
It is noteworthy that Patton asked
former North Carolina Gov. Robert
W. Scott to speak to the opening
session last week of the Task Force
on Post-Secondary Education. Scott
is largely responsible of transforming North Carolina's system of
higher education into one of the top
public university systems in the
nation.
It also is a system that has played
a very large role in North Carolina's
economic resurgence, and that, of
course, is exactly what Patton is
looking for.
Can he pull it off? We'll know by
sometime next spring, when Patton
says he'll call a special legislative
session to enact the reforms proposed by his task force.
But it's a safe bet the lights
already are burning late into the
night on university and college
campuses all over the commonwealth.

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
The Paducah Sun
What does a state director of golf do? And does Kentucky really
need one?
The questions naturally arise. The $53,000 position in the
Department of Parks was filled recently with the appointment of
John Brock, former state school superintendent who more recently
headed the state agency that oversees training of state government
employees.
Brock, a skilled golfer himself, said he plans to promote the state
courses and try to find ways to improve them. In a low priority
way, that might be construed to be a marginally useful activity, but
it does not strike us as essential in a state'that habitually operates
on a tight budget. ...
The hiring of Brock, who fills a vacancy left by a retirement,
comes in the wake of disclosures of high-salaried political appointees doing routine work as principal assistants in executive
departments.
Admittedly, the practice of making available a certain number of
payroll slots for patronage is nothing new in Kentucky government,
but in light of continuing fiscal realities, it ought to stop. ...
Would eliminating patronage make a noticeable difference? We
would put it this way: If all the principal assistantships and cushy
jobs like Brock's were abolished, consider the number of state
troopers or child-abuse caseworkers that could be added to the pay-

roll for the same amount of money. Yes, it would make a
difference.
June 11 — La Nacion, Buenos Aires, Argentina, on
U.S.-Cuba:
The U.S. decision to tighten the screw on the government of
Fidel Castro by applying the Helms-Burton law has met with strong
resistance from the international community.
The latest example is the decision by the Organization of American States to determine whether such behavior is acceptable under
international law.
But the boycott isn't solely restricted to Cuba. The U.S. is considering similar action against any non-U.S. company that has
invested in Iran or Libya.
History shows that commercial boycotts of countries for political
reasons do not work.
On the contrary, such action normally ends up hurting the people
who are exposed to such regimes. Often, dictators are bolstered by
the boycotts and become even more repressive.
The best way of bringing about political changes is to encourage
free market policies and the unrestricted flow of capital.
The U.S. congress should take note and adapt its strategy
accordingly.

Truck bomb is tragic symbol
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
truck bomb is America's worst
nightmare, whether in Oklahoma
City, Beirut, Bosnia or Saudi
Arabia. It is a symbol of the vulnerability of the world's most
powerful nation.
The latest reminder of how difficult it is to prevent such acts of
terrorism occurred Tuesday when
a powerful bomb tore through
apartment buildings at a U.S. Air
Force complex in Saudi Arabia.
Scores of Americans were
killed or injured.
"There is not absolute security
(overseas), and we do expose
ourselves to risk by exercising
leadership and engaging in the
rest ,of the world," Philip Wilcox, head of the State Department's counterterrorism office,
said oti ABC-TV's "Nightline"
program. "We do everything we
can, however, to protect our
people."
The explosion evoked the
awful memory of the 1983 bombing in Beirut, Lebanon, that
killed 241 American servicemen.
That, too, was a truck bomb that
went off outside a U.S. military
barracks.
Can such incidents be prevented? Of course not.
That was a theme that dominated the debate over sending
20,000 U.S. troops to Bosnia as
part of a NATO peacekeeping

force.
Opponents of U.S. intervention
in Bosnia repeatedly recalled the
Beirut bombing and predicted
that American troops in Bosnia

would be targets of similar

attacks. So far, the Bosnia mission has been free of major terrorist assaults.
But the explosion in Saudi
Arabia is a reminder that the
opponents of sending troops to
Bosnia may yet set their arguments prove tragically prophetic.
When White House spokesman
Mike McCurry was asked
whether there had been any specific threats against the U.S. base
in Saudi Arabia he replied, "That
is a part of the world in which
the threat exists all the time of
people who would do damage to
the interests of the United States
and the interests of those who
support the (Mideast) peace
process."
A Defense Department official
who described •Tuesday's attack

to reporters said a series of suspicious incidents had been reported
in the area over the past several
months, and that security measures had been tightened as a
result.
But as the incident illustrated,
security can never be tightened
enough.
The Israelis know this as well
as anyone.
Time and again Israel has suffered through terrorist bombings
that have killed innocent people,
that have claimed victims riding
the wrong bus or standing on the
wrong street corner at the time of
the explosion.
When the attacks are carried
out by Islamic militants in Southern Lebanon, the Israeli response

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to
opinions on our "Forum" page by writing letters to the editor. We print
letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following
gukleliner all letters must be signed by the writer, with the writeet,
address and tekiphone number included in case verification Is Oa*
suy(telephone numbers will not be published). ULM Should be typo.
written and should be on topics of general interest. Letters must not be
more than 500 words. The Murray Ledger & Times reserves the rigk
to edit, condense or reject any letter and to limit
writers;
should be addressed to: Letter to the Editors

is swift and violent. But it has yet
to stop the LCITOthf11.
Not that long ago, attacks in
the heart of Israel brought retaliation against Palestinian strongholds. Now Israel and the Palestine Liberation Organization are
at peace, albeit a fragile and
uneasy peace.
The PLO no longer is a ready
target for retaliation.
For the United States, retaliation is even more difficult.
When the truck bomb went off
in Beirut, President Reagan vowed to punish the culprits. But how
could they be singled out?
In the aftermath of the Saudi
bombing, President Clinton vowed, "The cowards who committed this murderous act must not
go unpunished."
In the insular society of Saudi
Arabia, apprehending those
responsible is more likely than in
Bosnia or Lebanon.
Last November, a car bomb
went off at a U.S.-run military
training facility, killing five
Americans and two Indians.
Four Islamic militants were
apprehended, convicted and
beheaded. The men, all Saudis,
were executed despite threats
from underground extremists to
attack U.S. interests in the kingdom if the four were punished.
The fact they were apparently
able to carry out their threat
demonstrated once again the vulnerability of U.S. forces.
EDITOR'S NOTE — Donald
M. Rotbberg covers national
security affairs for The Asso-
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Schools in disrepair throughout United States
By

DEB RIECHMANN
AP Education Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Shabby schools exist in every state
and such problems as faulty
roofs, leaky plumbing and
broken-down heating systems are
most widespread in big cities and
the West, a congressional study
found.
Problems are worse in secondary schools, buildings housing
600 or more students and schools
serving poor and minority students, according to the General
Accounting Office study released
today.
Thirty-eight percent of big-city
schools report at least one
inadequate building, compared
with 30 percent of schools in rural areas and 29 percent of schools
on the fringe of cities, the study
said.
In addition, 67 percent of
inner-city schools, serving nearly
10 million students, report the
need to repair or replace plumbing, heating or foundations.
"We can't seem to get anybody to do anything about it,"
said Michael D. Casserly, director of the Council of Great City
Schools. "It's long overdue."
Good instruction is going on
inside rickety school buildings.
Casserly said. But most Americans have no children in the
nation's 80,000 public schools,
and their perception often is
determined by schools' appearance, he argues.
Voters are starting to approve
local bond issues to repair
schools. Casserly's group
surveyed 50 urban districts. Only
a few of the 35 that responded
said bond issues for school repair
had failed in the past two years.
Despite that, Casserly argues
that schools need money from
states and the federal government. After approving $100 million to build, repair and renovate
schools in 1994, Congress cut the
money in 1995 to help balance
the budget.
Even that $100 million in federal money would not have gone
far, according to the GAO, Congress' auditing and investigative
arm. In a similar report in February 1995, the GAO said it would
cost about $111 billion t6 repair
schools nationwide.
Sen. Carol Moseley-Braun, D111., who requested the GAO
report, was joined at a news conference by Rep. Nita M. Lowey,
D-N.Y., who proposed a $150
million plan for school repair
nationwide.
"This GAO report confirms
the worst. America's schools are
literally falling down," Lowey
said. "We simply cannot prepare
America's children for the 21st
century in 19th century schools."
The new report gives state-bystate information about schools'
conditions:
—Eight states say at least 40
percent of their schools have a
building in need of extensive
repair or replacement. They were
Alaska, Arizona, California,
Delaware, Massachusetts,
Washington, West Virginia and
the District of Columbia.
—States where more than 65
percent of schools have at least
one inadequate building feature,
such as plumbing, were: Alaska,
California, Delaware, Maryland,
Massachusetts, New Mexico,
New York, Ohio, West Virginia
and the District of Columbia.
—Eight states say 20 percent
or more of their schools had a
handful of bad environmental
conditions, such as lighting, heating, indoor air quality or security.
They were Alaska, California,
Maine, Massachusetts, Oregon,
Washington, West Virginia and
the District of Columbia.
An estimated $1.2 billion is
needed to repair the District of
Columbia's 157 schools, said
spokeswoman Beverly Lofton.
This year, the district has
requested $26.3 million, but it's
unclear if the money will be
available.
"We're under court order for
fire code problems, and the little
capital improvement money that
we've salvaged from previous
budgets has gone to do that,"
Ms. Lofton said.
Among the problems in
schools with an average age of
75: leaky roofs, and rundown
boilers and electrical wiring.
In New York state, officials

LOSE 10 IBS.
IN 3 DAYS!
All Natural T-LITET"
with Chromium Picolinate

Medicine Shoppe
200 N. 12th • Murray
759-9245

constantly work to upgrade outdated heating systems and electrical wiring and leaky roofs,
spending about SI billion a year,

Prices Good
June 26 thru
July 2

said Charles Szuberla, the state's
coordinator of facilities planning
and management services.
—There are pockets of horrors.

but generally the buildings are
preuy good outside of New York
City," said the state Education
Department's senior architect,

Robert Lavery.
The average age of New York
City schools is 56; in the rest of
the state, school buildings were

built an average of 38 years ago.
Szuberla said.
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'We too Custom Bar-B-CI Turkeys, Hams & Shoulders
Boston Butt

Grade A Frozen

Owen's Best Extra Lean

Owen's Best

Pork Roast

Ground Chuck Turkey Breast Ground Chuck Patties
1 39
Franks or
1 39 Leg
Chuck
Chicken
I Lb. Steak
29
Lb Bologna 1 59
Lb
Qtrs.
Eckrich

Pork
Cutlets
$ 1 99

1 59
L:
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Owen's Best Family Pack

Extra Lean

Ground Beef

Wilson Corn King

'79!

Peter Pan

Margarine

$1

Flav-O-Rich

Hyde Park

2% Milk
Gal. $ 1 99

Sugar
5 Lb.

Kentuckian Ham
239
Dills
Lb

Paramount
Hamburger
32 oz

9(r

74

1

$ 89

IN-AD COUPON COUPON EXPIRES 7/0/96

PV00.40

Pecieem Orly At Owens Food Starket

Kingsford

Charcoal Briquets
20 Lb.

Field Boneless Half or Whole

Bacon
1 59
Peanut
I 1 Lb.
Butter

3-4 Lb. Pkg.

Potato
Chips

99`

You Pay Only

2/ 5 witt,

Coupon ==.

On 2-20 Lb. Bag(s) of Jonny Cat. Premium Cat
Utter Original Fresh Scent or Natural Unscented

$499

Relabel Hal to A
UCThC.Cceipon Sedempeon Cam P0
St607-coss
sse pay you 413s. pee es If al NPITII
Tat

$)E3,
1441)13.
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Showboat

Pork & Beans 15 oz.

B.G. Cods • Cocoa Ms, lucky n
Charms, an. Toast Coch 12-14 oz. L/

$5

Country Time

Lemonade

12 qt
Del Monte Squeeze Tomato

Ketchup
Purity 5 Qt.

Ice Cream

$299

28

Beanie Weanie

Betty Crocker

Power Ade Thirst

Cake Mix

$399

Van Camp
7.75 oz.

Quencher

18

Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite,
Mello Yello, Mr. Pibb 12 pk. $299

Potato Chips

Paramount Sweet or

Musselman's Assorted

Hot Dog Relish

Applesauce

10
Country Daybreak Grade A

(
zatN‘s.'-

noc
Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite,
Mello Yello, Mr. Pibb 2 Liter 77

Large Eggs

5/$3
99'

32 oz.

Lay's New Baked
5 oz.

$168

23 oz.

89'

Prairie Farms

Doz. 79' Whole Milk

1/2 gal.

$1 29

gr)
Owen's Best
Boneless Pit

Owen's Best
Boneless Virginia

Baked Ham

Baked Ham

Owen's Best

Golden Ripe

Southern
Vine Ripe

10 Lb. Idaho

BBQ Beef
29

Bananas

Tomatoes

Potatoes

99
$3 $3 $3 3
99
Lb.

Lb.

Lb.

Lbs.

1

0
49

q 99

Owen's Best

Eckrich
All Meat

Emge
American
heese

Crisp Green
Bell

Sweet
California

BBQ Ribs
59

3 Lb. Bag
Yellow

Bologna
$259

c
$299

Peppers

Peaches

Onions
$ 19

$3

Lb.

Lb.

3/$1 89<. 1
.rrie

1
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SUMMER DRAWING
LESSONS &
COMMISSIONED ART

Homemakers
at meeting

All ages. all levels can learn and
even master the art of drawing
portraits, still life, perspective, anything. All materials provided.
CALL TODAY FOR
SCHEDULING

753-7763
MICKEY GARRISON - ARTLST
$55 for 5 two hr. sessions
$90 for 10
▪ Would you like a professional drawing of your children,
a building, etc., call for information!

Martha Butterworth, Vanda Gibson, Elaine Collins, Betty Kirken=ler, Judy Stahler, Mary Steely,
and Jane Steely recently represented
Calloway County Homemakers at
the Kentucky Extension Homemakers Association 63rd Annual
State Meeting that was held Apri129
- May 1 in Louisville.
These ladies participated in many
educational sessions including Officers & Chairman Training,
Scarves, Cake Decorating, Rower
Garden Wreaths, Father Santa Pins,
and Environmental workshops.
The 1997 State Meeting will be
held April 28 - 30th in Owensboro.
All Calloway Countians are invited to join Homemakers.
For more information, contact
Jane Steely, County Extension
Agent for Home Economics, at
753-1452.

Shirley Zeitlin
& Company
Realtors'
Affiliate Broker

Business (615) 383-0183
Continental Plaza • Suite 100
FAX (615) 385-3222
4301 Hillsboro Road
Home (615) 383-5011
Nashville, Tennessee 37215
E Mail 102505.1100 @ compuserve.com

•

•Medical Claims Service
•PCS •Medimet
.BC-BS •Paid State Aid

HOLLAND DRUGS
Bob Dunn, R.Ph.

109 S. 4th St.

753-1462

Reeves
Draper,v 18th Annual Pre•Fourth Of July Sale!
Outlet

7 Big Days June 26th July 3rd Closd July 4th

Bedding
Ensembles

Curtainsiefispreads.
Accessories

By Crosollx

By Waverly*

'
Cotswold
10
•Denim
-Brigadoon
(All In Stock)
on

'Village Quilt
'Pleasant Valley
'Greenfield
'Ford Flame

0/
/0

on

(All In Stock)

Huge Assortment

New Arrival

Lace Panels &
Accessories

Luxurious 3-Piece
Bath Sets

Set
Only
Includes:
'Lid Cover
10
%
'Contour
per set
'Bath Mat $2499
Burgundy, Hunter Green,
on
Rose, Blue & More
(Largest Selection 01 Lace In This Area')
* Good Quality! *
By Heritage

p. rot.IRN At-

Puritan - Lichtenberg

Lexington

By Home Innovations
Superior Quality & Craftsmanship
Full Comforter Set

Shower Curtains

Extension Board will meet
Calloway County Extension Board will meet Thursday, June 27,
at 7 p.m. in the auditorium of Weaks Community Center. All interested persons are invited to attend.

Basketball league plans car wash

Mr. and Mrs. Glindel Reaves

Liners • Tension Rods & Rings
Also Available In Stock'

Good Selection

Blind Sale

Kitchen
Curtains

'Mini Blinds 'Vertical Blinds
.2' Plantation Wood Blinds
'Micros

0%
on

(Made To Your Measurements)

Call For A Free Quote!
We Install For Free!

Reeves Drapery Outlet
204 N Brewer St
Downtown Paris, TN
' :2-9019 • 1-800-74.

Visa

tAisterCar,
Discover
Layaways
N•ienme

Singles (SOS) plan activities

Anniversary reception
held in honor of couple
Mr. and Mrs. Glindel Reaves of Ormond Beach, Fla., formerly of
Murray, were honored at a surprise 50th anniversary reception on
Sunday, Feb. 25, at 2 p.m.
The event was held in the reception hall of First Baptist Church,
Daytona Beach, Fla.
It was hosted by their children, Carole Buhts and husband, Bob, and
children, Kurt, Amelia, Hans and Seb, Louisville, Morris Reaves and
wife, Kathy, and children, Jeremy, Ronnie and Ashley, of Greensboro,
N.C., Jan Blount and husband, Jess, and twins, Johnny and Jesse,
Orlando, Fla., and Jennifer Baskin and husband, Doug, Daytona Beach
Shores, Ha.
The out-of-town 10 grandchildren and their parents and other relatives hid out in a motel from Friday until Sunday at 2 p.m., when they
appeared in a "This Is Your Life" type of program, family by family,
at the church reception. Carole and Jan played marimba music, depicting three things, Carole, the narrator, told the guests that Glindel and
Jane had passed on to them.
The Rev. Bobby Welch, pastor at the church at Daytona Beach,
officiated at the renewing of the wedding vows by the couple. Mrs.
Reaves, the former Jane Morris, and Mr. Reaves were married Feb.
24, 1946, at First Baptist Church, Mayfield.
Other out-of-town guests included Mr. and Mrs. Lynwood Morris,
Sedalia, Mr. and Mrs. James Pryor, Mayfield, Mrs. Evelyn Melvin
Lee and Chester Melvin, Winter Haven, Ha., Miss Landi Coltrane,
Greensboro, N.C., Dr. and Mrs. James Converse, Ormond Beach, Ha.,
Mrs. James Pryor, Mayfield, and Mrs. Warren Cole, Daytona Beach,
Fla.

Students are honored
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — Students from the Murray area have
been honored at Lipscomb University for academic achievement
during spring semester, according
to Dr. James T. Arnett, vice presdient for academic affairs.
Students named to the honor
roll for posting gradepoint averages of 3.5 to 3.99, their majors,
parents' names and addresses,
and high school attended include
the following:
Erin Grogan, unclassified, Mr.
and Mrs. George B. Grogan, Rt.
4, Murray, Calloway County
High School;
Angela Long, Business Admi-

aviv•
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We are pleased to

(Other Sizes Avalabie)
Beaut;161 Damask Burgundy & Hunter
Coverlet W/Plard Bed Skirt & Fringed
Shams
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Murray-Calloway County 13 and Under Girls Basketball League
will have a car wash on Friday, June 28, from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
Hardee's. Funds from the car wash will be used for the league's
expenses to the National Tournament at Orlando, Fla., July 6-13.

'Lace 'Moire • Vinyl • Double Swag
Good Selection On Sale

25999

Jasmine Cutwork
'
-Pansies
"Orchard
'Sunflower

PIP (parents in partnership) will have special meetings on Thursday, June 27, and Friday, June 28. The group will meet Thursday at
6 p.m. at Pagliai's Jungle Room Reserved Table. This will be an
open meeting and sharing of "PIP Resource Library" checklist. Each
one may bring family members. A special session of Library Awareness will be Friday from noon to 1 p.m. at Calloway County Public
Library. Library Director Ben Graves will speak about "How to Use
the New Library Technology." For more information call Val Dowdy at 753-1960.

'Serving Al! You, Real Estak
Needs in The Nashville & Middle
Tennessee Area.

Greer Houston

.15% Cash Discount
On All Prescriptions
'Computerized Records

PIP meetings are planned

cnifiounce that Theresa
Buckingham, brideelect of Jeremy Scott
Samons, has made her
domestic and household selections through
our bridal registry.
Theresa and Jeremy
will he married June
29, 1996.

\VAL-MART
Hwy. 641 North
Murray

4priNvoirD
Lfrin

nistration in Accounting, Mr. and
Mrs. Brooks Russell Long Jr.,
1403 Misty Creek Dr., Murray,
Murray High School;
Stacey Smith, English Teaching, Mr. and Mrs. Terry E. Smith,
1615 The Lane, Murray, Murray
High School.

Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will have activities on
Thursday, June 27 and Saturday, June 29. The group will meet
Thursday at 7 p.m. for food at Sporty's Grill. The group will have a
dance from 7:30 to 11:30 p.m. at Weaks Community Center, Murray. Each one should bring a snack. The SOS is a nonprofit, nondenominational, support and social group for single adults, whether
always single, separated, divorced or widowed. For more information call Larry, 753-9395, Jane, 489-2046, or Liz, 767-0342.

Bible School at Palestine
Palestine United Methodist Church will have a one-day Bible
School on Saturday, June 29, from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. This will be for
preschool through teen age. This is open to all interested persons.

Pet Therapy on Thursday
Pet Therapy will be Thursday, June 27, at 2 p.m. at Calloway
County Public Library. Persons are asked to note the earlier time.
The group will meet at the library and then go to visit the local nursing homes. For information call Lois Ruiz, 435-4277.

McKameys will sing Thursday
The McKameys will present a gospel concert on Thursday, June
27, at 7 p.m. at Christian Fellowship Church, Briensburg. There is
no admission and a nursery will be provided. For information call
David Parish, pastor, 1-502-527-8369.

Cuba Class of 1976 plans reunion
Cuba High School's class of 1976 will have its 20th year reunion
on Saturday, July 27, at Patti's 1880's Settlement at Grand Rivers.
All former members and teachers of this class are invited to attend.
If you would like to attend and have not received any information,
contact Debra Bynum Wiggins at 1-502-376-5589, or Samantha
Johnson Hall at 759-1151.

NARFE Chapter to meet Friday
Don Radcliffe will speak about "Irrevocable Trusts" at the regular
meeting of National Association of Retired Federal Employees on
Friday, June 28, at 11:30 a.m. at Eva's Country Kitchen, Highway
121 North, Coldwater Road. Glen Sims, president, urges all members and prospective members to attend.

Gray baby is
born June 11
Margaret Gray of Rt. 1, Box
277, Almo, is the mother of a
son, Dalton Everett Gray, born on
Tuesday, June 11, 1996, at 7:39
a.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The baby weighed nine pounds
and measured 20% inches. A sister is Caitlin Nichole Gray.
Grandparents are John Gray and
Alma Gray of Rt. 1, Almo.

Promise Keepers group will meet
A Promise Keepers' "Share the Vision" Rally will be Saturday.
June 29, from 9 to 11:30 a.m. at First Baptist Church, Murray. The
Rev. Lewis Monroe, who recently resigned his pastorate to become
the Promise Keeper's Representative for Arkansas and Missouri will
be the key note speaker. There is no cost to the rally, but a love
offering will be taken. All men are urged to come to the New Life
Christian Bookstore on north side of court square, Murray, on
Thursday, June 27, at 7 p.m. to finalize plans for the rally. For information call 1-502-354-8434. This is sponsored by Purchase Area
Taskforce in Support of Promise Keepers.

Officer.
and Pa
ings of
to 6 p.1
today.
businet
'Attend.
1-901-5

1

Bogard reunion will be Aug. 24
The annual Bogard reunion will be Saturday, Aug. 24, at Weaks
Community Center, Poplar and South Seventh Streets, Murray. A
potluck lunch will be served at noon. All relatives and friends are
invited and are asked to note the change in meeting place this year.
For more information call Troy Bogard, 474-8873, or Modena Outland, 753-0254.

Introducing Knoth's

Bar-13-Q. Whole Shoulders
Order your hickory cooked whole shoulders and all the fixins from me and
take it with you this JULY 4TH WEEKEND. Average shoulder price $28
to $42. Knoth's Bar-B-Q will honor this coupon in observance of
Independence Day. For your convenience please order in advance.

Now New Store Hours

Whole Shoulders

$5•00 OFF
Expires July 7th.
Good al Murray only

759-1712
Hwy. 641 N.

Tues. - Sat.
11 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Sunday
11 a.m. - 3 p.m.

e
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Fat ordinarily accounts for about ten to 20 percent of the
weight of an adult male and about 25 percent of the weight of an
adult female.

Garden Center
Mandevilla
Plnk 8. Yellow • Beautiful
3 gal

$21.99

Perennials

Barbara Karnes
and Jesse Denton

1

Annabelle

3 gal

'17

Gaillard's

1 gal

'5

WWI

3 gal

'17

Si. Lavender 1 gal

'5

Pink

2 gal

'12

TIP: Early morning waterings or late
sternoon Is better than mid-day to
prevent sun scald on plants.

Mr. and Mrs. Chad Nolan Alderman

Karnes-Denton vows
will be said July 27 solemnized at church
Mrs. Norma Karnes of Kirksey announces the engagement and
approaching marriage of her daughter, Barbara Karnes, to Jesse Denton, son of Mrs. Ella Louise Samples and the late James R. Denton of
Henderson County.
Miss Karnes is the daughter of the late Walter Karnes of Kirksey.
She is a graduate of Calloway County High School and is employed
by Food Services at Murray State University.
Mr. Denton is a graduate of Henderson County Senior High School
and Murray State University. He is a former junior high mathematics
teacher at Hayti., Mo.
The vows will be exchanged on Saturday, July 27, 1996, at 7 p.m.
at Kirksey United Methodist Church at Kirksey.
A reception will follow the ceremony.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend.

Barbie Doll Club today

Hydrangeas

gal $5

Rudbolds

Hwy. 94 East of Murray • 753-4512
Mon.-Sat. 8-5, Sun. 1-5

Selena Kay Hill and Chad Nolan Alderman were married Saturday,
March 23, 1996, at Dexter-Hardin United Methodist Church. The Rev.
Kendrick Lewis of Paducah officiated.
Parents of the couple are Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Goode of Dexter,
Gene Hill of Murray, and Mr. and Mrs. Nolan Alderman of Aurora.
Gaya Trimble of Dexter was maid of honor. Bridesmaids were
Andrea Szemeredy of Dexter and Amanda Sjoblom of Cumberland
City.
Flower girl was Allysa Nicole Hill, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Greg
Hill of Dexter.
Chris Farmer of Aurora was best man. Groomsman was Scott
DeShields of Murray. Ushers were Greg Hill of Dexter and Glenn
Wallace of Murray.
Ring bearer was Matthew Morrison, son of Mr. and Mrs. Shane
Morrison of Aurora.
Betty Tolbert of Gilbertsville directed the wedding.
A reception followed in the fellowship hall of the church.
Servers were Melinda Hill, Sue Trimble and Elaine Ninno, all of
Dexter.
Guest register attendant was Kim Morrison of Aurora.
The bride will be a senior at Murray State University this fall. She
is employed in the Safety Department at Paschall Truck Lines.
The groom is a 1990 graduate of Marshall County High School. He
is employed at Briggs & Stratton.
Following A short wedding trip, the couple is residing at Aurora.

TODAY
FUN & FASHION

FAR LANDS TRAVEL

By D.K. Kelley
Officers of the newly formed Barbie Doll Club, Judy Ward, president,
and Pam Parker, treasurer, discuss a recent book about Barbie. Meetings of the new club are scheduled every fourth Wednesday from 4:30
to 6 p.m. at Calloway County Public Library. The club will be meeting
today. A display of members' dolls will be discussed following a short
business meeting. Anyone interested in Barbie dolls is welcome to
attend. For information call Parker at 762-1129 or 1-247-6502, or Ward at
,
1-901-593-5361.

CURR ENT
INVESTMENT R VIES
\it \I

TERM

I IL I111 I

182 Days

$1000

9 Months

$1000

12 Months
24 Months
60 Months
Substantial penalty for early withdrawal. These
yields
effective
are
percentage
annual
June 25, 1996.

PeoplesBank
Of.Murray,Kentucky

A DIVISON OF A
502 MAPLE STREET
MURRAY, KY 42071
(502)753-4646
800-592-30 1 7

It is that time of year again. D.K.
Kelley is celebrating nine years in
business with lots of great specials
going on. We have 25% to 50% off
storewide including all of our new
jewelry. Lots of accessories will be
half price, hats, handbags and summer jewelry.
D.K. Kelley has lots of terrific
merchandise to choose from, and
with a sale going on it really is a good
time to add to your summer
wardrobe.
We have denim in all shapes and
forms, dresses, suits, loads of shorts
and tops and most of the shorts are
long enough to be worn to work for
an updated casual look.
There is still lots of hot weather
ahead so don't be unprepared for last
minute appropriate invitations with
nothing to wear. .
Each day Wednesday through
Saturday we will be serving birthday
cake and giving away door prizes.
There will be lots of unadvertised
specials daily.
It is our 9th birthday and we are
giving you the presents.
Be sure to check out all of our red,
white and blue jewelry and vests.
With the 4th of July next week it is a
good time to get some bargains and
celebrate the holiday.
Congratulations to Renee Wynn
who won the sterling silver cuff
bracelet last Friday.
In addition to our luncheon on
Friday, we will be having an artist in
the store also who makes jewelry.So
bring in any of your old stones if you
would like to have them redesigned
for a one of a kind piece made
especially for you.
Sale starts today! Don't miss all
the fun and excitement everyday.
Stay tuned to next week's Fun &
Fashion report.

Kroger Money Market CestIor 767-2235
Main Office 5th & Main • North Branch 12th & Chestnut • South
Branch 12th & Story • 767-BANK

305 South 1211%
Murray, KY • 753-7441

—
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INC
118 WEST BROADWAY
MAYFIELD, KY 42066
(502) 247-8747
800-457-1599

FAR LANDS TRAVEL
Eric Noah-Wilson

Carey Alexander

R. Alan Bazzell

LONDON/15 NIGHTS
Aug. 13, 1996 Overnight flight to London.
Aug. 14,1996 Transfer to the Russell Hotel in Russell Square the heart of London,evening free for theatre.
Aug. 15, 1996 Morning sightseeing tour, see Big Ben, Houses of Parliament, Buckingham Palace,afternoon
free for additional sightseeing, brass rubbing, tea at the Savoy. Evening free.
Aug. 16, 1996 Free day in London.
Aug. 17, 1996 Fly to Dublin and join Globus for a 11 day tour of the Emerald Isle.
Aug. 18-26, 1996 touring Ireland.
Aug. 27, 1996 Depart Dublin for home arriving same day.

CASINO AZTAR

BRANSON

July 17, 1996 Depart Murray on a Brooks
motorcoach traveling North to the city of
Evansville. Arrive at the Casino Aztar. We will
be in the city of Evansville. Cruise ship for two 2
hour cruises. Lunch is included. Depart Evansville for home.

Sept 2-4, 1996 Trip includes motorcoach transportation. Sightseeing at the Laura Ingalls
Wilder home. 3 nights in Branson. Breakfast
each morning.2 shows of your choice. Sightseeing tour of the Branson area. Shopping tour.
Lunch at Lamberts(home of the throwcd rolls)
in Sikeston.

CALIFORNIA

FLORIDA
Great specials to Disney World. Great airfare
sales as low as $99.00.

Great airfare sales starting at S198.

Hours: Mon.-Fri.
9 a.m. -5:30 p.m.

Coming Soon FAR LANDS Corporate

.
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Lawson gets
his degree
GRINNELL, Iowa — Matthew
Joseph Lawson was graduated
from Grinnell College on May 20
at the spring commencement.
Lawson graduated with honors.
He is a member of Beta Chapter
of Iowa of Phi Beta Kappa.
He is the son of Hughie and
Anita Lawson of Murray.
Grinnell College President
Pamela A. Ferguson conferred
degrees on 297 graduates. The
ceremony marked the 150th
anniversary of the college.

"ci

114

Sunday - June 30
*"liberty" Patriotic
Musical
Thursday - JulL4
*O.B. Boone Memorial
Breakfast
*VFW Veterans'
Memorial Service
*Lion's Club 5K Run
*National Scouting
Museum Community
Appreciation Days
*Hazel Antique Dealers
Association Dealers's
Choice Sale (July4-7)
*Lion's Club Old
Fashioned Street Fair
*Freedom Fest/Pepsi
Art & Craft Fair
*Cards -N- Comics Show
*Briggs & Stratton
Murray Main Street Mile
*Optimist Club's "Biggest
Small Town Parade
in America"

*Music with a Bang!
*Briggs & Stratton
Fireworks Extravaganza

•'A•A

.
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Save time,

Save energy
Save upto$254

Priddy - July S

Doing it right the first time
with Benjamin Moore paint
saves a lot more than time
and energy--it saves
money. And right now, you
can save even more with
our special $5 per gallon
mail-in rebate on a large
selection of interior and
exterior paints. Buy the
maximum 5 gallons,
save $25.

Saturday - July 6
*Freedom Fest
"Make A Difference Day"
*Storyfest '96
*WSJP/WBLN/WNBS
Country Music Fest '96
*American Red Cross
Tennis Tournament
(July 6-7)
July 12-14
*Freedom Fest
Murray Heat
Baseball Tournament

But hurry. This offer is available between
May 20 and July 4, 1996.
on select
of Benjamin
Up to $25.•
eakerle dears lor Pit*

BUY'r1-IE BEST

M(Icaarenht
PAINTS
A Stroke Of Brilliance.*
01111101111Mish,

Azini
Bel-Air Shopping Center
918 S. 12th St.
Murray, Kentucky 42071-2151
996 Beqamin Moore & Co

ONE DAY ONLY
Wednesday, June 26
m•

JCPenney

MI ION

=MI EM ENN

Murray, Ky. Only:

% OFF
'Must Present
Coupon

You choose the item - we'll take 30% off the regular price! I
One item only.
I (Does not include glft certificates, catalog, styling salon, gift wrap,fragrances, Value Right, sale or clearance Items. May not be I
• redeemed for cash, used for payment on account, or In combination with any other JCPenney coupon.)

Salon Hours:
Mon.-Fri. 8-8
Sat. 8-6
Sun. 1-5
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Mr. and Mrs. Larry T. Wyatt of Almo announce the engagement
and forthcoming marriage of their daughter, Joy Wyatt, to Rob Logan,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert B. Logan of Fulton, Miss.
Miss Wyatt is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bill Jeffcoat and
Mrs. Sarah Wyatt, all of Murray, and the late John Wyatt.
Mr. Logan is the grandson of Mrs. Vessie Logan of Tupelo, Miss.,
and the late B.B. Logan and Mr. and Mrs. W.A. Burleson.
The bride-elect, a 1992 graduate of Calloway County High School,
is a 1996 graduate of Freed-Hardeman University, Henderson, Tenn.,
with a bachelor's degree in communications with an emphasis in
broadcasting.
The groom-elect, a 1992 graduate of Itawamba Agricultural High
School, Fulton, Miss., is a 1996 graduate of Freed-Hardeman University with a bachelor of business administration in accounting degree.
The wedding vows will be exchanged on Saturday, July 27, 1996, at
2 p.m. at Murray Woman's Club House, 704 Vine St., Murray.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend.
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JCPenney

ii

Catalog Phone:
759-4080

Wednesday, Juno 26
Coldwater Church of Christ Bible
School/7 p.m.
Murray Art Guild/open 10 a.m.-3 p.m.
South Pleasant .Grove United
MethodIst—Cfrorch -Administrative
Board/7 p.m.
University Church of Christ Bible
Classes/7 p.m.
Glendale Road Church of Christ Bible
Classes/7 p.m.
West Fork Baptist Church Bible
Study/7 p.m.
Coldwater Church of Christ Bible
Study/7 p.m.
Westside Baptist Church service/7
p.m.
Dexter Baptist Church worship/6:30
p.m.
Grace Baptist Church Bible Studies/7
p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church group
meetings and prayer service/7 p.m.
Reading Room open/12 noon-3
p.m./Christian Science Church.
Elm Grove Baptist Church Bible
Study/7 p.m.
New Mt. Carmel Baptist Church prayer service/7 p.m.
Coldwater Baptist Church prayer
service/7 p.m.
New Life Christian Center/prayer and
praise/7 p.m.
First United Methodist Church Love
Bug Birthday Party at West View/2:30
p.m.; Chancel Choir/7:30 p.m.
First Baptist Church Library
open/6:15 p.m.; Children's Super
Summer Studies and Youth Prime
Time/6:30 p.m.; Prayer and Bible
Study/6:35 p.m.; Sanctuary Choir and
Intercessory 'Prayer/7:45 p.m.
Emmanuel Baptist Church Bible
Study/7 p.m.
Christian and Missionary Alliance
Bible Study/7 p.m.
West Kentucky Wrather Museum/
open 8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
Eagle Gallery at FA Center, MSU/
open 8 a.m.-6 p.m.
National Scouting Museum/open 9
a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Thursday, June 27
Calloway County Extension Board/7
p.m./Weaks Community Center
auditorium.
Pet Therapy/2 p.m./Calloway Public
Library.
Compassionate Friends/7:30
p.m./board room of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. Info/762-1274 or
498-8324.
Calloway County Republican
Women/7 p.m./Curris Center, Murray
State University. Info/759-1764.

Thursday, June 27
Murray Magazine Club/2 p.m./Dutch
Essenhaus Restaurant.
Promise Keepers rally plans/7
pat./New Life Christian Bookstore.
New Providence Baptist Church Bible
School/9 a.m.
Poplar Spring Baptist Church Bible
School/6 p.m.
Cherry Corner Baptist Church Bible
SchooU9 a.m.
Coldwater Church of Christ Bible
School/7 p.m.
Adult Children of Alcoholics and/or
dysfunctional families/6:30
p.m./Calloway County Health Center.
Info/753-6026 or 753-7405.
Purchase Area Alliance for Mentally III
support group/7 p.m./Lourdes Hospital, Paducah. Info, 435-4138.
Chapter 50 of Disabled American
Veterans/7 p.m./Legion Hall.
Hazel Center open 10 a.m.-2 p.m. for
senior citizen' activities.
Weeks Center open 8 a.m.-4 p.m. for
senior citizens' activities.
TOPS KY #469 meeting/7 p.m. with
weigh-in/6 p.m./Annex of Calloway
Public Library.
Murray Rotary Club/noon/Seven
Seas.
Murray
Kiwanis Club/6
p.m./Shoney's.
Dexter Pentecostal Church service/7
p.m.
Young in Hearts/10:30 a.m./Glendale
Road Church of Christ.
First United Methodist Church
Ouilters/9:30 a.m.
First Baptist Church Day Camp (ages
7-10)/9:30 a.m. with campout/7:30
p.m.
St. Leo Catholic Church Legion of
Mary/9:45 a.m.

Emily Anne
Weaver born
Mr. and Mrs. Terry Weaver of
Fayetteville, Ga., are the parents
of a daughter, Emily Anne Weaver, born on Sunday, June 9, 1996.
The baby weighed eight pounds
14 ounces and measured 21
inches.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Jerry Weaver and Mr. and Mrs.
Sam Willett, all of Murray.

Sale
BUY! GET

40% Off

Markdown

Thurs. thru Sat.. June 27-29
Store Hours:
Monday-Saturday
10:00-9:00
Sunday 12:30-5:30
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Joy Wyatt
and Rob Logan

(equal value or less)

16
Office Phone:
759-1400

La
scl

Wyatt-Logan wedding
is scheduled July 27

*Freedom Fest/KBSI-Fox
Family Fun Day
in the Park
*A Bark in the Park
*Max Hurt
MemoriaVRotary
Golf Tournament
•YMCA/Mattel
Kid's Parade

For Freedom Fest information, or to
receive )our FREI:. Freedom Fest
Events Cuide, call 759-2199.
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ANIMAL SHELTER photo

This is "Big Ole Sam" being held
by Shelter Tech Beth Mills. Sam is
one of the most gentle and trusting dogs at the Humane Society
and Shelter. He was in a loving
home all his life, but his owner
was informed by the landlord that
dogs were not allowed. Now he
waits for someone to see in him
the wonderful companion he can
be. Sam has already been neutered and is up to date on all his
vaccine. He is approximately three
years old and appears to be in
excellent health. See him at the
Shelter between 1 and 5 p.m. Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and Friday, and noon to 2 p.m. Saturday.
Animal Shelter is an agency of the
United Way.

. July 4
-rthru
July 7
*Freedom Fest
Beauty Pageant

-a.

Dana Marie Hofferbert and David Myers Evans of Chamblee, Ga.,
will be married July 13 at Nashville, Tenn.
The bride-elect is the daughter of Jerry and Barbara Hofferbert of
Nashville. She is the granddaughter of the late Henry Winston and
Ann Elizabeth Bowers and the late Carl and Roberta Hofferbert.
Miss Hofferbert is a graduate of John Overton High School, Nashville, and the University of Tennessee at Knoxville.
The groom -elect is the son of Dan Evans of Huntington, W.Va., and
Marinell Evans of Nashville, Tenn. He is the grandson of the late
Chester B. and Lucy Myers of Lynn Grove and Allene Evans of Murray and the late Milburn Evans.
Mr. Evans is a graduate of John Overton High School and the University of Tennessee at Knoxville. He is employed by Evans, Porter,
Bryan & Co., Atlanta, Ga.

4

DONATION MADE — Donald Brittian, right, Grand Knight of Fr. Sasser
Council No. 6897 of Knights of Columbus, presents a chick for 6300
from the council to Camilla Brandon, left, president of Murray-Calloway
County Swim Team. Brandon expressed her appreciation for the team
for the donation to help defray expenses for the summer season.

Saturday • June 29

,r;%,

Hofferbert and Evans
wedding to be July 13

Pet featured

Emily Rose Apperson, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Walter L.
Apperson, has earned her Master's degree in School Counseling
from the University of Alabama
at Tuscaloosa.
Ms. Apperson is a 1984 graduate of Murray High School. She
earned her B.S., magna cumn
laude from the University of
Alabama.
She has been a fourth grade
teacher at Oakdale Elementary
School at Tuscaloosa, Ala., for
TA years.

.ii ;
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Apperson
earns degree

ra

M AU FlICES
Chestnut Hills Shopping Ctr. • Murray, KY
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HOSPITAL REPORTS
Four newborn admissions, dismissab and two expirations at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Wednesday, June 19, have
been released as follows:

Paul Anthony Lamb

Lamb gets
scholarships
Paul Anthony Lamb of Almo is
the recipient of an Achievement
Scholarship from Murray State
University and the Buford Hurt
Memorial Scholarship from
Woodmen of the World.
The Achievement Scholarship
is awarded based on outstanding
accompalishments. The Hurt
Scholarship is presented for
strong school leadership, citizenship and community service.
Lamb is a 1996 graduate of
Christian Fellowship High
School, Briensburg. He is the son
of James Gary and Karen Clendenon Lamb of Almo, and the
grandson of Mr. and Mrs. James
0. Lamb and Mr. and Mrs. John
Clendenon of Murray.
Throughout high school he was
an active member of the basketball and baseball teams, Beta
Club, History Club, German Club
and Honors Club. He was also
named "Best All Around" by his
graduating class.

Newtown admissions
Grundgen
be
ir
n girl, mother, Charism'
Earley,
Woods baby girl, parents, Patti and
Monts, lAayeeid;
Collins baby girl, parents, Jennifer
and Mark, Murray;
Hutson baby girl, parents. Glenda
and Chris, Murray.
Dismissals
Claude Wilson Jr., Almo; James
Butler Atkins and Mrs. Barbara A. Wyrick and baby boy, Cottage Grove,
Tenn.;
Mrs. Josephine Petsrson Duncan,
New Concord; Charles M. Love, Paris,
Tenn.; Mrs. Mildred Guthrle, Hazel;
Mrs. Karen R. Halo,
/ and baby girl,
Cadiz; Mrs. Mary Ruth Hardison,
Mayfield;
Noble S. Hale, Farmington; Troy J.
Lawrence, Calvin City;
Mrs. Bulah M. Burke, Mrs. Hilda
Whinge!, Mrs. Connie L. Miller and
NOY boy,
Charles Parrish. Mrs. Virgio Louisa
Hale, Mrs. Edna Holland, and Mrs.
Florence Rains, all of Murray.
Expirations
Hubert Dearing and James Shatter,
Murray.

•

Krouse gets
degree; now
at Helena

'

4 EXCITING DAYS OF SUMMER FUN FOR EVERYONE!
*
*
*
*
*

ass baby girl, parents, John
Mark and Mitzi, Almo
Dismissals
Mrs. Lenin* Graves, Cadiz; Ms
Jacquolin West, Hopkinsville; Mrs.
Leah& Joann Tyler, Puryoar, Tenn.;
Joseph Allen Lusk, Mrs. Willa
Deane Rodgers, Mrs. Tina Mario Carter and baby boy,
Mrs. Wanda J. Bailey, Miss Ashlea
J. Cole, and Mrs. Tammy L. Soavers,
all of Murray.
• • • •

One newborn admission and
County Hospital for Thursday,
June 20, have been released as
follows:

Antiques
Street Fair
Golf Tournament
Car Show
Musuem Tours

(Mann G. MacDonald, Mrs. Charlene
June Strivski, and Ricky Kyle Ferguson, all of Puryear, Tann.;
Mrs. Beverly A. Ray, Calvin City;
Mrs. Beulah N. Jones and Ben K.
Haley, Hardin; Robert T. Stilwell,
GlIbertsvilie;
Jessie R. Canup, Dexter; Raymond
Allan, SpringviNs, Tann.; Mrs. Paula J.
Clerk Now Concord;
Mrs. Lucile L. Than*, Mrs. Reba
Mae Fain, Pat McCain, Mrs. Mary Ann
Clark, Mrs. Sheila Larnkin and baby

Seven newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Friday, June
21, have been released as
follows:

Ma=

Pet Show
Fireworks
Family Day
5K Runs & Walks
Recycling

is cool when
you're near
Kentucky
Lake

*
*
*
*
*

Parades
Memorial Service
Tennis Tournamen1
Music
Baseball Tourney

II

Call 1 (800) 272-4MSU

Newborn admission
Garner baby girl, parents, Sharon
and Roger, Murray.
Dismissals
lArs. Pauline Edwards and Mrs. Anita Carol Powell and baby girl, Benton;
Glenn Rudolph, Raymond D. Lee,
and John Preston York, all of Hardin;
John E. Smithson, Mrs. Kelly D.
Powell, Miss Melissa J. Kelton and
baby girl, and Mrs. Lee Ann Henry and
baby boy, all of Hayfield;
Mrs. Mary Ann Gamer, Buchanan,
Tenn.; Ms. 011ie R. Smith and Mrs. Mitzi M. BUROSS and baby girt Almo;
Hugh Gould, Hazel; Mrs. Marcella

baby girt, parents, Anita and
Rickey, Benton;
Powell baby boy, parents, Kelly and
John, Mayfield;
Adams baby boy, parents, Diana
and Donn, Murray;
Watkins baby boy, parents, Gabriela
and Craig, Hazel;
Gordon baby boy, parents, Downs
and Melvin, Benion
Dismissals
Robert Henry Ford, Buchanan,
Tenn.; Noble Paschall and Mrs. Elaine

*
*
*
*
*

SUMMER SCHOOL

One newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Monday,
June 24, have been released as
follows:

Newborn admissions
Clark baby gin, parents, Valerie and
Darren, Murray:
Bridges baby boy, mother, Mona,

Concerts
Food
Arts & Crafts
Beauty Pageant
Storytelling

For a FREE Freedom Fest Events Guide or more information, call 759-2199.
Come Celebrate A Family Tradition!

Newborn admissions
Henry baby boy, parents, LeeAnn
and Doyle, Mayfield;
Claybrook baby boy, parents, Tonya
and John, Murray;
Summers baby boy, parents, Ardenah and Olan, Cadiz;
McElwain baby girl, mother, Danielle, Murray.
Dismissals
Ms. Helen M. Sanders, Paris, Tenn.;
Miss Mona M. Bridges and baby boy,
and Mrs. Dianne Gibson, Mayfield;
Mrs. Gabrisee Watkins, Hazel: Mrs.
Deanna K. Gordon and baby boy,
Benton;
R. Barry Johnson, Flayncied T. Peacock, Mrs. Jennifer Townsend Collins
and baby girl,
Mrs. Robbie N. Martin, Mrs. Valerie
J. Clark and baby girl, and Miss Whitlay J. Evans, all of Murray.
• • • •

ie. Barbara Oakley, Miss April
Dawn Shake11, Mrs. Angela VAlburn,
Mrs. Shelly Marie Houston and baby
girl,
Mrs. Talania A. Ray and baby girl,
and Mrs. Alice Marie Hither, all of
Murray.
• • • •

*
*
*
*
*

* And So Much More!

Four newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Sunday, June
23, have been released as
follows:

Newborn admission
Carter baby girl, parents, 'Tina and
MumsLows.,

SUBSCRIBE

July 4-7

• •

Newborn admissions
Kelton baby girl, mother, Melissa,

dismissals at Murray-Calloway

Miss Stephanie J Kai)/ and Thomas
L Smith, all of Murray

Celebrate the
Fourth of July at
Freedom Fest '96

dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Saturday,
June 22, have been released as
follows:

• • • •

Kelly Margaret Krouse,
daughter of Larry and Judy
Krouse of Murray, graduated cum
laude from the University of Mississippi on May 11.
Krouse has a major in Spanish,
a minor in Business Administration, and is certified to teacher.
She will reside in Helena, Ark.,
where she will teach Spanish at
DeSota School and Lee
Academy.

•

Mrs. Ora Lee Farris, Mrs. Haughile
M Byars, Mrs Eura H Richey, Mrs.
Ynitena R Wright. Mrs Lora, S. DoyIs, Mrs Anna R Doty. Mrs. Aljohara
Alhammad, Mrs Willie Lee Foster

Two newborn admissions and

Amber Lynn l
Parker born
Mr. and Mrs. Christopher D.
Parker of 5280 Kirksey Rd., Benton, are the parents of a daughter,
Amber Lynn Parker, born on Friday, June 14, 1996, at 5:12 a.m.
at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The baby weighed seven
pounds four ounces and measured
20% inches. The mother is the
former Connie Pierce.
Grandparents are Johnny and
Debbie Parker, 756 Kirksey Rd.,
Benton, and Marlin and June
Pierce, 1892 Charley Miller Rd.,
Almo.

Faye Whits, New Concord; Mrs Bonnie B. Drone, Hamlin,
Miss Jessica Marie Dial, Kirksay,
Mrs. Vivian J. McGee, Cadiz Jos 0
English, Paducah,

IA Paschall, Hazel;
Mrs. Shelia Louise Smith and baby
girl, Mrs. Sharon B. Thompson, and
Mrs. Chariest' Earley and baby girl, all
of Benton;
Mrs. Alma Joan Davidson, Now
Concord; Mrs. Patti Lynn Woods and
b•bY 2Ift Mayfield; WS. USAI K. Ch•nowolh, Paris, Tann.;
Paul Novel Reed, Robert E. Burkeen, Mrs. Maurine L. Loftin, Miss
Natalie N. Holmes, Ben Grogan, Joe
Henson MAW,
Mrs. Margaret Anita Curtis, Mrs.
Reba Jo Roberts, Mrs. Flora Ford,
Mrs. Ora Lee Farris, Mrs. Hilda V.
Duncan,
Mrs. Glenda L. Hutson and baby
girl, Miss Susanna M. Ebest, and Barry Scott Overby, all of Murray.

• Courses for high school juniors and seniors(general education classes)
• Over 100 graduate and professional courses

Murray State University
Write to: Admissions Office, P.O. Box 9, Sparks Hall, Murray State University, Murray, KY 42071

NOW AVAILABLE

Snow Crabs!

el.••••••

Katy Leary
earns honors
at DePauw

AVAILABLE ON THE
FISH MARKET MENU
Here's How To BREAK A Crab

GREENCASTLE, Ind. — Katy
Leary, a freshman at DePauw
University and a graduate of
Murray 'High School, competed
this year on the women's track
and field team.
The Tigers finished second at
the Indiana Collegiate Athletic
Conference Championships.
Leary earned her varsity letter in
track and field.
Leary finished sixth at the
ICAC Championships in the discus with a throw of 28.74 meters.

Leg
-It's a Snap!
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Aimee Clark
is named

Noes
We encourage
you to west a naolun because crab legs are known toy
WNW known* and may Spray
sightly when snapped
SNAP
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Cup•Irke sOCI.OnS
yoth fork
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Aimee Clark has been named
& Doubter check shells I/ make sure you get every last
an All-American Collegiate
dtelscreua morsel
Scholar by the United States
Achievement Academy.
So Break A Leg! It's A Snap!
Clark who attends Murray
State University was nominated
for this national award by Dr.
Chow* from:
Mark Malinauskas, professor.
•
Broiled Scallop Platter • Oyster Dinner
She will appear in the Alltrolled
Supreme Seafood Platter • Catfish Dinner
•
American Collegiate Yearbook,
• Broiled Orange Roughy Platter
published nationally.
• Fried Flounder Dinner • Calabash Dinner
Clark is the daughter of Pam
• 24 Steamed Shrimp Platter • Shrimp Cocktail
Clark of Murray and the grand• Snow Crab Legs Platter
daughter of Katherine Bowerman
of Benton.
-41010111iiiiip441;41:114%Z'
,
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CAPTAIN D's
Now HAS A NEW FISH
MARKET MEN11THAT OrrEns OUR
CUSTOMERS
THE BEST OF THE SEA.
The Fish Market Menu Is Only
Available At Captain D's Thursday
Thru Saturday.
Murray Location Only
Fish Market Items

Are Subject To Market Availabillty
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Dairy, horse show winners listed for county fair
Ginny Harper, Calloway County Extension Agent in 4-H, has
released winners from events at
Murray-Calloway County Fair as
follows:
Horse Show
Costume Class - Emily Champion,
Kaci Greer, Katie Kelly and Lindsey
Grogan, all blue,
Junior Showmanship - Emily
Champion, Katie Kelly, Lindsey Grogan, all blue; Brittany Lamb. Lacey

Lamb, Brian Shelby, Lindsey Calendar, Ptrick Greer, Christopher Kelly
and Rachel Delworth, all red,
Senior Showmanship - Kaci Greer,
blue, Quinton Delworth, red,
Favorite Gait - Christine Bidwell,
blue,
Junior Poles - Clay Lamb, Britany
Beane, Lindsey Calendw, Lindsey
Grogan, blue, Michelle Becker, red.
Junior Barrels - Lindsey Calender.
Lindsey Grogan, blue, Michelle Becker, Clay Lamb. Brittany Beane, Patrick

Greer, red,
Junior Western Pleasure - Emily
Champion, Katie Kelly, blue, Michelle
Becker, Brittany Lamb, Lacey Lamb,
Patrick Greer, Brittany Beane, Rachel
Delworth. Christopher Kelly, red,
Senior Western Pleasure - Kaci
Greer, blue, Quinton Delworth, red.
Senior Western Horsemanship Kaci Greer, blue, Quinton Delworth,
red,
Junior Bareback - Michelle Becker,
Brittany Lamb, Lacey Lamb, Emily

Champion, Patrick Grer, Katie Kelly,
blue,
Senior Bareback • Kiwis Greer,
blue,
Junior Western Horsemanship Emily Champion, Rachel Delworth,
Christopher Kelly, Katie Kelly, blue;
Michelle Becker, Brittany Lamb, Lamy
Lamb, Patrick Greer, Brittany Beane,
red;

4-H, FFA Dairy Show
Intermediate calf - Kacey Stark,
blue,

FUTURE.

Sean Roberts, Dustin Roberts, red.
Holstein
Junior calf - Kacey Stark, first, Tim
Stark, second, Brian McCuiston, third,
Natalie Ward, fourth, Brad Hale, fifth,
Dustin Roberts, sixth;
Intermediate calf - Ted Howard,
first, Natalie Ward, second, Whitney
Jones, third, Jason Hale, fourth,
Megan Pennington, fifth;
Senior calf - Ted Howrd, first, Natalie Ward, second, Jay Stark, third,
Tamara Tucker, fourth, Brian McCuiston, fifth, Jason Hale, sixth;
Summer Yearling - Jay Stark, first,
Natalia Ward, second, Ted Howard,
third;
Junior Yearling - Jay Stark, first,
Ted Howard, second;
Intermediate Yearling - Sean
Roberts, first, Ted Howard, second;
Senior Yearling - Ted Howard, first,
Natalie Ward, second;
Junior 2-year-old cow - Kacey Stark,
first;
Senior 2-year-old cow - Natalie
Ward, first, Jay stark, second and
third;
Junior 3-year-old cow • Ted Howard,
first, Jay Stark, second;
Senior 3-year-old cow - Sean

1:
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•
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Ginny Harper, Calloway County Extension Agent in 4-H, has
released winners from events at
Murray-Calloway County Fair as

RETIRED

follows:

they looked to
Tanks to Peoples First, the
relationship with Peoples
Franks' future is bright and
First. The Richer Life
secum. That's because they
program also gives the
trust Peoples First with their
Franks the opportunity to
life's savings...and hecanse
participate with many of their
for a
they joined the Richer Life
friends in social, travel and
program.
educational activities.
"the Franks enjoy superior
For the Franks, retirement
banking services with the
from work doesn't mean
Richer life, a prognun that rewards customers age
retirement from life. Instead. they're enjoying a
Si and over for their total banking
Richer Life...with Peoples First.

PEOPLES FIRST
RICHER LIFE.
STRONG HERITAGE
SECURE FUTURE.
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Horticulture
Tomatoes - Scott Coleman, red;
Cucumbers - Scott Coleman, blue;
Onions - Scott Coleman, red;
Squash - Scott Coleman, blue;
Hot peppers - Scott Coleman, blue;
Apples - Scott Coleman, white;
Cabbage - Scott Coleman, blue;
Flowering house plant - Scott Coleman, blue;
Best cut flowers - Scott Coleman,
blue.
Arts and Crafts
Junior Needlepoint, Crewel,
Embroidery - Rebecca Ruppel, blue;
Junior Cross Stitch and Counted
Cross Stitch - Rebecca Ruppel, blue;
Junior Folk Art - LaShawna Lewis,
Hannah Reinhardt, Corrie Reinhardt,
Jacinda Lewis, blue, Brittany Chapman and Whittany Chapman, red;
Senior Folk Art - Jennifer Hughes,
red;
Junior Weaving - Rebecca Cripps,
blue, Jacob McKenzie, red;
Junior Nature Crafts - Jacob
McKenzie, blue;
Junior Ceramics glazed - Emily Futrell, blue;
Junior Ceramics stained - LaShawna Lewis, blue, Emily Futrell, red;
Junior Painting - Whitney Alexander, blue, Jacob McKenzie, red;
Senior Painting - Caleb Reinhardt,
blue;
Junior Drawing - Whitney Alexander
and Brian Shelby, blue;
Senior Drawing - Caleb Reinhardt,
blue;
Others not listed - Angela Oliver and

Spring Green Savings
LTH130 Lawn Tractor
•13 hp Kohler OHV

CR151 Tiller

ZERO DOWN
ZERO PAYMENTS ;
ZERO INTEREST
for up to
6 morrths•

•Fender shift, hydrostatic drive
•42" Air Induction deck

36 Chain Saw
•2.2 cu. in., 2.2 hp

• 5 hp Briggs & Stratton
▪ 17" till path

•Inertia chain brake
•16" bar standard

•(punter-rotating tines

$19911
•

LT130 Lawn Tractor

I

(sic I o to o

I 5-day satisfaction guarantee on
all hand held and electric products

•13 hp Briggs & Stratton
•6 speed fender shift
•42" Air Induction
deck

MONDO
TRIMMER
• 1 3 cu. in
•Curved shaft
•Lightweight only 92 lbs.

Husqvarna
'5'

Air Injection

$1499/1

*Prices, products, promotions. offers and financing may vary by dealer. Credit service
provided by
Htirsigvarna & Horne Source and monthly payments based on account balance. Ask
dealer for details
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Roberts, first, Natalie Ward, second,
Ted Howard, third, Kacey Stark,
fourth;
4-year-old cow - Ted Howard, first,
Jay Stark, second, Dustin Roberts,
third, Sean Roberts, fourth;
Senior Champion - Kacey Stark,
Natalie Ward, Ted Howard, Sean
Roberts, Dustin Roberts;
Grand Champion - Natalie Ward,
first, Jay Stark, reserve champion;
Exhibitors Herd - Ward, first, Howard, second, Roberts, third, Star-Lu
Farm, fourth.
Holstein production
3-year-old - Ted Howard, first,
Kacey Stark, second, Dave Roberts,
third, Jay Stark, fourth;
4-yew-old - Ted Howard, first, Dave
Roberts, second and third, Jay Stark,
fourth;
5-year-old - Dave Roberts, first.
Jersey
Junior calf - Ben Elder, first, Matt
Elder, second;
Intermediate calf - Kacey Stark,
first, Stubblefield, second, Ben Elder,
third, Matt Elder, fourth;
Senior calf - Ben Elder, first, Stubblefield, second, Matt Elder, third;
Summer Yearling - Stubblefield;
Intermediate Yearling - Stubblefield;
Senior Yearling - Ben Elder, first,
Matt Elder, second, Stubblefield, third,
Johnna Arnett, fourth;
Junior Champion - Kathy Stubblefield, first;
Junior 2-year-old cow - Matt Elder,
first, Stubblefield, second;
Senior 2-year-old cow - Johnna
knelt, first, Stubblefield, second;
Junior 3-year-old cow - Stubblefield,
first;
Senior 3-year-old cow - Ben Elder,
first, Stubblefield, second;
4-year-old cow - Stubblefield, first;
Aged cow - Stubblefield, first;
Grand Champion - Kathy
Stubblefield;
Exhibitors Herd - Stubblefield, first,
Elder, second
Jersey Production
3-year -old - Johnna Arnett, first,
Stubblefield, second and third;
4-year-old - Stubblefield, first;
5-year-old - Stubblefield, first.

Local residents
win fair awards

,t.
It hen the /ranks

-

Senior Yowling - Johnna Arnett,
blue;
Junior Champion - Kacey Stark,
blue;
Senior 2-year-old - Johnna Arnett,
blue;
Junior calf - Brian McCuiston, Tim
Stark, Kacey Stark, blurt;
Intermediate calf - Megan Pennington, Jason Hale, blue;
Senior calf - Jason Hale, Tamara
Tucker, Brian McCuiston, Jay Stark of
FFA, blue;
Summer Yearling - Kacey Stark, Jay
Stark, blue;
Junior Yearling - Jay Stark, blue;
Junior Champion - Jay Stark, blue,
Junior 2-year-old - Kacey Stark,
blue;
Senior 2-year-old - Jay Stark, two
entries, blue;
Junior 3-year-old - Jay Stark, blue;
Senior 3-year-old - Kacey Stark,
blue;
Four-year-old • Jay Stark, blue,

1996 HFG

rue. S1599.,5

Murray Home 8 Auto
Chestnut St. • Murray
753-2571 • 753-4110

Rebecca Ruppel, blue, Brittany Chapman, Whittney Chapman, Jacob
McKenzie, red;
Halloween crafts - Jacob McKenzie,
red;
Christmas crafts - Angela Oliver,
red;
Junior Boys Camp Crafts
Jacob
McKenzie, red;
Junior Girls Camp Crafts - Whittany
Chapman, Brittany Chapman, Angela
Oliver, red;
Scrap Art - Jacinda Lewis and
LaShawna Lewis, blue, Angela Oliver,
red;
Painted Shirts - Jennifer Hughes,
blue;
Wreaths - Brian Shelby and Rebecca Ruppel, blue, Rebecca Cripps, red;
Easter Crafts - Rebecca Cripps,
blue;
Jewelry - Rebecca Cripps, Angela
Oliver, Jacinda Lewis, blue, Brittany
Chapman, Whittany Chapman,
LaShawna Lewis, red.
Woodwork
Article from kit - Corrie Reinhardt,
blue; Jacinda Lewis, Hannah Reinhardt, Caleb Reinhardt, Jacob McKenzie, red;
Article not from kit - Jacob McKen-
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Photography
Color - Jacob McKenzie, red;
Color daylight photos - Jacob
McKenzie, blue;
Poster
Breakfast - Whitney Alexander,
blue;
Nutrition - Emily Futrell, Whitney
Alexander, Laurie Jo Parker, blue;
Canning - Whitney Alexander, blue;
Management - Whitney Alexander,
blue;
Miscellaneous - Jacinda Lewis,
Whitney Alexander, Laurie Jo Parker,
blue;
Breads - Whitney Alexander,
LaShawna Lewis, blue.
Clothing
Get Ready, Set, Sew - Hannah
Reinhardt, Jacinda Lewis, Rebecca
Cripps, Emily Futrell, blue;
Casual Wear - Corrie Reinhardt,
blue;
Knit Know How - LaShawna Lewis,
Whitney Alexander, blue;
Dress Up Attire - Jennifer Hughes,
blue;
Formal Wear - Laurie Jo Parker,
blue.
Foods
Peanut butter cookies - Emily Futrell, Whittany Chapman, Brittany
Chapman, blue.
Breads
Cornmeal muffins - Jacinda Lewis,
blue;
Quick Bread Loaf - Whitney Alexander, Amanda McCuiston, LaShawna
Lewis, blue.
Preservation
Tomato juice - Scott Coleman, blue;
Jelly - Scott Coleman, white.
Home Environment
Finish applied to wood object w/
straight lines - Whitney Alexander,
blue.
Geology
First year, 15 different specimen Brian Shelby, Aaron Stevens, Whittany
Chapman, Brittany Chapman, blue;
Second year, 25 specimen - Jessica
Miller, blue.
Electrical
DC Motor - LaShawna Lewis, blue;
Extension cord, 2 wire, light duty Brian Shelby, Jacob McKenzie, Jacinda Lewis, Hannah Reinhardt, Corti,
Reinhardt, blue.
Crops
Corn stalks - Scott Coleman, blue;
Burley tobacco - Scott Coleman,
blue;
Dark air cured tobacco - Scott Coleman, blue.
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Hugh Randy Barnes
Karen Rena Braboy Barnes

Deaths
Dr. R. Stephen (Steve) Smith

Dr. R. Stephen (Steve) Smith, 46, Ooltewah, Tenn., formerly of
Murray, died Monday. June 24, 1996, at 10:30 p.m. at his home. His
death followed an illness of several months.
He had practiced dentistry for 13 years in Huntsville, Ala., and
Chattanooga, Tenn. He was a graduate of Murray High School, Murray State University, and the University of Louisville School of Dentistry. He was a member of First Baptist Church, Huntsville, but had
been a former member of First Baptist Church, Murray.
His father, James H.(Smitty) Smith, died in 1994. He was born Jan.
27, 1950, in Hopkinsville, but his family moved to Murray when was
the age of one.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Maxine Davies Smith; one daughter, Brandy Smith, and one son, Taylor Smith, Ooltewah, Tenn.; his
mother, Mrs. Jessie Smith, Murray; one brother, Larry Smith, Lebanon, Tenn.; three nephews.
The funeral will be Saturday a 11 a.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. G.T. Moody will officiate. Burial will follow in
Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home from 6 to 9 p.m. Friday.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the American Cancer
Society.

Grady Gordon
Grady Gordon, 82, Rt. 3, Benton, died Tuesday, June 25, 1996, at
2:37 p.m. at Marshall County Hospital, Benton.
He was a member and elder of Oak Grove Cumberland Presbyterian
Church and a member of Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and Accepted
Masons.
His wife, Mrs. Jo Nell McElrath Gordon, his parents, Fred and Iva
Mardis Gordon, and one stepsister preceded him in death.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Sharon Park and husband,
Arwood, Benton; one son, Jeff Gordon and wife, Debbie, Rt. 3, Benton; one sister, Mrs. Vannie Greenfield, Tampa, Fla.; two stepsisters,
Mrs. Pearl Reddick, Clinton, and Mrs. Violet Hurt, Detroit, Mich.; six
grandchildren, Kelly, Casey and Philip Park, and Erin, Jayme and Johnathan Gordon; two great-grandsons, Nolan and Grant Park.
The funeral will be Thursday at 2 p.m. at Oak Grove Cumberland
Presbyterian Church. The Rev. Wendell Ordway, the Rev. Randy
Lowe and the Rev. Jimmy Fulton will officiate. Burial will follow in
Mt. Carmel Cemetery in Calloway County.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Wednesday). The body will lie in state at the church after noon on Thursday.

Mrs. Shirley Branthoover
Mrs. Shirley Branthoover, 62, Benton, died Monday, June 24, 1996,
at 10:30 p.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
She was member of Fairview Avenue Baptist Church, Detroit,
Mich., and of Cumberland Presbyterian Women of Unity Cumberland
Presbyterian Church near Hardin.
Her parents were the late Cecil Watson and Katie M. Harris Waton.
One brother also preceded her in death.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Belinda (Linda) Whybark,
Benton; one son, Ron Branthoover, Bakersfield, Calif.; one brother,
Raymond Watson, West Covina, Calif.; two grandchildren, Kelly
Cornwell, Benton, and Kerrie Whybark, Hardin.
The funeral will be Thursday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Filbeck and
Cann Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev. James Lawson will officiate.
Burial will follow in Briensburg Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 6 p.m. tonight
(Wednesday).

Mrs. Jeanne Elizabeth Opdycke
Mrs. Jeanne Elizabeth Opdycke, 74, Royal Oak, Mich., died
Tuesday, June 25, 1996, at her home.
Born Feb. 22, 1922, in Calloway County, she was the daughter
of
the late 011ie and Birdie Harrison of Hazel Park, Mich.
Also preceding her in death were one son, Jan Opdycke, one
grandson, Robbie
Love Joy, and one brother, Bill Harrison, all of Royal
Oak, Mich.
Survivors include her husband, Clark Opdycke; two daughters,
Mrs.
Sharon Love Joy, Sterling Heights, Mich., and Mrs. Janine
Uhelski,
Farmington, Mich.; two sons, Greg Opdycke, Portage,
Mich., and
Rusty Opdycke, Annaheim Hills, Calif.; two sisters,
Mrs. Clover
Cotham, Murray, and Mrs. Meadow Knight, Walla Walla, Wash.;
nine
grandchildren.
Funeral and burial services will be Thursday at Royal Oak,
Mich.

Joint funeral rites for Hugh
Randy Barnes, 45, and Karen
Rena Braboy Barnes, 42, were
today at 10 a.m. in the chapel of
Goodwin Funeral Home, Cadiz.
The Rev. Terry Mitcheson officiated. Rhonda Mitcheson was
pianist. Burial was in Trigg
Memory Acres, Cadiz.
Memorials may be made to
Barnes Memorial Fund for Shannon, Brande, and Heather
(daughters of the couple) at Trigg
County Farmers Bank, P.O. Box
500, Cadiz, KY 42211.
Mr. and Mrs. Barnes of 2704
Ridge Ave., Rockford, Ill., died
from injuries sustained in a traffic accident on Highway 68,
Cadiz, on Saturday, June 22,
1996, at 12:15 p.m. One of their
daughters, Heather, was injured
and is now hospitalized at Vanderbilt Hospital, Nashville, Tenn.
The couple is survived by three
daughters, Mrs. Shannon Jordan
and husband, Ian, Miss Brande
Barnes and Miss Heather Barnes,
all of Rockford.
Mrs. Barnes is survived by her
father, R.H. Braboy and wife,
Jane Thomas Braboy, Hopkinsville; her mother, Mrs. Betty
Mitcheson Hunter and husband,
Robert Hunter, Trigg County;
two brothers, Barry Braboy,
Cadiz, and David Braboy,
Hopkinsville.
Mr. Barnes is survived by his
parents, Hubert Curtis and Joan
Parker Barnes, Tampa, Fla.; one
brother, Kem Barnes and wife,
Beth, Lebanon, Tenn.; two
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nephews. Kern Curtis Barnes Jr.
and Jody David Barnes; his
maternal grandmother, Mrs. Lula
Parker, Metropolis, Ill.
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Trouble Sleeping?...Stressed Out?...Tense?
If you are over 18, in generally good health, and
qualify to participate in either our insomnia or
anxiety trial you will receive the following
FREE OF CHARGE...
"Physical Exams (with vital signs)
"Laboratory Evaluations (incl. urine drug screens)
***ECGs
"Investigational Medication
"Supportive Counseling (during course of trial)
For free confidential screening

(800) 445-6992

Four Rivers Clinical Research, Inc.
"Putting the future to the test"

Have A Seafood Day!

FEED 4 FOR UNDER

Mrs. Katherine
Brandon Deaton
The funeral for Mrs. Katherine
Brandon Deaton will be today at
2 p.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman & York Funeral Home.
The Rev. Bob Saywell will officiate. Mrs. Oneida White will be
vocalist and organist.
Pallbearers will be Darrell E.
Brandon, David Brandon, Keith
Brandon, Paul Brandon, Dale
Brandon and Shayne Lassiter.
Burial will follow in South Pleasant Grove Cemetery.
Mrs. Deaton, 80, Sunny Lane,
Murray, died Tuesday, June 25,
1996, at 3:25 a.m. at Murray
Calloway County Hospital.
Born June 8, 1916, at Hazel,
she was the daughter of the late
Robert P. Brandon and Addie
Paschall Brandon. Also preceding
her in death were three sisters,
Modest Brandon, Junella Lassiter
and Rachel Brandon, and three
brothers, Noble Brandon, Paschall Brandon and J.Y. Brandon.
Survivors include one sister,
Mrs. Angelyn B. Parks, and one
brother, Perry Boyd Brandon and
wife, Monese, Murray; a sisterin-law, Jessie B. Brandon, Westland, Mich.; a brother-in-law,
Robert L. Lassiter, Hazel; five
nieces; six nephews.

FISH & FRIES $1.99

FISH & FRIES $1.99

Fish, Fries & Hush Puppies
Offer good through 8/31/96
Not good with any other special or discount offer at parti
cipaung Captain D's

Fish, Fries & Hush Puppies

Captain IN

Offer good through 8/31,96
Not good with any other lopeclal or discount offer at parti
cipaung Captain Ds

Seafood
FISH & FRIES $1.99

Seafood
FISH & FRIES $1.99

Fish, Fries & Hush Puppies
Offer good through 8/31/96
Not good with any other specula cr discount offer at parucipaung Captain D's

Fish, Fries & Hush Puppies

Captain D.
Seafood

Captain D's

Offer good through 8/31/96
Not good with any other ape
nal or discount offer at part]
cipsung Captain Us

Captain D's
Seafood

Feel like there's a lot to go
through to get a cellular phone?

In re!;111trIf iN Si?ICU 1831

Stock Market
Report

HEALTH INSURANCE
BEING CANCELLED?

Prices as of 9 AM
Company

Price

Chg

Unsure Of What Health Reform
Means To You?
We Will Quote You The Rates On
All Plans - All Companies
In And Out Of The Alliance

Dow Jones Ind. Avg....5710.41 • 8.117
DJIA Previous Close -.-3719.27
Air Products
563/s • 1/4
A T &
61'ts • sts
Bell South
• 1/4
Briggs & Stratton-- 411/s + 1/4
Bristol Myers Squibb--.9C. 1/4
CBT Corp. Ky.*---211/311 22'/313
633/4 +
Dean Foods..-.-.- -...24 • 3/1
.......
+ sts
Ford Motor..-.-....... 321/3 • 1/4
General
- 1/4
General Motors..._...- -525/1 • 't3
Goodrich
37'/s + Its
Goodyear
• Its
Ingersoll Rand............... 431/3 mac
K•Mart.............-..-.........121/1 unc
K U Energy....-.-.-.. 291/s - 't4
Kroger
+ Its
LG &
............22'/s+ 'I,
Mattel
- 'Is
mac
Merck
+
J.C. Penney..-.-....-...513/s • 1/4
Peoples First*.-.-. 21't4B 221/4A
Quaker Oats
+ Its
Schering-P4ough-.-.-.-61'/4 • Its

Know Your Options!!
NEED EXPLANATIONS?
*Modified Community Rating
'Enhanced High
*Eligible Charge
'Standard Low

(

Call For Your LOWEST RATE)
And COMPLETE DETAILS

Individual And Group Plans Available

Texaco_...-.-.-.-..........831/s + )/4
Time Warner..................... 39 vac

Purdom, Thurman
McNutt Ins.

1/3
Wal•Mart.........-.-.-...2.51/s • 1/4
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UNC once unchanged
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407 Maple
Murray, KY 42071

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366
Additional
Information
Available
Upon Request

*Guaranteed Issue
*Pre-Existing Condition
'Managed Care
*Plan Source
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Madisonville
30 North Main Street
821 1111
Open Mon Fn 8am 6pm Sat 9am 1pm

5024134451

Greg McNutt

1PC

1

Murray
906 A South 12th Street
753 7533
Open Mon Fn 8am 5pm
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Paducah
1733 Kentucky Avenue
444 0084
Open Mon Fn 8am 5pm
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Winners listed for Calloway County Fair events
Jay Stone, Calloway County
Extension Agent in Farming, has
released winners from events at
Murray-Calloway County Fair as
follows:
Agronomy
Yellow corn - Scott Coleman, first
and second, Billy Coleman, third;
Corn any variety - Scott Coleman,
first,
Quart of wheat - Scott Coleman,
first and second;
Gallon of fescue seed- Scott Coleman, first and second;
Soybeans stalks with root)- Scott
Coleman, first and second;
Heavy brown leaf tobacco - Helen
Tidwell, first and second, Bronzie Coleman, third, Billy Coleman, Scott
Coleman;
Heavy dark leaf tobacco - Helen
Tidwell, first and second, Scott Coleman, third, Billy Coleman, Bronzie
Coleman;
Thin brown leaf tobacco - Helen Tidwell, first and second, Scott Coleman,
third, Bronzie Coleman, Billy Coleman;
Basket garden vegetables - Rena
Hopkins, first, Connie Talent, second
and third;
Three tomatoes - Scott Coleman,
first;
Red onions - Rena Hopkins, first
and third, Connie Talent, second;
White onions - Connie Talent, first
and second, Rena Hopkins, third;
Hot peppers - Connie Talent, first
and second, Scott Coleman, third,
Bronzie Coleman, Rena Hopkins;
Yellow squash - Scott Coleman, first
and second, Rena Hopkins, third,
Bronzie Coleman;
Zucchini squash - Bronzie Coleman,
first;
Green beans bunch - Rena Hopkins, first and second, Connie Talent,
third;
Green beans pole - Rena Hopkins,
first,
Shelled beans - Connie Talent, first
and second;
Peas - Rena Hopkins, first and third,
Connie Talent, second;
Carrots - Rena Hopkins, first, Connie Talent, second and third;
Pears - Scott Coleman, first and
second;
Fresh garden herbs - Connie Talent,
first, Rena Hopkins, second, Wen
Tidwell, third;
Dried garden herbs - Connie Talent,
first and second, Rena Hopkins, third;
Ornamental gourds - Connie Talent,
first;
Dried vegetables - Rena Hopkins,

Coleman, second and third, Cecil Like;
Shelled lima beans - Connie Talent,
first and second,
Shelled peas - Connie Talent, first
and second, Scott Coleman, third;
Sweet potatoes - Rena Hopkins,

first and second, Connie Talent, third;
Dried cayenne pepper - Scott Coleman, first and second, Bronzie Coleman, third, Helen Tidwell, Rena Hopkins, Connie Talent;
Beets - Connie Talent, first and
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Heinz

Frito-Lay Ruffles

Bush's Showboat—

Barbecue Sauce

Potatoe Chips
reg.
$1.49
size

E OF LOW LOW LOW PRICES
Sunny Delight

Charmin White

Catsup

Betty Crocker

Citrus Punch

Sqeezit Fruit Drink

Bathroom Tissue

SqUeOZO

bottle

.

Doi Monts

reg. or
Calif.
style

1%/1:742VX'mjm
100% Pure

Ground Chuck

Split Fryer Breast

By CH
AP Ba

Field Pro

U.S.D.A. Boneless

Chuck or Swiss Steak

12 oz.

Field Bologna or Wiener
Field Bacon
Kentuckiana Ham

A&A AUTO
RENTAL

to

Bread

28 oz.

In 1872, baseball pitchers were
restricted to throwing underhand.

third, Rena Hopkins, second;
Onions - Connie Talent, first, Alice
Like, second, Rena Hopkins, third,
Scott Coleman, Cecil Like;
Sunflower seed head - Scott Coleman, first.
SI

Tournament
scheduled
for July 5
The Max Hurt Memorial/Rotary
Golf Tournament has become a
Freedom Fest tradition that holds
with the theme of many of the other
Freedom Fest events: the proceeds
of the event go toward a good cause.
The golf tournament usually nets
between $5,000-$6,000. The proceeds are usually split between the
United Way and scholarships at
Murray State University. The scholarship money is then split among
several different scholarships.
The tournament, besides being a
good fund-raiser, is a good way to
involve new Rotary members, according to event spokesman Tom
Auer.
The maximum number of teams
that may participate is 66, and that
usually fills up and a waiting list is
formed, according to John Williams, executive vice-president of
the Chamber of Commerce.
"Golfers who would like to participate should call or sign up now,"
Williams said.
Williams also said that there are
more prizes at this charity tournament than at most.
"We have prizes not only for first,
second and third, but at other places
on down the line all the way to last
place," Williams said.
The tournament, to be held on
July 5 at 1 p.m. at the Murray
Country Club, is an 18-hole scramble which can acccomodate up to 66
teams. For more information about
the Max Hurt Memorial/Rotary
Golf Tournament,call Tom Auer at
762-3391.
For more information about any
other Freedom Fest event, contact
Freedom Fest Headquarters at 7592199 to 800-715-5004.

man, first and third, Rena Hopkins,
second;
Slicing cucumbers - Bronzie Coleman, first, Scott Coleman, second and
third;
Cabbage - Helen Tidwell, first, Scott

first:
Miscellaneous garden item • Bronzi•
Coleman, first;
Most unusual garden Item • Billy
Coleman, first, Rena Hopkins, second;
Pickling cucumbers - Scott Colt-
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Sports

SECTION

Brown anxious
to learn fate on
NBA Draft day
Racer standout
ready for results
of dedicated work
By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor
After a standout basketball
career at Murray State, Marcus
Brown's professional future
won't be decided with any of the
early picks in tonight's NBA
Draft.
Draft analysts, and even Brown
himself, say that the 6-2 guard
shouldn't glue himself to the television set for the early picks.
"I'm hearing that I could possibly sneak into the first round or
early in the second," Brown said
on Tuesday from his parents'
home in West Memphis, Ark.
Midway through a stellar
senior season, Brown was projected as a mid-first rounder, but
declarations by underclassmen
and even high school players
have pushed Brown down the list.
Also, questions about his ability to play the point guard position, or his size as a shooting
guard have caused concern in

JIM
LITKE
AP Columnist

Youngsters
see the world
by declaring
for NBA Draft

some organizations.
"My focus is just to get my
foot in the door," he explained. "I
just want the opportunity to
work. Whatever team gets me,
they're going to be happy."
Four years ago, Brown's size
and abilities were question by
college basketball recruiters.
Forced to play power forward
at West Memphis High School,
Brown was overlooked by many
Division I basketball coaches. A
7-foot high jumper during a
standout prep track career, Brown
considered scholarship offers in
track from Arkansas and UCLA.
Then-Racer basketball coach
Scott Edgar saw a raw talent in
Brown, and signed him in the fall
of 1991.
After a record-setting career at
Murray State, the two-time Ohio
Valley Conference player of the
year finds himself having to
prove experts wrong four years
later.
"I've laid my cards on the
table," said Brown, who just
returned from his second visit to
Portland, Ore., where he met with
• See Page 28
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Murray State standout Marcus Brown will learn his basketbeN future tonight with the NBA Draft. Brown says
he expects to be dratted either late in the first round or the second round.

UK likely to have 3 first-rounders
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — Kentucky's
Walter McCarty, Tony Delk and Antoine
Walker are expecting to go in the first
round of the NBA draft while Mark Pope
is hoping for the best.
Walker and McCarty were invited by
the NBA to be among the 15 or so players
in attendance at the draft tonight in The
Meadowlands at East Rutherford, N.J.
Walker, who turned pro after his sophomore season, has visited nine teams in the
draft lottery since Kentucky won the
national championship: Golden State,
Kentucky's Antoine Walker (left) and Walter
McCarty, along with guard Tony Delk, are all
expected to go in the first round of
tonight's NBA Draft.

Denver (which traded its pick), New
Jersey, Dallas, Minnesota, Vancouver,
Milwaukee, Boston and the Los Angeles
Clippers.
"I think I can fit in with any team,"
Walker told the Lexington Herald-Leader,
"because I think I bring a lot of ability to
the table."
Kentucky coach Rick Pitino, who will
provide color commentary on the live
telecast, predicted Walker would go as
high as fourth (Milwaukee) and no lower
than eighth or ninth.
Lee Rose, Milwaukee's vice president
for player personnel, is impressed by
Walker's ability.
"He's one of the most skilled players
in the draft," he said Of the 6-foot-8 small
forward. "He's one of the best at taking it

off the board, Rutting it on the floor and
finishing. A lot can rebound and throw it
out. He can take it (downcourt). That
makes a big difference."
Pitino called McCarty an "enigma" in
the draft because he will have to find a
position in the NBA. The thin 6-10 player
may not be physical enough to play power
forward and his ballhandling skills may
be lacking for small forward.
Delk, who will watch the draft from his
Brownsville, Tenn., home, has worked out
with Charlotte, Los Angeles Lakers,
Indiana, Cleveland, Sacramento and
Detroit.
"Every place I went 1 got good
marks," said the 6-1 guard, who will likely have to move from shooting guard to
point guard in the NBA.

Indians go
for sweep
of Red Sox

NBA may
lock out
players
on July 1

By BEN WALKER
AP Baseball Writer

By CHRIS SHERIDAN
AP Basketball Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — The
NBA will lock out its players
July 1 if final details of the longdelayed labor contract with the
union can't be resolved, a league
executive said Tuesday.
Talks between the league and
the union broke off after 6.4
hours Tuesday, and the NBA then
toughened its stance.
"If nothing changes, there will
be a lockout," the high-ranking
league official said on the condition he not be identified.
A lockout would delay the start
of what is predicted to be the
most frenzied free agent market
in league history. Teams would
be forbidden from contacting and
signing players, including those
selected in Wednesday night's
draft.
If imposed at 11:59 p.m. Sunday, it would be the second lockout in as many years. Last summer's league-imposed work stoppage lasted three months before
the players voted in favor of a
modified collective bargaining
agreement.
The deal has remained
unsigned, however, as the sides
have squabbled over details.
Tuesday's talks were the first
•See Page 28
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BOYS OF SUMMER? While the start of the high school football season is more than two months
away, Calloway County and other local teams got a jump on preparation in passing league competition
at the CCHS Field Tuesday night. Here, Calloway's Josh McKeel hauls in a pass.

Roger Clemens is the last hope
for the Red Sox.
Never before in franchise history has Boston been swept in a
season series, but that's what will
happen tonight unless it can beat
the Cleveland Indians at Fenway
Park.
The Indians defeated Boston
for the 14th straight time —
including 11 in a row this year —
behind Orel Hershiser, 4-0 Tuesday night.
"I don't think there's any way
to explain it," Cleveland manager Mike Hargrove said. "These
things happen. I think you just
ride them out the best you can
when they happen to you, and
,..enjoy them when they happen for
you."
The streak started last year
• See Page 2B

Surprising Brits now 5-0 at Wimbledon
By JOSEPH WHITE
AP Sports Writer
WIMBLEDON, England (AP)
— What's going on here?
Could it really be that longbeleaguered Brits were 5-0 on the
second day of Wimbledon? Especially after three big-name

B

Americans were wiped out on
opening day?
Maybe it was the crowd that
inspired them. Maybe it was England's soccer team, whose success in Euro '96 has captivated
this country for two weeks. Maybe it was because Britain simply

•
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has better tennis players these
"Once you been knocked
enough times, there becomes a
days.
Or maybe this was the day that sort of wall that the players go
the Brits, who have always found into," said Mark Petchey, one of
the humblest and most gracious the quintet of winners Tuesday.
ways to accept defeat, finally just "There's a big belief within the
got sick and tired of being
bashed.
• See Page 28
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It turns out that kids who
leave school early for the NBA
draft have a better chance at
playing pro ball than some of us
thought.
Especially if the kid doesn't
mind seeing a little bit of the
world.
Or in some cases, a lot.
For example: The 1991 earlyentry draft group had a dozen
names in it. Two of the best
known, Kenny Anderson, then a
Georgia Tech sophomore, and
Billy Owens, a junior from Syracuse, now are working for
their second and third NBA
teams, respectively.
But two of the other names
from that group would probably
give anything to have worked
for just one big-league employer. Jerome Harmon, who was a
Louisville junior at the time he
declared, spent last season playing for the Grand Rapids
(Mich.) Mackers of the Continental Basketball Association.
And Anderson Hunt, the junior
who ran UNLV's offense in an
unsuccessful bid to repeat as
national champions, didn't even
fare that well. He was stuck last
year with the Treasure Coast
Tropics of the U.S. Basketball
League.
One more example: The 1994
early-entry draft group had 18
names in it. To heighten the
contrast; we'll choose the most
successful one, Glenn Robinson, though hardly the most
talented — that would be either
Jason Kidd or Juwan Howard.
In any case, Robinson was
rewarded with a $68 million
contract for bypassing his final
year at Purdue. He might have
gotten more, except that Milwaukee Bucks owner Herb
Kohl broke up when he hosrd
Robinson's demand for $100
million.
But one of Robinson's classmates surely wasn't laughing
when he heard the news. And
probably isn't laughing still.
Jamie Brandon left LSU as a
junior the same year Robinson
did. With the same dreams. But
to keep his alive, he spent last
season playing for a team called
Petronas. In that hotbed of
hoops, Kuala Lumpur,
Malaysia.
The information above was
culled from a where-are-theynow? list published in the Los
Angeles Times on the eve of
this year's NBA draft. On Wednesday, a record 36 underclass
men and high school players
who declared themselves eligible will find out where they
stand. What some of them can't
begin to imagine is where
they'll have to go to get what
they want.
According to the newspaper,
88 players left school early
between 1990 and 1995. Of that
number, 49 were drafted and
43, or nearly half, were still
playing in the NBA last season.
The most hopeful trend is
that as the number of early
entries have continued to rise,
so have the number drafted and
the number who were on NBA
rosters through June. Last year,
of 16 underclassmen, 13 were
drafted — including the first
five picks — and an even dozen
were still walking around with
big-league pay stubs in their
pockets by the time the Bulls
ran wild through the United
Center in Chicago.
But getting drafted is not the
guarantee it seems to be.
Rashard Griffith, the 7-footer
who left Wisconsin as a sophoIII See Page 2B
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players that there's time to get
out there and prove what we're
about."
Whatever the reason, seven
British men have advanced to the
second round of a Grand Slam
for the first time in 20 years.
After the American disaster Monday that saw Andre Agassi, Jim
Courier and Michael Chang leave
in a hurry, Tuesday's stars
became a slew of names that few
have heard outside the British
Isles. None are ranked in the top
50.
Tim Henman (ranked 62) led
the charge with a five-set shocker
over French Open champion Veygeny Kafelnikov on Centre Court.
At the same time, Canadianturned-Brit Greg Rusedski (65)
was winning on Court 1, Petchey
(202) on Court 2, Danny Sapsford (195) on Court 3 and Luke
Milligan (278) on Court 5. This
after Chris Wilkinson (138) and
Colin Beecher (323) both won on
Monday.
It's been a drought of exactly
six decades since Fred Perry won
the last of his three consecutive
-Nlikbledons. No British man has
evenNalade the final since 1938.
In recent years, rooting for a
repeat of Perry's heroics has
become a Don Quixote-type
cause, with bookies equaling the
possibility to that of an invasion
by outer space aliens. Even after
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June 24
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NIKE DAY
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RUNNERS DAY

June 26
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REEBOK DAY

June 27
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FINAL MARKDOWNS

BASEBALL/SOFTBALL DA

In appreciation for your business and support for the last twenty-two years,
we are having a week long sale. A grand prize of 8 $200 gift certificate will
be
given away Saturday, June 29 at 9 p.m.

MUSTANG LEAGUE
(6/20) Murray Supply 10, Coles Urn. 8.
Fertilizer 1: Chase Futrell
doubled and singled to lead Murray Supply
over
ly, Zachary Baker doubled, and Trey Mason, CL&F. Also for Murray Suppand Chad Duncan all singled For CL&F, Hugh Taylor Houston, Cory Johnson
Rollins doubled and Brett Welter singled

SPORTS ROUNDUP
BASEBALL

OLYMPICS

LOS ANGELES (AP) - Los
Angeles Dodgers manager Tom
Lasorda was in the hospital with
abdominal pain and is expected to
miss at least a few games. The
68-year-old manager was being
treated and evaluated in Centineia
Hospital Medical Center. He drove
to the hospital from his home in
Fullerton and admitted himself.
Team physician Dr. Michael
Mailman said Lasorda was doing
"much better now." Dodgers ooach
Bill Russell filled in as manager.
Lasorda, the senior manager in the
majors, is in his 20th full season as
Dodgers manager. Los Angeles
was leading the NL West at 41-36.

COLORADO SPRINGS, Colo.
(AP) - Girona Robinson, widely
considered the most debatable
selection to the U S. Olympic
basketball team, withdrew because
of an Achilles tendon injury. SuperSonica point guard Gary Payton will
replace Robinson, Payton's agent,
Aaron Goodwin, told Seattle radio
station KJR.
Robinson,•6-foot-8 forward for
the lAilwaukee Bucks, didn't want
to risk worsening the injury and
missing a full season.

NEW YORK (AP)- Cincinnati's
Barry Larkin, the 1995 National
League MVP, leads shortstops with
817,243 votes for the All-Star
game.
Los Angeles catcher Mike Piazza
is the overall leader at 1,309,507.
San Francisco's Barry Bonds is the
top outfielder at 1,061,049.

MIAMI (AP) - Ricky Perry, •
Miami Hurricanes tackle wrested
on felony gun charges in November
and aocused of beating up his date
last week, was suspended indefinitely by coach Butch Davis. The
disciplinary action follows Friday's
suspensions of three other Miami
players involved in the assault of a
Pack athlete

for a private workout.
"It's going all right, but it's a
members of the Trailblazers'
lot of traveling," he said. "It's
organization. "Whoever gets me.
something you have to do, but
I'll make them a genius. Whoever
it's tiring."
doesn't pick me will be kicking
Perhaps the two most importhemselves.
tant trips have been to Phoenix
"It's just like in college."
and Chicago.
Since wrapping up the spring
While at the Nike Desert
semester at MSU, Brown has
Classic in Phoenix, Brown didn't
been on the move to tryout camps
receive much playing time and
and personal interviews.
his stock dropped considerably,
"I can't really remember all the
according to one agent who was
places I've been," said Brown.
on hand.
"I've been all over the United
The desert debacle made his
States."
performance in Chicago for the
And, Canada.
major tryout camp of the summer
Vancouver also flew Brown in
even more critical. According to

FOOTBALL

Brown, he met the challenge and
played well.
"I got to play. I got some playing time; that was the main
thing," Brown said of the Chicago camp. "In Arizona, I wasn't
on the right team and couldn't get
any time."
Today is "just another day,"
according to Brown, who'll
watch the draft in West Memphis
with his family. He admits that
he's not nervous, but he's anxious to learn his NBA fate.
"I'll put my faith in God. I
can't get nervous...I've done all I
can."

•Youngsters...
FROM PAGE 1B
more, was drafted by Milwaukee in the second round, 38th
overall, and he wound up playing in Turkey. This drafting,
after all, isn't science. Especially not this year.
"It's one of. the most puzzling, confusing and exhilarating drafts," said Marty Blake,
director of the league's scouting
service, "because nobody has a
clue."
That won't be the situation
for long. The league is helpless
to stanch the flow of underclassmen by itself, and the players( association would have a

Drawing for this 6200 Gift Certificate will be at 9 p.m. Saturday night.
No purchaea nirCiestiary.
Mead not be present to win.
Hours: 9 a.m.43 p.m. Mon.-Sat.

hard time selling members on
the need to keep 18- and
19-year-olds from making their
first million too early. Especially since the memories of so
many of the members are so
fresh.
And so more out of a desire
to do right by the business than
do right by the kids, NBA front
offices and scouting service
will learn to evaluate high
school seniors as rwell as they
learned to appraise the readiness of their college
counterparts.
"We've had more requests
from NBA people for a copy of

IN NBA lockout...
FROM PAGE 1B
aimed at settling the differences,
and although most of the 15 or 16
disputed issues were settled,
including most aspects of the
lucrative group licensing agreement, a snag developed over the
price the league should pay for
commercial use of the union's
logo.
"We were there to make a deal
and they came up with an outrageous demand for $31 million,"
deputy commissioner Russ Granik said. "We said we weren't
giving in, they said their position
was just as strong. We agreed
there was nothing left to talk
about."
No further negotiations were
scheduled.
Union president Buck Williams
of the Portland Trail Blazers said
the league's abrupt halt to the
talks could be an intimidation
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our summer calendar than ever
before," said Bob Gibbons,
who runs All-Star Sports, a
high school recruiting service
once used only by college
coaches.
What that tells him is that the
NBA talent scouts will start
bird-dogging prospects at all
the major summer camps, crisscrossing the country to see the
best high school players play
against each other.
It's a lot of travel. But considering how far some of those
players will wind up going to
keep a dream alive, it's only
fair.

•Indians...

tactic, with the threat of a lockout
used to scare players into
surrender.
"They prematurely pulled the
plug and walked out. It seemed
like it might have a been a ploy
on their part," Williams said. "It
worked for them last summer."
The dispute is already in federal court and before the National
Labor Relations Board, but no
hearings are scheduled for
another two weeks.
"Most deals are done at the
12th hour, and I'm hoping this
deal will be settled at the 12th
hour," Williams said.
If not, such free agents to be as
Michael Jordan, Shaquille
O'Neal, Alonzo Mourning,
Reggie Miller and Gary Payton
would not be able to entertain
offers.
"Players will be asking for
hundreds of millions of dollars,
and we can't have that happen if
this isn't resolved," Granik said.
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Sports

this week's victories, Ladbrokes
still listed the chances for a home
country champion at a longshot
66-1.
None of that mattered Tuesday,
as the cheers bounced from court
to court, and the players rushed
to check the scoreboards after
their matches were over to see
how their compatriots were
doing.
"This is absolutely brilliant,"
gushed Rusedski, showing off his
best British -isms in his stillstrong Canadian accent. "Maybe
it's the football doing it to us,
who knows?"
Ah yes, the football ... er, soccer. The European Championships, being played in England,
have been brought up at virtually
every post-match news conference. The home team has made it
to the semifinals, and if they win
it all, it'll be the greatest British
sporting success since the 1966
World Cup.
Yet when Henman was digging
deep, staving off cramps, having
blown a two-set lead and facing
two match points against him in
his 7-6 (8-6), 6-3, 6-7 (2-7), 4-6,
7-5 victory over Kafelnikov, he
wasn't thinking soccer.
He was thinking about British
players who had come so close in
Centre Court five-setters - Chris
Bailey against Goran Ivanisevic
in 1993, Jeremy Bates against
Guy Forget in 1992 - before
disappointing a hopecul crowd
with yet another defeat.
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FROM PAGE 1B
with the Indians' three-game
sweep of Boston in the AL
playoffs.
"It's already been a disaster
against Cleveland," Boston manager Kevin Kennedy said. "It's
important to win just from the
standpoint of winning. It doesn't
matter who we're playing."
The Red Sox lost 17 consecutive regular-season games to
Minnesota in 1965-66. The major
league mark for consecutive wins
by one team over another is 23,
set by Baltimore against Kansas
City in 1969-70.
In other games, Detroit
downed Oakland 10-8, Texas
beat Baltimore 5-2, Chicago
defeated California 3-2, Toronto
topped Seattle 8-7 and Milwaukee beat Kansas City 5-3. New
York split a doubleheader with
Minnesota, losing 6-1 and then
winning 6-2.
Hershiser (8-4) shut out the
Red Sox for seven innings. He
won his fourth straight decision,
including a win over Boston last
week, and lowered his ERA to
0.66 in that span.
"I'm glad I'm pitching a lot
better, because it's not, 'Oh, no,
we lost four in a row, and we've
got Orel going out there,'" Hershiser said. "I didn't feel like I
hod to be a stopper. But I did feel
more comfortable, because I've
been pitching well."
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Gambling popular on Sunday
EVANSVILLE, Ind. (AP) —
Sundays are the second-most
popular day for gambling on one
of Indiana's only riverboat casinos, a trend that doesn't sit well
with at least one anti-riverboat
minister.
The latest figures from the
Indiana Gaming Commission
show that Sunday admissions to
Evansville's riverboat are generally higher than every other day
except Saturday.
Even Friday night crowds
don't eclipse Sundays, which
account for nearly one of every
five riverboat admissions in
Evansville.
"It bothers me that people
gamble on Sundays since it's the
Lord's day, rather than any other
days," said the Rev. John Lovelace of Momingside Cumberland
Presbyterian Church, who
opposed the riverboat first
opening.
"...I just think that Sunday is a
day you need to spend worshipping the Lord, and with your
family, visiting the sick and the
poor and helping the needy."
Sunday admissions peaked dur-

ing March, a month with five
Sundays. They accounted for a
full 20 percent of all admissions
that month, then fell to 15 percent of all admissions during
April but climbed in May to 18
percent.
Dennis Gorski of Casino Journal, an industry publication in
Atlantic City, NJ., said he wasn't
surprised that Sunday admissions
outpaced Fridays in Evansville,
especially considering that the
Aztar Corp. hotel complex isn't
complete. Aztar draws many of
its customers from Louisville,
Ky., about two hours away and
from Indianapolis, about three
hours away.
"Sunday is considered much
more of recreational type opportunity," Gorski said. "Friday
night, everybody is getting finished up with the work week.
Perhaps they would rather travel
on Saturday and Sunday when
they would have more time to
themselves."
Lovelace noted that Easter fell
in April, and the Gaming Commission said only 4,541 people
took cruises that day — one of

OHMIC

the lowest Sunday turnouts since
the boat opened last December.
"Easter is a family day.Lovelace said. "I would imagine
a lot of people were visiting relatives and going to church. Palm
Sunday is another day of emphasis, going to church."
But Palm Sunday didn't slow
down gambling. Figures show
March 31 was the fifth-most
popular Sunday — with 8,179
admissions — since the riverboat
opened.
Another Evansville minister,
the Rev. Todd Outcalt of United
Methodist Temple, said he was
not particularly bothered by Sunday gambling. He noted that socalled Blue Laws limited commerce on Sundays are largely
relaxed.
"It's more of a trend," Outcalt
said. "There really aren't any
mores or laws that once maybe
were observed 25 or 30 years
ago; those have kind of gone by
the wayside. It's the nature of our
society. It's become more secularized in its ways of thinking."
The Gaming Commission
tracks daily admissions.

related disorders.
The council made no specific
recommendations about the regulation of drivers with sleep disorders, which can range from
sleep apnea, in which the
momentary closing of an airway
awakens a person repeatedly, to
chronic fatigue caused. by a lack
of sleep.
"It's very poorly understood
by the American public," said
Dement, who also is chairman of
the National Commission on
Sleep Disorders Research. "The
American Medical Association
now has a chance to be a leader
in this whole area."
The 430-member AMA House
of Delegates, which sets policy
for the 296,000-member group,
will vote on the council's recommendations at the group's annual
meeting this week.
The council recommends that:
—The National Institutes of
Health and other groups support
more.rgSearch in the prevalence
of sleep-related disorders.
—The Department of Transportation study the links between
crashes and operator alertness
and sleep.
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—The AMA urge federal agencies to improve enforcement of
existing regulations for truckdri.ver work periods and consecutive working hours, and increase
awareness of the hazards of driving while fatigued.
—The AMA urge physicians to
learn more about sleep disorders,
treat them more effectively and
educate patients about them.
Commercial truck drivers must
fill out log books verifying the
number of hours they are on the
road to prevent them from driving on too little sleep. But no
regulation exists for passenger
drivers.
Dement said if the AMA passes the council's report and
recommendations, "it would just
put this whole area right on the
front burner."
AMA policy has no legal
force, but it does direct the
AMA's resources toward
influencing legislators, doctors
and the public.
John Collins, a senior vice
president for government affairs
of the American Trucking Associations, said his group supports
the panel's guidelines.
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Jimmy from GMC offers you the best of
both worlds.. it keeps you comfortable
and safe in the heaviest of urban traffic,
and gives you rugged dependability
when the only road sign you want to see
is RANGER STATION AHEAD. See
your local GMC dealer today so you can
get away from it all tomorrow'
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for six months, Plus FREE Activation.
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BEECHNUT CHEW
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f
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COPENHAGEN, SKOAL, KODIAK, ETC

*Plus the #1 reason: we're right here in Murray.
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AMA panel wants better rules
CHICAGO (AP) — The secret
killers on American highways are
drowsy drivers and it's time for
doctors to do something about it,
a medical panel says.
Drivers who aren't fully awake
cause more than 1,500 traffic
deaths a year. In 96 percent of
the cases, the accidents involve
passenger cars, not commercial
drivers. There are about 43,000
vehicle deaths from all causes
each year.
"This is America's hidden
nightmare," said Dr. William
Dement, director of Stanford University's sleep disorders program.
He said the vast majority of highway accidents are not properly
investigated as fatigue-related.
A panel of the American Medical Association panel on Monday
called on the AMA to suggest
guidelines for drivers to avoid
falling asleep at the wheel.
The AMA's Council on Scientific Affairs said more research,
'enforcement and education arc
needed to keep drivers from
becoming dangerously drowsy.
The Council also called for
guidelines to license commercial
and private drivers with sleep-
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Our 15 Month CD
Has An Annual
Percentage Yield Of

Students compete at festival

Mt

Murray High School students
competed in the State Foreign
Language Festival held in May at
the University of Kentucky,
Lexington.
Murray High won the Sweepstakes Trophy in both French and
Spanish.
French winners were as
follows:
Grammar/Vocabulary, Level 1,
Kristin Kopperud, first; Level II,
Ryan Pickens, third; Level III,
Cory Martin, first;
Recitation of a Literary Passage, Level I, Brach Crider, second, Level III, Jennifer Lewis,
third, Level IV, Ken Bazzell,
second, Level V. Carroll Lane
Christopher, first;
Extemporaneous Prose Reading, Level II, Candace Gurley,
third;
Listening Proficiency, Level
III, Leah Christensen, first;
Oral Proficiency, Level I,
Wesley Hart, second, Anne Pickens, third, Level II, Mark Stockton, first, Level IV, Leah Christensen, second;
Drama/Dialogue, Ken Bazzell
and Erika Johnson, first;
Drama/Group, Mark Stockton,
Jennifer Lewis, David Klapper,
Candace Gurley, Wesley Han
and Amy Mangla, third;

att

Costumes - traditional, Kim
Howard, second;
Chorus, third.
Spanish winners were as
follows:
Recitation of a Literary Passage, Level 1, Keisha Darnell,
first, Level III, Melissa Goldhamer, second, Level IV, Andrea
Jackson, first, Level V. Alyson
McNutt, third, and Sarah McNeary, second;
Native Speaker Level, Jenny
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Leary, first;
Oral Proficiency, Level III,
Katie McNeary, third;
Listening Proficiency, Level
IV, Karen Green, second; •
Dialogue, Jenny Leary and
Katie McNeary, first;
Group Drama, Chas Villanova,
Melissa Goldhamer, Nathan
Hughes, Kisen Nathu and Ellis
Schell, first;
Chorus, directed by Sarah
McNeary, first.
Latin I winners were Katie
McNeary, first in reading, Julie
Krouse, first in Recitation of a
Literary Passage, and Susan
Krieb, first in games.
Sue Spann is the French teacher and Debbie Burgess is Spanish
and Latin teacher at Murray High
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Fall kills three climbers

And That's
Just For Starters

Introducing The Do-It-Yourself CD
It's the fust CD whew you set the rate and you set the term... but only for a lirnited time. And when
you create your own CD,you also introduce yourself to valuable products and services from United
Commonwealth Bank
Start with our high CD interest rate, with a minimum $1000 deposit and 15 month teiiit. Then add
.05% to your initial interest rate for every new product or service listed below that you add to your United
Commonwealth banking package*:
0Completed application for a consumer loan -add .05%
Li Home Equity Line of Credit- add .05%
0Personal Line of Credit,- add .05%
0Any deposit account ofiened with $500 or more - add .05%
0Safe Deposit Box rental -add .05%
Cl Mortgage Loan -add .05'7,
For an even higher rate, add another .05q for each additional three months you add to your
CD term.
The United Commonwealth Do-It-Yourself CD is only available Thursday,June 27 through Saturday,
June 29. But you can get a rainched( to extend this promotion for an additional 30 days. Visit your
United Commonwealth Community Banking Center today,and get ready to write your own CD.

ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. (AP)
— Three climbers fell to their
deaths in a popular part of the
Sandia Mountains, tethered
together as they plunged down a
steep cliff.
The bodies of the three health
professionals were recovered early today.
The bodies were spotted Monday about 800 to 900 feet below
10,678-foot Sandia Crest east of
Albuquerque..Don Gibson, state
police field coordinator, estimated the climbers fell 150 to
300 feet on Sunday.
They were all still roped
together, said Rick Goodman,
search and rescue coordinator in
Santa Fe.
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The climbers died in an area
known as Muralla Grande, a
popular rock climbing site in
Chimney Canyon.
"It's a very steep canyon,"
said Karen Carter, a U.S. Forest
Service spokeswoman.
Coincidentally, the area in the
Cibola National Forest is to be
closed to public access Thursday
because of fire danger.
The victims were identified as
Glenn Tietgen, 35, chief resident
in psychiatry at University Hospital in Albuquerque; Carlos Abad,
26, from Colombia, an intern in
psychiatry at University Hospital;
and Jane Tennessen, 33, a clinical
supervisor at the Santa Fe Rape
Crisis Center.
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THURSDAY,JUNE 27, 1996
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
date of birth, call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 99
cents a minute.)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE role. Do it! You will easily outshine
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: A the competition. Think twice before
career change paves the way for pet- asking for favors; there could be
sonal growth. Going back to school strings attached.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
part-time will boost your earning
power. Take more initiative in your Events in a nearby community put a
relationships. Your confidence positive spin on your recent activigrows when you stop letting others ties. Seeking other people's views
call all of the shots. Well-chosen will show any skeptics that you are
words will lead to fresh financial open-minded.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): You
gains early in 1997. Freelancing will
put extra money in your pocket as gain valuable knowledge by reachnext spring approaches. Be direct in ing out to newcomers. Favors or
romance. Playing hard-to-get will gifts will be distributed behind
only complicate a promising rela- closed doors. Going into business
tionship.
with a former employer or superviCELEBRITIES BORN ON sor could mean nice profits.
THIS DAY: country music star
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
Lorrie Morgan, pool champion You benefit from considering the
Willie Mosconi. baseball player other person's point of view. A
Rico Petrocelli, fashion designer secret worry is eased after talking
Norma Kamali.
with experienced people. A private,
ARIES (March 21 -April 19): casual setting will be best for both
You can expect the "star" treatment business talks and romantic chats.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
when others seek you out. Contacting a former employer or school- 21): Stop feeling guilty about ending
mate could prove lucky. Curb a ten- a romance. You will soon land a job
dency to become involved in too you really like. Count on your comany projects at one time.
workers to be helpful. Punctuality is
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): a must in business.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
You and a parent may not see eyeto-eye now. Remain polite and be 19): Check the hotel arrangements
on time to all appointments. Enter- for a business trip. The wrong
taining at home provides you with a accommodations could cause
wonderful opportunity to mix busi- unwanted complications. You need
ness with pleasure.
a quiet environment to prepare for
GEMINI (May 21-June 20): tests or exams.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
You will hit your stride at work
today. Higher-ups are evaluating When tension mounts, find ways to
your performance. Stick to conven- relieve the pressure. Share your
tional business methods. Research vision of the future with decisionwill verify some good news. .
makers; a pledge of support wilt folCANCER (June 21 -July 22): low.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
You and VIPs are on the same
wavelength now. A career move Play the role of leader and initiator
sounds tempting but requires careful now. Others admire your drive. A
thought. An innovative approach meeting falls into place after you
will help you set the world on fire!
make certain phone calls. Cheerful
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Some- companions and a merry time await
one challenges you to play a leading you this weekend.
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TODAY'S CHILDREN are intelligent and competitive, extremely protective of their own turf. Count on them to achieve whatever they set their
heart on. Quick to spot an unexpected opportunity, these Cancerians make
their own good luck. They have the courage of their convictions and will not
be swayed by either public opinion or profit. Loyal and loving, these
demonstrative Cancerians are happiest when surrounded by family. They
hope to one day work side-by-side with their siblings or children.

Memher FDIC • Equal Housing Lender 12t
1111 Main St., Murray, KY

(502) 759-9443
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Don't be fooled by imitations...
buy the best!
Great Price! Great Selection! Great Tires!

•50% nwurnam additional intarast rate. Penalty may he Imposed tor early withdrawal See a Personal Banker tor more information APY is good June 26-29, 1996.

* FREE COMPUTER BALANCING *
Open Mon.-Fri. 7-6; Sot 7-Noon
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Murray High cheerleaders
attend camp held at UTM
The Murray High School Boys
and Girls Varsity Cheerleading
squads attended the National Cheerleaders Association camp held at
University of Tennessee at Martin.
June 16th-June 20th.
The two teams received 12 superior ribbons for strong technique,
good crowd interaction, and performance with no noticeable mistakes.
The squads received a spirit stick for
showing the most sincere spirit and
enthusiasm for the day, while taking
into account attitude during classes,
promptness, cooperation, relationships with other squads and leadership.
The two squads were awarded the
Herkie T.E.A.M. trophy for being
the team showing true team spirit,
unity,and leadership throughout the
week.
Jennifer King, Ayana Sanchez,
Lane Dennison, Kim Howard, Morgan Blankenship, Jearlyn Martin
and Megan Colson were All-American nominees by NCA instructors
for displaying superior cheerleading techniques in any of the following areas: jumps, tumbling, stunt-

ing, crowd skills, and motion technique, leadership, and dance. AllAmerican nominees had the opportunity to tryout for the NCA AllAmerican team during the last night
of camp.
Jennifer King, a freshman, was
selected to the All-American Team.
She will have the opportunity to
perform in nationally televised parades and bowl games with the best
cheerleaders in the country.
Members of the Boys Varsity
Squad include Kim Alexander, Stephanie Simmons(co-captain), Kristin Johnson, Angie Colson, Morgan
Blankenship, Kim Howard(co-captain), Leah Powers, Jessie Gagel,
Megan Colson, and Jearlyn Martin.
Members of the Girls Varsity
Squad include Jessie Radke (cocaptain), Ayana Sanchez, Lane
Dennison, Meg Farrell, Sara Grace
Strickland (co-captain), Jennifer
King, Suzanne Chandler, and Jennifer Delancey.
Cindy Thompson is the Head
Coach/Sponsor. Vikki Crider is the
Assistant Sponsor.

Mathews sentenced to life
CLARKSVILLE, Tenn. (AP)
— Courtney Mathews is going to
live.
Jurors Tuesday sentenced
Mathews, a former Fort Campbell
soldier, to life in prison without
parole in one of the worst
robbery-murders in Tennessee
history.
"We're disappointed he wasn't
sentenced to death," said Stella
Campbell, mother of murder victim Kevin Campbell. "But he
won't be out on the streets to hurt
anyone else ever again."
He was convicted Saturday of
fatally shooting Marsha Klopp,
24, Campbell, 22, Angela Renee
Wyatt, 22, and Patricia Price, 39,
during a robbery at the Taco Bell
restaurant Jan. 30, 1994.
Mathews, 21, was a part-time
worker at the restaurant during
the time of the slayings.
The jury began deliberating his
fate shortly before noon Tuesday
after closing arguments ended.
Prosecutors showed the jurors
mannequins marked to display
where the four Taco Bell restaurant workers were shot. It reprised
a tactic also used earlier in the
trial when a medical examiner

pinpointed bullet wounds in the
victims.
Later Tuesday, defense attorney Isiah Gant asked the panel:
"I am going to start by asking
you for Courtney Mathews' life."
Jurors also had the option of
sentencing Mathews to the electric chair, or life in prison with a
25-year minimum.
It would have taken a unanimous vote to sentence Mathews to
death. No one has died in the
electric chair in Tennessee since
1960.
Prosecutors have said Mathews
needed money to pay for a car he
had wrecked.
Gant, in asking for mercy for
his client, told the jury that
Mathews attended church regularly and had never been in serious
trouble before.
Gant asked the jury "not to be
a vehicle of vengeance."
Mathews was accused of hiding in a crawl space in the
restaurant and then surprising the
four shortly before closing time.
Mathews had wept and twice
left the courtroom to compose
himself Monday as his lawyers
asked jurors to spare his life.

ATLANTA (AP) — Coca-Cola
is fixing an embarrassing typo in
the word "disk" in copyright
information on about 2 million
12-packs of the drink.
In the misprint, the "s" is
replaced by a "c." The error
appeared on boxes of Olympic
promotional packages of CocaCola Classic distributed in the
Atlanta area.
The company is putting a small
sticker to cover the typo but only
JIM MAHANES/Ledger & Tirn•s photo
on boxes still in warehouses.
Members of the Murray-Calloway County Support Group for the Blind
An undetermined number of
display an autographed basketball from University of Kentucky head
the packs were delivered to stores
coach Rick PitIno.
three weeks ago, Coca-Cola
spokesman Bob Baskin said
Tuesday. Those boxes should be
Persons throughout Murray/ take a ticket. The drawing will be sold by the end of the week and
Calloway County have the oppor- on the 4th of July at 1 p.m. The packs with the correct spelling
tunity to own a University of basketball will be displayed dur- have already begun appearing on
Kentucky blue and white basketing the Freedom Fest street fair at.. shelves, he said.
ball with Coach Rick Pitino's
the support group's booth located
Normally, the small type under
personal signature.
near the corner of 4th and Maple
The basketball is donated by
streets on the courtsquare. You
the University of Kentucky do not have to be present to win.
through Bob Halter, representaTickets can be purchased at
tive of the Foundation Fighting Spoke and Pedal located in the
Blindness/West Kentucky AffiliBel-Air Shopping Center or The
ate, to the Murray/Calloway
Bookmark which is located at
County Support Group for the 404 East Main Street.
Blind.
All proceeds do help the SupA SI donation entitles you to
port Group for the Blind.

OAK PARK, Mich. (AP) —
Police were searching for a couple who had rented the home
where the bodies of Diana Ross'
brother and a woman were
discovered.
Arthur Ross, 47, a songwriter
for Marvin Gayc, Madonna and
stars from his sister's Motown
record label, was found Saturday
after neighbors called police to
report a foul odor, Li. John
McNeilance said.
Arthur Ross and the woman,
who has not been identified, were
suffocated, McNeilance said. The
bodies were believed to have
been in the home since about
June 1. Three emaciated pit bulls
also were found, police said.
Police wanted to question
Ricky Vernon Brooks, 44, and
Regina Smith, 36, who rented the
suburban Detroit home. Brooks'
car was missing, police said, and
neighbors said they last saw
Brooks and Smith three or four
weeks ago.
Arthur Ross was identified by

Just what you've been looking for. 3
BR, 2 BA brick home in Canterbury
Estates. Newly painted inside and out.
Central gas heat,new roof and ready to
move into. All this for $110,000.

Quality 5 BR,4 BA brick home on 10+
acres in the Lynn Grove area. Home
features gourmet kitchen with walnut
cabinets, two fireplaces, 15 closets
plus two storage rooms. Vinyl fencing
for livestock, 3 horse stalls, large
(50x96) barn and two equipment
sheds.

Quality built home on over one acre
wooded lot. All city utilities. Five
bedrooms, 2 baths, formal living and
dining rooms, family room and a rec
room for the kids. If you need room,
this is a must see. 5150's.

Like new home in Woodgate Estates.
Spacious 3 Br, 2 BA home with large
master bedroom suite and beautiful
decor throughout. Contact Kopperud
Realty, 753-1222. 5150's.

Four bedroom, 2'h bath home built in
1994 features 2,600 sq. ft. of living
area, 2.5 acre lot,large open foyer with
hardwood, fireplace, large custom
kitchen, in private setting. $165,000.

c,

Personality and charm! Describes this
completely and beautifully redocorated 5 bedroom home. Spacious
screened porch overlooking large, inground pool with new deck area offers
a real family delight at $225,000.

753-1222

KOPpERUD

753-0489 • 600 main St.

a fingerprint match. His family
did not report him missing. He
had been scheduled to appear
today at a hearing on three
charges of possessing a controlled substance.
In a statement released Tuesday, Diana Ross said: "I am
shocked and devastated by the
loss of my brother, Arthur. I
loved him very, very much."
According to the biography
"Call Her Miss Ross," Diana
Ross got her brother a job as a
songwriter with Motown in the
1970s. He wrote songs for the
Miracles and Marvin Gaye and
recorded his own album in 1978,
which sold 12,000 copies.
Madonna also recorded several
of Arthur Ross' songs on her latest album, "Something to
Remember."
"I know it will just devastate
the family," said Mary Wilson,
formerly of The Supremes, the
Diana Ross-fronted group that
had numerous hits in the 1960s.

BATHTUB PROBLEMS?
WE PUT A NEW BATHTUB OVER YOUR OLD ONE.

• Designed to fit over your existing tub.
• Commercial and Residential.
• Will not disturb plumbing, walls or floor.
• Will not chip, dent, crack or peel.
• Installed in just two hours for same day use.
• Ask about ReBath Walls - they eliminate tile grouting and
maintenance.

ReBath of
Western Ky.
827 South 6th St., Paducah
1-800-444-7633 Local 443-7033

BIN a Tigershark
and we'll make a
big deal out of it.

Think a Tigershark will take a big
chunk out of your wallet? Not with
the great deals at Darnell Marine! During our
Fourth ofJuly Feeding Frenzy Blowout Sale,
you can own your very own Tigershark personal
watercraft at unbelievable savings! Choose from
our economical Montego, value packed Montego
Deluxe, high performance Daytona 770,family
three-seater Monte Carlo 640,luxurious Monte
Carlo 770,or our powerful, 105hp Monte Carlo
900. So come out to Darnell Marine and go for a
ride—without getting taken for one! Everything
else isjust bait!
Finan • • is available
HIGHWAY 94 EAST
753-3734
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Actor Charleton Heston's
real name Is Charles Carter.

DARNELL MARINE, INC.

7531222
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Ross Insurance Agency

Ross' brother found slain

Executive charm in Murray's most prestigious area. Don't miss this custom built 4
BR, 2,5 BA brick home. You'll enjoy the
big great room with fireplace,french doors,
leading to a covered porch. Formal dining
room with hardwood floors and gourmet
kitchen. Relax in your own jacuzzi. This
new home has it all. S240,000.

711
Main St.

6•

Drive insured and be assured
of protection when you need It
Call me today about your
auto insurance.

In Murray-Calloway County!

Country estate - spacious renovated
home with wraparound porch on 42
acres. Lovely homeplace setting includes several barns and outbuildings,
pond and spring fed creek for cattle
and horses. Call 753-1222.

the copyright information states
that the "red disk icon and contour bottle are trademarks of the
Coca-Cola Co."
A consumer called the company last week about the typo.
"Everybody recognizes that it
was an innocent mistake," said
Baskin, who wouldn't say how
the error occurred. "It's obviously a misprint.

Citizens have chance to win

Showcase Of Homes
#1

Great value in Southwest Villa! Over
3,000 sq. ft. of living area is available
in this borne. Large first floor master
suite, formal dining room, breakfast
area off the spacious kitchen, greatroom,bonus room and 2 large upstairs
bedrooms. A good buy at $159,500.

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 2, 1996

Coke to fix embarrassing
typo on two million 12-packs

Kopperud Realty's
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CLASSIFIED
'CLASSIFIED AD RATES
$6.00 Column Inch
40% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Obscount 3rd Run
(AI 3 Ads Mg lan WWI 40o'Pariori)
$2.00 per column inch extra toe
010
Tuesday (Shopping Guido).
020
025
030
300 per word, $6.00 minimum
0,40
1st day.be per word per day for
each additional consecutive 050

Mr
'

Laws Notice
Notic•
Personals
Cora or Thanks
In Memory
lost & Frxind

190
370
390
A $2.00 is.wet be required lo make 400
any changes to ad offer deodlInts. 550

Yristiteg...12.5121repaiti

FARMERS MARKET
Form Equipment
Livestock & Supplies
Poultry & Supplies
Ptock.Jce
Feed II Seed

CALL

EMPlOYMENI
Help Wonted
Domestic & Childcore
Situation Wonted
Business Opportunity
Instruction

0/0
230
250
NO
5X)

REAL ESTATE RENTAL
Mobile Homes for Rent
280
265 Modlie Home Lots for Rent
303
Buiness Rentals
Wont To Rent
310
Apartments For Pent
320
330
Rooms For Rent
340
Houses For Rent
For Rent or Lease
360

470
450
4&5
490
495
503
510
520

ANNOUNCEMENIS

Reader Adl

day. $2.00 extra for Shopper
(Tues. ClossMeds go into Shopping Guide.) $2.00 extra for
blind box ads,

TC)
ANPILIATE
060
070
090
100
110

ADJUSTMENTS

753-1916

SERVICES
120
130
140
150
155
160
165
170

insuronc•
Exterminating
Business Services
Heating & Cooling
Services Offered
TRANSPORTATION
Motorcycles
. Auto Services
Auto Ports
Used Cors
...... Vans
Used Trucks
.. Campers
Boots & Motors

MERCHANDISE
Computers
For Sole or Trod,
.
i
Wont To Buy
. ..... Amcles For Sae
Appliances
Home Furnishings
.
Antiques

Vacuum Owners

183
195
203
210
220
240
260
3E0

Sewing Mochones
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipu
,oci
rn
sen
at
Firewood
............Miscellaneous
........ . MTisc
v ei
Pets & Supplies

Master Card

REAL ESTATE SALES
270
365
420
430
435
440
450
460

Mobile Homes For Sole
For Sole or Lease
Home loons
Root Estate
Lake Property
lots For Sole
Forms For Sae
Homes For Sole
MISCELLANEOUS

410
540
560
5.70

Public Sole
For Trade
Free Column
Wanted

Advertisers are requested to
check the lirst Insertion of
their ads for any error. Murray
Lodg4n & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect Insertion. Any error
should be reported Immediately so corrections con be
mode.

OFFICE HOURS,
Mon.-Fri, 8 am.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-11 a.m.
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All stored items in storage unit *208 at Key
Mini-Warehouses, 1850 State Route 121
South, Murray, KY 42071, have been abandoned and ifall charges for storage unit #208
are not paid in full on or before July 15, 1996
Key Mini-Warehouses will have legal possession of all items stored in storage unit
#208. A sale date for said items stored in
storage unit #208 will be posted at a later
time.

The following towed-in vehicles will be
disposed ofon July 31, 1996 if not claimed by
their registered owners and all charges
against said vehicles are paid in full. Key
Auto Parts reserves the right to retain said
vehicles for the charges against them. Vehicle: '78 Ford LTD #8U62H156500, '74
Datsun Pickup #PL620394465, '84 Dodge
Ram Van 02B7FK13G5ER166031,'79 Ford
Mustang #9R02Z157734.

Murray State University is accepting sealed
bids for the purchase and removal of 12 rolls
of artificial turf ("Astroturf') and foam
padding which has been declared surplus.
Item may be seen at the northeast corner of
Roy Stewart Stadium on the campus of
Murray State. All bids must be received by
2:00 p.m., July 2, 1996. Bid forms are
available at the general services building or
by calling Elvis Green at 502-762-4435.

INVITATION TO BID
FLEET INSURANCE

The Murray Board of Education will receive
sealed bids for fleet insurance for the school
buses and other vehicles owned by the
Murray Board of Education.
The bids will be received until 12:00 noon on
August 6th, 1996,at which time the bids will
be opened publicly and read aloud. The bid
will cover the time period from August 24,
1996 until August 24, 1997.
Specifications are on file in the Murray
Board of Education office at 208 South 13th
Street, Murray, Kentucky, and interested
bidders may obtain the necessary forms
there.
The bid shall be in an opaque envelope with
the name of the bidders and "Fleet Insurance Bid" written on the outside. The board
reserves the right to reject any and all bids
and waive any irregularities in bidding.

St.,
Murray, KY
42071, attorney, 96P-00171.
Brian Robert Harrington, 918 N. 16th
St., Apt. 6, Murray,
KY 42071, deceased,
Shawn Wacilyn Harrington, 415 W. Polk
St., Colorado Springs,
CO 80907, administratix, appt. 6/19/96,
Stephen C. Sanders,
Main
at Seventh,
Murray,KY 42071,attorney, 96-P-00174.
Clinton M. Rowlett,
112 N. 14th St., Murray, KY 42071, deceased, Wilton C.
Rowlett, 3 Rutherford
Hwy., Kenton TN
38233,executor, appt.
6/19/96, J. William
Phillips, 104 N. 5th
St.,
Murray, KY
42071, attorney, 96P-00179
Gregory Oakhem,
Rt.6 Box 307,Murray,
KY 42071, deceased,
Scott Bernard, 57
Hunt Trail, Lake Barrington, IL,60010,executor, appt. 6/19/96,
96-P-00181.
LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed
in the Calloway District Court by Loretta
Overcast, executrix of
the estate of Frances
M. Erwin, deceased.
Exceptions to this settlement must be filed
in
the
Calloway
County District Court,
on or before July 10,
1996.
Ann Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE

A final settlement of
accounts has been filed
in the Calloway District Court by Anna Requarth,executrix ofthe
estate of Hoyt Roberts,
deceased. Exceptions
to this settlement must
be filed in the Calloway
County District Court,
on or before July 10,
1996.
Ann Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

020

020

Help
Notice

The following estate fiduciary appointments have been
made in the Calloway
County
District
Court. All claims
against the estates
should be filed with
the fiduciary within
six months of date of
qualification.
All
claims must be filed
by December 31, 1996.
Wade
Hampton
Brooks, 2100 College
Farm Road, Murray,
KY 42071, deceased,
Hemp W. Brooks,
2102 College Farm
Road, Murray, KY
42071, executor, appt.
6/5/96, John A Gregory Jr., 204 S.6th St.,
Murray,KY 42071,attorney, 96-P-00144.
Gertrude Bennett,
35 Arbor Drive, Murray, KY 42071, deceased, Norma Valentine, 35 Arbor Drive,
Murray, KY 42071,
executrix, appt. 6/5/
96,Gerald L. Bell,211
S. 12th St., Murray,
KY 42071, attorney,
96-P-00156.
Mary W. Allbritten,
1609 Miller Ave.,
Murray, KY 42071,
deceased, Mary J. Allbritten Nadeau, 1609
Miller Ave., Murray,

KY 42071, executrix,
appt. 6/5/96, Stephen
C. Sanders, Main at

Seventh, Murray, KY
42071, attorney, 96P-00157.

Lettie Mae Robertson, Rt. 7 Box 150,
Murray, KY 42071,
deceased, Linda Fay
Jones, 1990 Cook
Store Trail, Mayfield,
KY 42066, executrix,
appt.6/5/96,Steven C.
Sander, Main at 7th,
Murray, KY 42071,
attorney, 96-P-00158.
C.D. Vinson Jr.,
2011 Gatesborough
Circle, Murray, KY
42071,
deceased,
Betty Sue Vinson,
2011 Gatesborough
Circle, Murray, KY
42071,
executrix,
appt. 6/5/96, Robert L.
Prince, P.O. Box 168
Benton, KY 42025,attorney, 96-P-00161.
Elizabeth E. Paschall, 605 Ellis Drive,
Murray, KY 42071,
deceased, Clifton Paschall, 605 Ellis Drive,
Murray, KY 42071,
executor, appt. 6/12J
96, Sid Easley, 204 S.
6th St., Murray, KY
42071, attorney, 96P-00166.
Paul W. Burkeen,
Rt. 1 Box 528 Dexter,
KY 42036, deceased,
Merit& Burkeen, 29
Church St., Fulton,
KY 42041, executrix,
appt. 6/12/96, Robert
0. Miller, 201 S. 5th

A final settlement of
accounts has been filed
in the Calloway District Court by A. Howard Arant, executor of
the estate of Kim E.
Scott, deceased. Exceptions to this settlement
must be filed in the
Calloway County District Court,on or before
July 10, 1996.
Ann Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of

accounts has been filed
in the Calloway District Court by Herbert
Earl Kendall, executor
of the estate of William
Clark, deceased. Exceptions to this settlement must be filed in
the Calloway County
District Court, on or
before July 10, 1996.
Ann Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE

A final settlement of
accounts has been filed
in the Calloway District Court by Joe E.
Inman & Robert L. Inman, co-executors of
the estate of Lona Lee
Cornley, deceased. Exceptions to this settlement must be filed in
the Calloway County
District Court, on or
before July 1(), 1996.
Ann Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

Notice

Notice
ALTERATIONS, Ruth's
See & Sew 753-6981

58th
Anniversary
B.K and
Lejenia
Farris

753-4199

TURNING AGE 65?

policies are now written in 10 standard plans
and we write all 10. Also at age 65 to 65'/2,
according to Federal Law,they are all guaranteed issue regardless of health.
As all plans are EXACTLY ALIKE, your
consideration now should be:
1. Price 2. Company stability. 3. Service.
We represent 7 "A.M. Best A- o?-A+ rated'
companies to give you the best possible rates
and service. We may be able to save you
several hundred dollars per year. We have
been serving West Ky. for over 30 years and
would like to be your Agent.

McConnell
Insurance Agency
905 Sycamore
Murray, KY 753-4199
Nationwide toll free:
1-800-455-4199

PUBLIC NOTICE
The Joint Commission on Accreditation of
Healthcare Organizations will conduct an
accreditation survey of Holland Medical
Services, Inc., on or about July 9, 1996.
Holland Medical Services, Inc. operates
offices located in Marion, Madisonville,
Murray and Paducah, Kentucky. The purpose of this survey will be to evaluate the
organization's compliance with nationally
established Joint Commission standards.
The survey results will be used to determine
whether and the conditions under which
accreditation should be awarded.
Joint Commission standards deal with
organizational quality of care issues and the
safety of the environment in which care is
provided. Anyone believing that he or she
has pertinent and valid information about
such matters may request a public information interview with the Joint Commission's
field representatives at the time of the
survey. Information presented at the interview will be carefully evaluated for relevance to the accreditation process. Requests
for a public information interview must be
made in writing and should be sent to the
Joint Commission no later than five working
days before the survey begins. The request
must also indicate the nature ofthe information to be provided at the interview. Such
requests should be addressed to: Division of
Accreditation Operations, Organization
Liaison, Joint Commission on Accreditation
of Healthcare Organizations, One Renaissance Boulevard, Oakbrook Terrace, IL
60181.
The Joint Commission will acknowledge
such requests in writing or by telephone and
will inform the organization of the request
for any interview. The organization will, in
turn, notify the interviewee of the date,
time,and place ofthe meeting. This notice is
published in accordance with Joint Commission requirements.

EASTSIDE

irtientse

HUDSON's Western Store.
New summer hours:
9am-8pm, Mon -Fri.
CLEARANCE SALE!! 502-753-4545.
Homelite electric start gas
trimmers, Regularly INCREASE the value of
$16900 — Sale $134.00. your home- and beautify
Used lawn & garden equip- your life! With expertly apment, MUST GO! Hutson plied wallpaper by McFarAg Eq., Hwy 45 S. Mayfield. lane Designs Borders, one
247-4456.
wall, one room or the whole
house or office. Call for
COUNTRY music show & your free estimate. 25
From:
dance every Fri, years of quality workmanThe Gang
7:30-10.30pm, Hardin ship McFarlane Designs.
Community Center, located 759-9750
on 905, off 1824 (old 641).
050
Couples $5.00, Singles
Lost
$3.00.
TAX DEFERRED
And Found
FRATERNAL Order of PoANNUITY
lice, offering Ig, h-d Gar- LOST. Snapper push
6%
bage Bags, $20.00 a box. mower near Ellis Wrather
753-1621.
Rd or Flint Church Rd. Fell
INTEREST
off trailer. 753-3053.
Guaranteed 5 years
HOUSE of Clothes, now
open Mon-Sat,9 to 5,Sun I
Monthly income
to 5. Nice consignment do060
available!
thing $1.00 Buys mons,
Help
women, children jeans,
100% reinsured'
Wanted
sweaters, sweat shirts,
100% investment
dresses. 13 Miles from 1,000 WEEKLY stuffing engrade assets!
Murray on Hwy 464. Call velopes. Free into Send
self addressed stamped
489-2243 or 753-6981.
Substantial penalty
envelope to Express Sept
for early withdrawal
PSYCHIC READINGS by 96, 100 East Whitestone
McConnell
Mrs Anne. Tells past, pre- Blvd. Suite 148-345, Cedar
sent and future. Advice on Park, Tx. 78613.
Insurance
all affairs of life. Palm & ALLIANCE Corporation is
Murray, KY
Tarot card reading also now accepting applicaavailable. 767-0508. 208 S tions for Superintendents.
12th, Murray.
Applications may be obtained from Alliance Corporation, 116 E. College
Street, P.O.Box 1480,
Glasgow, KY 42142-1480.
502-651-8848. 'An equal
PLEASE give us a call for a rate quote on
opportunity employer M/F/
your Medicare Supplement Policy. These
D'.

HaPPY

LEGAL NOTICE
Notice to Creditors

050

FULL time ReceptionisV
Assistant for local dental
office_ Send resume to
P.O.Box 1040 T, Murray,
KY 42071.

119 Main Street
Murray, KY 42071

I'LL pay you to lose weight
Get paid to lose up to 3Olbs
in the next 30 days 100%
Natural, 100% Guaranteed, no exercise required
Doctor recommended Call •
502-354-9404

Gary Crass
Owner

IMMEDIATE OPENING:
Full time position in Outpatient Physical Therapy
Clinic. We are looking for
an energetic individual who
enjoys dealing with the
public and has a strong
work ethic Apply in person
on Tuesday, June 25th or
Thursday, June 27th between the hours of 8:00am
and 5:00 pm at our office
Scott Winkler, Physical
Therapist, Physical Medicine Services, Inc 312
South 8th St.

LAW ENFORCEMENT
JOBS NO EXP. NECESSARY. Now hiring . U.S.
Customs, Officers, Etc. For
Info Call 219-794-0010 ext.
3037, 8am to 10 pm. 7
days.
a- LOOKING for 3 salesman, for above average
income for the right people.
Experienced closets preferred, but we will train the
right people. Call
502-753-9715 ask for Al
Davis, 8am-10am, M-F

NO EXPERIENCE $500
TO $900 WEEKLY/ POTENTIAL PROCESSING
COMPUTER users
MORTGAGE REFUNDS
needed Work own hours.
HOURS
OWN
$20k to $50k/yr
800-771-5281 EXT 1209
1-890-348-7186 x 486
(24 hours)
CONSERVATION JOBS.
Wildlife positions OUTSIDE sales Copy$16,000-$35,000/yr. Cleri- Plus 502-753-7117
cal, Security, Game Warden, Etc. No experience, PAPA John's Pizza now
For info 219-769-8301 Ext hiring all positions. AssisWKY 535. 8am-8pm, Sun- tant Manager, delivery drivFri.
ers, & in-store positions
available. Flexible hours,
CONSTRUCTION taborer perfect for college stuneeded. Some experience
dents. Delivery drivers
required. Call 753-0834.
must be 18 & have good
DRIVER... New flatbed driving record. Apply. in
oppty! Owner Ops earn person.
72% pull our trailer/ 77%
PART time servers
your trailer. Regional to 48
needed. Mostly weekends
state runs, also hiring Co
and night shift. Apply at
drivers for 48 state operaSeven Seas Restaurant,
tion. 23yrs of age, Good
Wed- Sat, between 4pm &
MVR + lyr F/B exp. Um5pm. No phone calls
thun
Trucking
please. Ask for Paul.
800-526-6514.
POSITION open for motiDRIVERS. Experience vated and enthusiastic indiearns you top pay. Perm,
vidual that is serious and
assigned conventionals, ready for an outstanding
annual sign-on/ production
career opportunity with a
bonuses, 90% no touch
nationwide distribution outfreight, excellent benefits.
let. Strong computer skills
Training program for drivand must have
ing school grads. USA are required
ability to work well with the
TruckCall
public. An associate de1-800-872-8782. Mon-Fri,
gree is required, or at least
7am-12midnight, Sat,
two years experience in the
8arn-12noon. EOE- WF/D/ business management
V.
and/or marketing area.
Send resume, in confiDRIVERS WANTED: Top
dence, that includes work
Flatbed Drivers. REreferences to: P.O.Box
WARD: Top Pay/
571, Mayfield, Ky 42066.
Satisfaction. J.B. Hunt
Flatbed Division, Wants
POSITIONS now available
Quality, Experienced,
at Shoney's of Murray Day
Flatbed
Drivers.
cook, night cook, MIT, and
Experienced- Up to .34/mi.
day salad bar attendent
Inexperienced- Training
Apply in person
available. J.B. Hunt offers
excellent benefits which include permanently assigned, predominately conventional equipment and
aggressive bonus progFull time or part
rams. 1-800-325-1067.

Pi

Daylillies
'The per/et peren mai

EOE Subject To Drug
Screen.
EARN $350/wk Part time
Now hiring mystery shoppers for local stores Free
products. 1-317-786-6009.
EARN up to 1,000's weekly
processing mail Start now
no experience Free supplies, information. No obligation. Send self
addressed stamped envelope to, Bucks, Dept 14
3208-C, East Colonial Dr.
No 308, Orlando, Fl, 32803.

.

POSITION
FILL E I)
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time, experience
required. Apply
person to
In
George Stockton, PTL, 641
South.
753-1717
L
;
.

Mattel
in Mun
our WO
and mc
to midi
pay ral
waiting
If you)

aver 900 variety...5 in bleeet

Hostas 2 For 1 On
Select Varieties Available At

Bethel Gardens
Free Plant With This Coupon
Open Garden Tues. thru Sat. 10 a.m.4 p.m.
Closed Sun. & lion.
94E, turn left Van Cleave Rd Happy Holiday Pontoon) Go
1/2 mile io Bethel Rd babe sgis b Cook Lane

753-2993

Wiggins Furniture Store
Large inventory of sofas, loveseats
and wingback chairs. All colors, all
patterns, all on sale at great prices.
Come see us this week.

Buy 1 Lamp & Get 1 FREE
With Your Purchase

Mattel
moldin
Hours
Sunda
Thursc
at $8.
It you t
contac

As always we have FREE delivery
and easy terms.
753-4566

ATTENTION:
Dark Tobacco Farmers
Do You Need Wood?
We offer all your tobacco
firing wood needs.

Just Call

18P Wood Products
Order Early
Call Us At (502) 667-2515 Ask For James

The Ci

officers

OVERING
CARPET & Fi
Lla—

Duties
foot or

Come...See Our Selections
CARPETS: All Top Brand Names 1st Quality
HARDWOOD, TILE & VINYL
Over 30 Years Installation Experience

preven
wage o
the firs
the silt
cornple
10 wee
annual
will be

WE STAND BEHIND OUR WORK
Jim Knight Sales & Installation Tan Tay4ce Rd Murray
Jay Knight
Mitch Knight
lEn.g*hts
Hwy. 641 - 1'/2 Miles South of Murray to
Hazel
Tom Taylor Road. Right 1500 yards.

753-7728

Requii

HALEY'S
t_Ta
lliFigellintlaitk
licand

Sales

Cars Custom Vans. and Vans For Moving
"Don't Let The Name Fool You"
112 So 12th Murray, KY 42071

Phone: 753-6910
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

YARD
SALE
SEASON

MECHANIC

J.B.HUNT FLATBED.

•

IBM= Your Yard Sale 3 Times and Sin
1 insertion
'7.50
2 insertions
'12.541
3 insertions
'15.00
Ada must be paid in advance
rridlaiANIL
, 3 Cpza.
SEAMAN= ARE It DAYS IN AD

RECEPTIONIST needed
full time Typing & computer skills desirable, but not
mandatory Should have
friendly & cooperative demeanor Send resume or
letter of application to
P.O.Box 1040 K, Murray,
KY 42071.

Monday Edition
Saturday 10 a.m.
Tuesday Edition
Monday 3 p.m
Wednesday Edition...
Tuesday 3 pa.
Thursday EditionWednesday
3 p.a.
Friday Edition
Thursday 3 pa.
Saturday Edition -..
For assistance call. 763•1916 or corne by
sthe

Muntly Ledger & Times
Classified Department
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Help
Wanted

Hoip
Wanted

Waled
POSTAL Jobe, 3 positions
available. No experience
necessary. For information
call, 818-764-9016 Ext
6176

********
Drivers

DO YOU UKE FREEDOM?
CHOICES?
TRAVEL?

&alma
Rod*

UNIVERSITY Heights Apes
is seeking part time manager for new Complex opening soon Please call Mon
Wed-Fri, 8 3Cam-1 30prn
502-726-1459 Equal Employer Opportunity

RETAIL Sales Associate
United States Cellular is
looking for aggressive selfstarters with retail sales ex070
perience for our retail locaDomestic
tion in Murray United
& CNIdcare
States Cellular offers excellent base pay plus commis- CLEANING houses is my
sion Cellular experience business Reliable Call
helpful but not required Linda 759-9553
Part time position available
If you are looking for an HOME 8 Office cleaning_
opportunity that matches Daily, weekly, spring cleanyour ambition here's that ing. Ph Valerie, 759-5021
opportuntiy. Send resumes WILL dean houses Reato USCC, Ann. Angela sonable rates References
Richerson, 906 A South 437-4064
16th St, Murray, Ky 42071
No Phone Calls Please

At J.I1 Hunt, we have over
8,1:00 drivers Mat do. We
are tie nation's largest
publicly-held truckload carrier Our irst year drivers
average over $2,000 per
mont and many of our
current dnvers earn in excess of $50,000 annually
Even if you have no experience, J.B Hunt has taming
available But don't take our
word for it. find out for
yourself Come by our career meeting and meet with
our driver representative
THURSDAY, JUNE 27
Meetings begin promptly at
12 PM, 2 PM, 5 PM
Shoney's Inn
1503 N. 12th Street
Hwy. 641
Murray, KY

SIRLOIN Stockade now
hiring grill cook Apply in
person, Mon- Fri
SOMEONE experienced to
change truck tires
753-7342

Or, call:

SUBWAY is now looking for
an enthusiastic and hardworking mature person to
be trained for position of
manager Please mail resume to 508 N 12th, Murray, KY 42071

1-800-2JB-HUNT
Expenenced? Try our quick
start program at
1-800-368-8538
EOE Subiect to drug screen
********

POSITION VACANCIES
The City of Murray has the following vacancy as listed:
Position: Citation Officer
Department: Police
Salary Range: 513,000-515,000
Job applications and descnptions for the above listed
position is available at the City Clerk's office located at
5th & Poplar Suects in the City Hall Building.
Deadline for accepting applications is 500 p.m. on
Monday, July I, 1996.
The City of Murray is an Equal Opportunity Employer
Drug screening will be required of all applicants.

basement
put it in the
Classifieds

.:-..,,....:--........

TECHNICAL
COMMUNICATIONS
SPECIALIST

The Technical Communications Specialist
helps create and maintain technical publications. The ideal candidate is skilled in technical
illustration, technical wnling, page layout and
design, and editing. Must be an experienced
Macintosh user with a good working knowledge
of Aldus PageMaker and Adobe Illustrator.

PRODUCTION OPERATOR POSITIONS AVAILABLE
Mattel and Fisher-Price have merged and as a result our manufacturing capacity
in Murray is expanding. We now have production operator positions available in
our world-class molding operation. These 12 hour positions provide lots of off-time
and more earnings than traditional 8 hour work schedules Hours are either noon
to midnight or midnight to noon with 3 days off every other weekend. The starting
pay rate is $6.20 and tops off at $8.84. Full benefits are available after a short
waiting period
If you've got what it takes to work with the world's best toymakers contact:

PRODUCTION SCHEDULER

Murray Employment Agency
201 South 12th Street
Murray, KY
759-2150

Qualified candidates should have 3 to 5 years
experience in production planning and scheduling in a manufacturing environment using computerized MAP system; Individual should also
be proficient in the use of related PC software;
degree in business or technical related field is
preferred
Send resume and salary requirements to
Manager of Human Resources

An Equal Opportunity Employer - M/F/D/V

DESA INTERNATIONAL, INC.
P.O. Box 90004
Bowling Green, KY 42102-9004
An Equal Opportunity Employer By Choice

A

City of Owensboro, Kentucky
(date, place, and time to be announced)
Public Safety Teleconununicater: Operates communication equipment to receive incoming calls for
assistance and dispatches personnel and equipment
to scene of emergency. Must have high school
diploma or general education degree(GED)and be
able to type 30 words per minute, nei APPLICANTS ARE REQUIRED TO SUBMIT PROOF OF
SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION OF IfIGH
SCHOOL/GED WITH APPLICATION.

Murray Employment Agency
201 South 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071
502-759-2150
An Equal Opportunity Employer - fivt/F/D/V

Call for application at(502)687-8540. Application
and other required material must be retuned no later
than 4:30 p.m. Friday. July 12, 1996. Appicants
who require special arrangements due to disabilities
may contact the Personnel Office, City Hall, Fourth
and Allen Streets, Owensboro, KY on or before
5:00 p.m. Thursday. July 11, 1996. Hearing
impaired. call TDD/Voice (502) 687-8658 from
8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., Mon.-Fri. or write the
Personnel Office. Prospective employee must
undergo a post-offer, pre-employment drug screen
and physical examination. EEO/AA.

POLICE OFFICER
CITY OF OWENSBORO, KY.
The City of Owensboro anticipates hiring approximately 8 police
officers during its Fiscal Year 1996-1997(anticipated October 1996).
Duties include, but are not limited to: patroling an assigned beat on
foot or in appropriate police vehicle to control traffic, prevent crime,
prevent disturbance of peace, and arrest violators. Starting training
wage of $20,000 annually, with quarterly incremental increases for
the first year ofemployment until no less than $23,166 is reached at
the successful completion of one year. In addition, after successful
completion ofa required training program in Richmond,Ky.(approx.
10 weeks), employee is eligible for $208.33 monthly (i.e., $2,500.00
annually) in state incentive pay. Excellent benefit package. There
will be a probationary period of 18 months from the date of hire.

-

SHIFT DER
SHIFT MANAGERS
Flexible Full &
Part-time Shifts
Now Available

t
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Fans
Equipment

1,2,3BD apts. Furnished.
very nice near MSU No
pets.
75 3 - 1 2 5 2
days,753-0606 after 5pm

TOBACCO barn sell or
rent, 32x52. 489-2116
leave message
170

Livestock
& &pollee
GOATS for sale. $25 & up
Al Saes 489-2455
REGISTERED Gelbvieh
Bull 3yrs Bought at MSU
Bull Test sale EPD's available Good producer
436-2858
Os

RED Belly Ford tractor in
Pets
good condition, 13hrs on
& Supplies
maior overhaul Have re- 1BR Apt & efficiency Apt
3 REGISTERED male
ceipts, hour meter, new box available now Coleman
Cocker Spaniels for sale
blade 6', new rake 6' Used RE, 753-9898
Each dog is registered
bushhog 1'4 yrs, pond
under the American Kennel
WANT to buy on Contract SCOOP, used, have no need 1BR, duplex adios* heat
or Rent with option. 3BR for it, $3000. New rear Ores Rent/ deposit, $275 412N Club 492-8518
5th St 759-4696
country home Fixer upper
5261.
AGFA Himalayan kittens
is fine. Ph 759-1184
Champion bloodline, 1
1BR furnished apt
Sports
$235/mo Near MSU No male, 3 female, Blue Tort*
Equipment
pets, water furnished, avail- and Red $300 obo
Ankles
able July I 753-5980, 753 8690, leave message
GUNS,
buy,
sell
trade
For Saie
753-1203
ADORABLE Toy Red Poo
436-5650
10HP, 30in out, Craftsman
die puppies Excellent pet
I
OR
2br
opts
near
downHANDGUNS, Rifles Shot
lawn mower, with bagger
stock Forst shots. $200,/ea
town Murray 753-4109
Used 3 seasons, excellent guns, Quality Leather Hol
762-4798 or 753-6749
sters,
Ammos
&
Access
2 BLOCKS from Campus,
condition, $450 2 Schwinn
BHB
Firearms 436-2980
1615 Farmer Ave 2 Of AKC Reg Rottweder pupbicycles, his & hers, 10sp
Very nice condition, SKI MACHINE Call after 6, 3BR. $275/mo plus depo- pies Call after 5 753-4263
sit Available now
$100/ea. Call 435-4549.
BALL Python Ws-large
759-9839
753-4249
cage and heat rock, $100
SOLOFLEX w/aN attach753 7319 leave message
ments, plus rowing ma- 2BR, patio, shade, carport
No
FOR SALE
pets,
$345/mo
chine, $425 obo. 759-9841
COCKER puppies, 6wks
753-6931.
AT&T Merlin Phone
after 6pm.
old party colored. Blonde 8
System W/7 Phones.
white. $50 502-382-2369
DP Rowing Machine, $20. 3BR Duplex, 2 baths, deck,
$450/mo
435-4214
Complete with music
Call 753-3772 after
DOG obedience classes or
on hold and confer2:30pm
HAZEL Apartments, Hazel, private Serving Murray 14
years 436-2858
ence call. Ideal for
210
KY now taking applications
You must be 62, handsmall office or busiGERMAN
SHORT
icapped, or disabled Rent
Firewood
ness.
based on InCOMe Hand- HAIRED puppies, AKC,
great hunters/pets, white
A-FIREWOOD for sale icapped accessible
Call 753-6450
Equal
Shots/worm
437-4667
ed, $200
Housing Opportunity
502-885-7001
TDDS 1-800-247-2510
FIREWOOD 436-2562
527-8574 or 492-8721
1991 MITSUBISHI large
.110
screen TV Cost $2800,
Public
HAZEL Apts has available
asking $1400. Sofa bed,
2br apt Must be 62, handSok
220
great condition,$300. Wing
icapped, or disabled Rent
back chair, $100. Call
based on income Equal
Nista!
evenings 753-2859.
Housing Opportunity.
BALDWIN Electronic TDD/1-800-247-2510,
3'h TON Packaged heat
Grand Piano, MIDI cap- 527-8574 or 492-8721
pump. Good condition, 4yrs
able. Full size keyboard.
1719 Magnolia
old. For mobile home or
Never needs tuning, excelhouse. 436-5315
Thurs.
7 a.m.-4 p.m.
lent condition, $1000.
Baby
bed
'94 ULY disk mower condi- 753-5778.
& mattress,
HILLDALE Apts now taking
tioner, 7ft, $7500.
baby items, children's &
applications for 1,2, & 3br
492-6174.
apts. Handicap accessible
men's clothing, furniEXPERT musical instruApply at Hilldale Apts office
ment
set-up
and
repair
ture,
antiques, collectSLEEPER sofa, good conMonday-Friday, 730-3.30
Over 30 years experience
dition, $125. Like new, Aerables,
sewing machine,
Equal
Housing
Opportunodyne exercise bike $40 559-3880
ity 437-4113 TOO
toys,
dolls,
dishes and
Call 759-4756.
1-800-545-1833 X287.
much more,
270
TIE Slabs for sale,
KENTUCKY Lake, LakeMobile
$4/bundle
Call
land Westly Village, 1br
901-586-4450
Homes For Sale
apartment, utilities inUSED bikes, 16- boys 14x70, '85 BUCHANEER, cluded, rent based on inSchwinn, 16 girls Murray, 2br, 2 bath, washer, dryer, come.626 older, or handicap & disabled Equal
20" boys Murray and 24' central heating & cooling
boys lOsp Schwinn. Totally remodeled Great Housing Opportunity.
303 N. 6th St
382-2534.
condition, $16,000. Call 502-354-8888.
767-0310.
7:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
V.5 SHOPSMITH saw 10'
blade on stand with cas- 1983, 12x60, EXCELLENT MUR-CAL Apartments now
Thurs. & Fri.
ters. Good condition, con- condition, all appliances in- accepting applications for
lois of knick knacks,
verts to drill press. %
' cluded, $9,000 obo. 1, 2 and 3br apartments
Phone 759-4984. Equal
Chuck, some basic wood 345-2967.
Tupperware, records &
Housing Opportunity.
chisels, sell $550 or trade
Wes. Mircilla 35 mm
1994 ATLANTIC. 16x80,
for yard tractor or trailer of
camera w/case, ceiling
shingles. vinyl. All ap- MURRAY Manor Apartequal value. Live in a tin
fans, light kits & much
ments now accepting applipliances,
2
decks
on
beauthouse (trailer), no room in
cations for 1-2br apartMOM
storage at Northwood Stor- iful rental lot. 759-9600.
ments. Apply in person
age
in
Murray. 24460 DOUBLEWIDE, 3br,
1:30pm-4pm, Mon-Fri,
502-436-5261.
2 bath on lot 85x120, west 1409
Duigiud Dr
of Dexter, 16x20 building.
NEW 2br; 2 bath Duplex
437-4004.
ANTIQUE furniture, exerw/garage All appliances
cise bike, NEW weed eater 2BR, owner will finance.
with w/d, central gas h/a,
704 Poplar St.
(used only once), baby bed, Coleman RE. 753-9898.
1yr lease, 1mo deposit. No
oriental rug, crystal, odds
Wed.,
Thurs., Fri.
pets, $575/mo 906 N 20th
and ends. Some items- 3BR, 2 bath, cent h/a,
&
Sat.
St.
753-3119
make an offer! Come by or treated wood deck 8 steps.
16x80,
June
26-27-28-29
Like
new
Fleetcall after 5pm, 753-4225,
912 Waldrop Dr (1 block wood. Could arrange fi- NICE large 2br, 2 bath Du5 a.m. till ?
northeast of 5 points at 16th nancing to qualified buyer plex, central h/a, garage,
Beat
The Heat Call
759-4117, 759-9187 or
& Chestnut). Ask for Vesta
appliances, 1yr lease,
Something for every742-4435
$575/mo
No pets
COMMERCIAL Tanning
one. New stuff added
unit, 44 bulb stand up unit, MUST Sell!'86 Clayton mo- 753-8856
bile
every
home,
day.
14x 70, 3br, 2
10-15min tanning
bath. New 3 ton heat 8 air NOW taking applications
759-4713, 9am-6pm
Excellent shape Must be for Section 8 low rent housDYNA 16' neon yellow moved. Partially furnished ing. Apply in person at
Southside Manor, 906
bike, bike carrier, hunter 901-232-8361, Stacy
Broad St Extended, begreen chaise lounge All in
240
tween 8am- 12noon No
excellent condition Call
Mobile
phone calls please Equal
753-9674 before lipm
HORNS For Rent
Housing Opportunity
2BR trailer, no pets
Hwy. ME to Dun
SMALL Apt 1 room & bath
HUSHPUPPIES from 753-9866
$125/mo
MSU
Near
WaHeaven. Secret family recans lAkt turn right
cipe. Send $1.00 and self 2 OR 3BR, gas or electric, ter furnished, no pets, avail753-5980,
June
able
24th
on Rockwood Rd.
addressed stamped enve- central h/a Edge of city
753-1203
lope to: 206 Faxon Rd, limits 753-5209
June 27-28
Murray, Ky 42071. You FURNISHED
trailer for
have never tasted anything rent,
12 Noon-6 p.m.
University
Heights
includes washer &
so delicious
Apartments Is now acdryer Approx 11 miles from
Woodcrafts, old t.v.'s,
cepting applications
JVC, VHS-C Camcorder, Murray, 5 miles from Kenclothes,
lots of misc.
many accessories Excel- lake For appointment call
for 1 & 2 bedroom
lent condition. new bag ti 901-642-5985, leave
rental assisted aparttripod Pentair 10 Zoom, message
ments opening soon.
115 date, custom features
griS
These its for families
Accessories, excellent conMobile
disabled,
handGarage Sale
dition 753-6597
Home Lots For Rent
'capped, senior citiThursday-Fr
iday
METAL store shelf units
zens, wheelchair acMOBILE Home Village
7:00 a.m.• 4:00 p.m.
Call 759-1000
cessible. For more in$80/rno, water furnished
94 West 3 miles, turn
formation call
PINE Sawmill lumber, at Coleman RE 753-9898.
right Rob Meson Rd.
dried. 8ft, 1x4 50e./ea 8ft
502-726-1459
NEAR Hazel Includes
2x4 $1 25/ea. 12tt, 2x4
(713) 2nd house on
Mon.-Wed.-Fri.
trash, water, lawn
West ffitt. 1x6 $1/ea 12ft S100/rno 492-8488
loft
1:30 a.m.-1:30 p.m.
2x6 $3/ea. 8ft, 3x3
mom.iodises dotes, toys
impaired
hearing
For
$1.50/ea. Also Oak 8ft, 4x4 REDUCED! Large country
"Ow a WM beddirc. de*.
only call
&3/ea. Cherry 8ft, 1x6 lot, water furnished.
Mont Mom seal so14100-247-2510.
Plea. Round Locust posts, 200arnp miler pole, 7 miles
phisms.OM WA docelltive sot does, deems (d
$1.211frae. Square Locust from Murray. Call 438-5867
Equal Fkusing Opportunity
Sirelti emir, & ma* asps
pasts, $3/ea. 435-4494
leave message.

Carport Sale
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ANTIQUES: Entire estates
or 1 piece Call Larry Elkins
492-8646 days, 753-1418
evenings

".
I

.
• .
..

:; •
.

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections. 753-9433 day
or night.

CREEKVIEW Sell-storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney's
$20-$40/mo 759-4081

Yard Sale

Let SuperAmerica be your avenue for a great
job. As the area's #1 gaskonvenience store,
you'll enjoy:
• Competitive Pay
• Great Benefits
• Student Incentives (up to $200/quarter)
• Advancement Potential
• On-The-Job Training
• Cashier Referral- $100
Join us! To apply please mail or fax your
resume to:

-.6..-41...•••••••••••••••-•-•••••

•

•
•

Want
To Buy

For Red
Cie Lease

Yard Sale

Call for application and other required paperwork at(502)687-8540.
Applications and other required materials must be returned no later
than 4:30 p.m., Monday,July 15, 1996. A copy of the job description
will be provided upon request. Applicants who require special
arrangements due to disabilities may contact the Personnel Office,
City Hall, Fourth and Allen Streets, Owensboro, KY 42303 on or
before 5:00 p.m. Friday, July 12, 1996. Hearing impaired, call TDD/
Voice(502)687-8656 from 8:00 a.m.to 4:30 p.m. Mon.-Fri or write the
Personnel Office. EEO/AA.
•

•

140

VERY nice 2br, 1 belfi Duplex. Appliances furnished,
w/d hookup, $475/mo. 1yr
lees*, 1mo deposit, No
pets. 753-2906, 753-7536

Yard Sale
In Basement

Danielle Woodward, Clerk
CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION

Requirements: Applicants are required to reach age 21, obtain/
maintain residence within the Commonwealth of Kentucky, and
obtain/maintain a valid Kentucky driver's license prior to becoming a
sworn officer. Applicants are required to have a high school degree or
G.E.D., and are required to provide evidence of completion of such
education at the time of application. In addition, applicants are
required to have an Associate's Degree or its equivalent from an
accredited college or university, or 3 years law enforcement experience in a full-time capacity. A combination ofcollege hours and prior
law enforcement experience in a full-time capacity may be combined
to reach minimum qualifications. Applicants are required to provide
evidence of completion of courses or degrees in higher education at
the time of application. Applicants meeting these requirements will
be eligible to participate in written examination (tentatively set for
Sat., July 27, 1996). Those who achieve the minimum passing score
on the written examination will undergo a thorough background
investigation and evaluation process. Such investigations/evaluations will include, but are not limited to: Education, Employment,
Military, Motor Vehicle Record, Credit History, Criminal History,
Polygraph Examination, Oral Interview, and any additional assessment measure as is necessary, pursuant to city policy. Prospective
employees shall be required to undergo and successfully complete the
following on a post-offer, pre-employment basis: drug screen,
physical examination (including physical agility components), and
psychological assessment. Candidates shall be disqualified from
further consideration ofemployment dinky ofthe following is
present:One serious violation in a two year rollback period on Motor
Vehicle Record;Three moving violations in a two year rollback period
on Motor Vehicle Record; One conviction ofa felony; One conviction of
a Class A Misdeemeanor; Three convictions of Class B Misdemeanors; Fails to meet any requirements established by state law or City
policy.

mew* •••-•••••••••••

A

NOTICE OF CIVIL SERVICE
COMPETITIVE EXAMINATION

contact:

USED Computers bought
and sold Call 767-0858

CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols. Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th,
Murray.

DESA International, Inc. a high growth and
diversified manufacturer/distributor of decorative heating appliances, power tools, and construction products located in Bowling Green,KY,
is seeking to fill the following positions.
-

753-1916

SATURDAY, SUNDAY, MONDAY
WORK AVAILABLE FOR PRODUCTION OPERATORS
FULL BENEFITS FOR WORKING 34.5 HOURS
Mattel has openings for production operator positions in our world -class
molding operation. These 12 hour weekend shifts provide lots of time-off.
Hours are either 6:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m. or 6:00 p.m.-6:00 a.m. on Saturday,
Sunday and Monday. Scheduled days off are Tuesday, Wednesday,
Thursday and Friday. The starling hourly rate of pay is $6.20 and tops off
at $8.84. Full benefits are available after a short waiting period.
If you have what it takes to work with the world's best toymakers please

MACINTOSH HSI COMPUwith 9MEGS RAM, 120
MEG hard drive, Apple 14'
color monitor, keyboard,
mouse, Imagewriter
printer, Claris works,
Quicken, System Seven,
original discs and manuals
Excellent condition Great
starter unit Below used
price listing Can 753-1163
in the evening
lar

Please send resume to P.O. Box
1040R, Murray, Ky., 42071.
Application held in the
strictest confidence.

Don't put it
in the attic,
garage or

RAINBOW vacuums, new, 641 STORAGE wadable.
used, rebuilt Call 4x5, 6x10, 10x20, 10)125
502-759-2454
Visa & Mastercard acRIDING mowers, push cepted 753-5686
mowers, tillers. 753-8292 650 SO FT need CourtsSEE us for your barn or roof quare at 500 Macke St in
Murray Call 753-8964
metal Cut to length
Cover's 36 inches, many DOWNTOWN upstairs ofcolors Economy Metal & fice space on Court
Supply Co 489-2722
Square Rent $95 Includes
SHARP 7200 plain paper utilities 753-1266
copier. reduces/ enlarges. LARGE storage Moldy with
$800 753-6069 leave good commercial location
mess e
Coleman RE 753-9898
160
NORTHWOOD Storage
Home
presently has units evadFumIsNngs
able
753-2905 or
753-7536
EXTREMELY nice Oak di
ning room table, 6 chairs,
and china cabinet. $975 OFFICE space or lease,
Walnut Plaza, 104 N 5th St
435-4558
753-8302 or 753-9621
WHITE washed pine queen
WAREHOUSE, 3000sq ft,
size bedroom suite, sleigh
1
blocks oft Courtsquare
bed dresser, chest dresser
in Murray, Ky at 6028,
with mirror, $1,000 obo
le St Call 753-8964
Wood framed couch. $60
obo 759-5024
Apartments
For Rent
190

COMPAQ Pentium Computer, 12MEG Ram,
750MB, hd, VGA monitor,
CD Rom, 28,000 lax
modem and Epson color
ink-imprinter AS for $1900
Call 762-6628

Experienced salesperson for a well established, local telemarketing company. Excellent benefit package which includes medical,
401K etc. Outstanding pay package for a
dynamic, motivated individual. Good hours,
good working conditions in a friendly environment.
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 26, 1996

510
Homes
For Sale
17 8 ACRES, $46,000
Lynn Grove area
435-4645

BEAUTIFUL new construction, ra mites north of
Murray in established subdhision 3br, 2 baths, large
HALEY Appraisals Bob front porch
& rear deck.
Haley, state certified
attached garage City gas &
759-4218
water. Oak cabinetry, large
KOPPERUD Realty has kitchen & dining room and
buyers waiting to purchase lots of closet space
homes-all price ranges If 436-5362. 436-5437 or
you we thinking of selling. 759-4567
contact one of our courteBRICK & vinyl home, 3 or
ous and professional
41x,3 baths, Cathedral ced
agents at 753-1222 or stop
ing w4oft, 2 car garage &
by office at 711 Main St
shop on 5 acres 435-4318
WHY wonder about selling
BY Owner Reduced,
your Real Estate at auc $95.500 Country Farmbon'? Call Wilson Real Es house 4br. 2+ bath, studio
tate at 753-5086
new central heat & air, 2
acres Owner/ Agent
LIO
489-2207
Lots
COUNTRY setting. 3br, 1
For Salo
bath, garage, 1 acre No
2 LOTS with 24'w30' gar down payment! Mid 40's
age & electric service lo Call Edwina 759 2001
cated in Preston Heights Grey's Properties
500 feet from city limits All
underground city utilities,
$24,900 753-2339
CUSTOM built home Mar
tin Heights, 3br,
baths
3 HUGE corner lots in PreAll amenities to make living
ston Heights, 500 feet from
and entertaining easy Call
city limits All underground
753-3903 for appt
city utilities 753-2339
TWO custom building sites
in the country, 3 miles to
downtown Murray Both 3+
acres, paved frontage road
Shared well Restricted
Owner finance possible
Call 753-5231

DUPLEX 3br, 2 bath & double carport 753-7947

FIRST time on the market
3BR. 2 bath, kitchen with
lots of cabinets & built in
desk & dining area Extra
large family room with fireplace & gas logs Sunroom
opening to deck, ceiling
tans, new natural gas heat
& air Landscaped & extra
ACREAGE for sale 1-A to
Call
lot available
275-A Owner financing 753-5121.
502 759 4713, 9am 5pm
GATESBOROUGH, 4br, 4
bath, 2 story, 4100/+ sq
a60
Lots of extras, Walnut caHomes
binets. Conan baths,
For Sale
decks, gazebo, sprinkler
2BR home, approx 4 miles system, large game room,
from town on 1 3 acres study
753-5940,
Recently redecorated 436-5946
Great neighborhood
GREAT Location- 2 mi759-9695
nutes from town. recently
2 STORY brick, 4br,
redecorated 2br home, Ig
bath. Quality construction. covered deck with hot tub,
$194,000 obo. 759-2571, finished 24x30 garage with
435-4040, 435-4013.
carport. Good starter
home. 753-5102/
2YR Old home 38R, 2
742-9744.
baths, 2 c.ar garage, large
corner lot Lots of extras
$110,000 firm Call for ap- IMMACULATE 3br, 2 bath
pointment Serious buyers ranch, seeing on one acre
only, please 753-4761
in the North school district
38R, 14 bath bra* home, clearly reflects owner's
17(+-) acres, barn and pride Efficient step-saver
shop. Almo Heights area kitchen, oak cabinetry
753-1793 or 753-3005 after throughout, dining room,
attached garage, circle
5pm
drive, nicely landscaped,
3BR, 1 bath house on large and maintenance free exshady lot, located on 121 terior All this and only
So Appliances included $87.500 Call Kopperud
Call after 5pm, 753-7232 Realty, 753-1222 for your
personal tour today
4 OR 5BR, 2 bath brick
MLSe3000519
home, 1 35 acre lot on Doran Road, $139.000 NEW on
Market 3br, 1 ,4
753-4547 or 753-2833
bath brick ranch Excellent
condition, privacy fence,
good neighborhood
753-5958

FOR SALE BY OWNER
It's a steal at $78,500 - firml 1519 square
feet living space,carport,fenced in backyard,8x15 patio, 40x50 building - 15 feet
high (insulated and electric) w/10x30
concrete drive attached on front. Newly
remodeled with hardwood and ceramic
tile floors and new -cabinets. Hwy. 299
near Kirlcsey area: For More Information Call:

753-0074

Prestige Homes in:1
Building quality homes at an affordable price. Free floor plan consulting and building estimates.
We make a difference by being different!
Call today and see why your home should
be built with PRESTIGE!!

753-5628 • Fax (502) 753-5494

,,,rm trr:::

The Classifieds
HELLO TO GOOD BUYS In ntzunniziff

530

Campers
MOTIVATED OWNER
SAYS SECUI MAKE AN
OFFER on this 21x, 1 bath
home in the Southwest
school district Walk-in
closet in both bedrooms,
nice lot with city utilities and
county taxes, and your can
move in on the day you
dose Priced at $55,500 for
quick sale What more
could your want? Call Kopperud Realty, 753-1222.
and see this house today
MLSir3000670
NEW ON THE MARKETLight and airy brick, vaulted
ceilings, crown moldings,
private master suite, pro
yardscape, trees, quiet
Street 3BR, 2 bath, nice
area to walk Call Century
21, 753-1492 ask for
Barbara
THE
AMENITIES
ABOUND in this 3br, 2 bath
brick ranch located on 121
South Large formal Irving/
dining room combo, lends
to easy entertaining Relax
in large family room w/
hardwood floors & woodburning fireplace Don't
miss the charm of the open
airy Florida room & breakfast room Beautiful setting
with over 1 acre Call Ginger at Kopperud Realty,
753-1222 or home
753-9534 MLS13000655
VICTORIAN farmhouse,
new construction on 23
acres, 2000sq ft, 31x, 2"4
baths, Gourmet kitchen,
ceramic tile in kitchen and
bathrooms. Fireplace, wrap
around porch with dining
area, plenty of closet
space. Secluded location
only 8 miles east of Murray.
18 Acres of lush pasture,
perfect for horses or cattle
Beautiful views. A real
dream house Asking in the
150's Call 759-2310
Please leave message
WHISPERING Meadows
Subdivision, new constr
3br. 2 bath, 1400sq ft w/
attached 2 car garage,
gourmet kitchen. Must see.
Please call Edwina at
759-2001, Grey's
Properties.
470
Motorcycles
1982 YAMAHA 550cc V
twin, liquid cool, drive shaft,
mag wheels, only 4xxx
miles Garage kept, $1200.
436-2128
rI90
Used
Cars
1979 TOYOTA Corolla,
Sap, $800. 753-9736, ask
for Donna.
1982 LINCOLN Town Car,
sunroof, good condition
Day 753-9181, night
753-8594.
1987 FORD Tempo, excellent condition, $2400
489-2544 after 4
1988 CAMARO, new paint,
runs good, 767-9435 after
5pm
1989 VOLVO 240 DL, an,
a/c, excellent, $7450
502-559-3880
1991 DODGE Dynasty LE,
loaded, white w/blue interior, $6,200. 753-5838 after
5 or leave message.
1991 FORD Tempo GL,
white, 4cyl, auto, excellent
condition, $4200
759-3139.
1992 CADILLAC Sedan
DeVille, low mileage, perfect condition. 753-2967
1992 MAXIMA, loaded,
electric sunroof, great condition. 759-2366.
'86 FORD Taurus Stationwagon, loaded, power windows,seats, steering Lumbar cushion, cruise control,
leather seats. New Ores,
77xxx miles, price $3850
Call 753-0731_
'91 COUGAR LS. loaded,
$6500 492-6174
'91 FORD Probe, white,
sunroof, am4m cassette,
low miles, excellent condition. 759-5076.

510

Service,
Of

See Yea.Artharizerl
Sse-Du Jet lost;Do*:

Buchanan Resort
& Marine
Paris Landing Tn.
9014424681
1 400.225-6302

0

530
Services
Offered

Services
Offered

LAWN mowing and trim,/
1989 COBRA, 34tt B/M, 3 Al Al A TREE SERVICE, ming
759-9620
airs, full awnings. gen stump removal, tree spraytrimming,
ing,
hedge
land$29,503
obo
extras,
LEWIS EXTERIOR
Many
scaping, mulch hauling & CLEANING. House, mo901-642-3754
mulch spreading, gutter
bile homes, brick & vinyl.
32FT Vagobond, self- cleaning Licensed & inBuildings, RV's, sidewalks.
Vans
contained, central aw, big sured. Full line of equipFree estimates 753-6490.
1983 GMC Conversion frig, queensize bed Many ment, Free estimates Tim
436-5744, UCENSED for electric and
Van, loaded, good condi- extras including washer & Lamb
gas 753-7203
tion, $2250 753-0605 after dryer Asking $14,500 1-800-548-5262.
436-5811
5
MOODY'S mower repair
A 1 Tree professionals
1993 DODGE Caravan SE, LARGE pop-up camper, Stump removal, tree spray- Pickup & delivery
48xxx miles, exceptionally sleeps six adults, stove, ref, ing, serving Murray, Gallo- 753-5668
dean, excellent mechani- air New canvas, new way County since 1980
MULCH, delivered. Murray
Free estimates 436-2247 436-5560
cal Fully loaded, dark tint tubes 753-9440
or 492-8737
After market acid- one, askPAINTING, intenor, extering $12,950. 436-2669 afA & A Lawn Care, mowing, ior. Roofing, home repairs.
ter 5pm.
hauling, tree trimming
Free estimates . 436-5032,
Free Estimates Mark anytime
1993 FORD Aerostar Van
436-5791.
XLT, White/blue, loaded, 15FT fiberglass Cherokee Lamb
PATTERSON'S LandscapMichelin tires like new boat iv/trailer Rigged for 436-2528
$11,500.00 Call 474-2381 crappie fishing, 50hp John- ALL around hauling, junk ing Services 436-5918
leave message
son motor wadi 16FT clean up, cleaning out PLUMBING repairs, fast
service. 436-5255
'91 FORD Aerostar XLT, Alumnacraft, V-bottom wi sheds, gutters, tree work
extended, phi, pil, cruise, trailer, 25hp Johnson mo- Free estimates Joe Lamb.
tor 14FT fiberglass boat, 436-2867
PLUMBING Repair All
rear wiper, 82xxx miles
types plumbing repair.
Must sell, $8250 Ask for trailer, 40hp Johnson mo
ALL carpentry 15yrs exp., Reasonable rates,
tor All rigged & ready to go
Shonda 502-382-2303.
Several small Johnson & foundations, slabs, sidew- 502-437-4545.
MUST 60111 '94 Ford Aeros- Evinrude motors Guaran- alks, driveways, buildings,
tat XL, p/d, paw, warranty to teed service on boats, mo- remodeling, repairs, AGC ROOFING and painting, interior, exterior, etc. 25yrs
75xxx miles, $11,700 obo tors, pontoons Wayne Dar- certified. 489-2214
759-1429, 492-8899
nell Marine, Corner o 121 ANTIQUE refinishing, fur- experience. 10% Discount/
Senior Citizens. Mowing &
So & 280 436-5464
niture repair & custom Yard Maintenance.
500
17FT Bass boat, trailer, woodworking. 753-8056
474-0107.
Used
115hp Mercury, $2,000
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Trucks
R & R ELECTRIC. Mobile
474-8189 after 5pm
Kenmore, Westinghouse. home hookup, new con1977 FORD F700, dump
Whirlpool
ex30+
years
1976. 15FT Fiberglass boat
struction, rewiring, trouble
truck. 120xxx miles (40xxx
perience. BOBBY shooting & repairs. Free
on 391 engine), Sap, tube- wiwalk thru windshield, HOPPER, 436-5848.
trailer, & 125hp Johnson,
estimates, fast service Call
less radials, trailer brakes,
$1600 753-0605 after 5
anytime
Murray,
APPLIANCE
REPAIRS:
25, 500 GVM (no CDL required), $6500 759-1515. 1984, 14FT Procraft bass Factory trained by 3 major 762-0001.
boat, 50hp Yamaha en- manufacturers. All work SEAMLESS gutters in1977 FORD and some congine, fully equipped, extra and parts warranted. Ask stalled, residential or comstruction tools Call after 5,
nice. 435-4176 Call before for Andy at The Appliance mercial, Serval' Gutter Co
436-2052
2:30pm or leave message. Works, 753-2455.
753-6433
1982 1/. TON GMC truck,
1985 SEARAY, 270 Sun- ASPHALT Driveway Sea- SUREWAY Tree & Stump
w/rebuilt 250 engine,
dancer, $30,000 753-9562 ling. Free estimates
Removal Insured with full
$2000 759-2130
753-2279.
or 753-4301
line of equipment Free es1983 FORD Ranger XL,
timates Day or night,
1993 BLASTER,4 wheeler, BACKHOE SERVICE
2.3L, 4cyl, automatic, good
753-5484
good condition Call BRENT ALLEN septic tank
truck, runs good, gets good
installation, repair, replace- THE Gutter Co. Seamless
753-8666 or 753-6433
gas mileage, $1400.
ment. 759-1515
aluminum gutters, variety
436-2551 evenings.
1996 DONZI 275 LXC
of colors. Licensed, in(29'3" overall) midberth BACKHOE Service - ROY
sured. Estimate available.
1983 GMC F-15 Jimmy,
Septic
system,
HILL
drivecruisers, loaded, 20K in op6cyl, 4sp, cold air. Must
tions, Reg $59,990, Now ways, hauling, foundations, 759-4690.
sell, $1650. 753-6885.
$49,990 BEAR CREEK etc. 759-4664.
T.L C. Mobile Car Wash &
BOAT
WERKS
Wax We come to you! Call
1984 CHEVY 4x1
BOB'S Plumbing Service
800-354-9501
753-0864
All work guaranteed Free Rick & Sherri Wilson for
details. 753-3557.
1988 MAZDA p u , B-2200 2, 28FT aluminum pon- estimates 753-1134
Sap, War, local truck, ex- toons, good shape, BUSHHOGGING, drive- WALLPAPER Hanging.
cellent condition Call $1200/both 753-7721
ways graded, gardens and Quality workmanship, 25
753-4575 after 6pm
lawns
rota tilled New 60 years experience, FREE
24FT Pontoon boat '89
Estimates. James McFarmodel boat & motor Call inch roto- tiller does a terrific lane. 759-9750.
job.
Call
Jonesy
437-4030
after
6,
759-9839
1989% TON Chevy Silverado 4x4, auto, tilt, cruise, 25FT Pontoon boat, 100hp BUSHHOGGING, finish WALTER'S Contracting,
air, 350 motor, $9,000, Mariner yr/trailer
mowing & trimming, garden Gerald Walters, owner.
76xxx miles. Can be seen 436-5315
and yard tilling. 492-8530 Vinyl siding, painting,
decks, additions, roofing,
at 1704 College Farm Rd.
Call after 600 at 474-2014 2 KAWASAKI 550 Jet Skis CARPET Cleaning Special 20yrs experience, free esti•
& factory trailer Many ex- $25 00 a Standard size mates 753-2592.
1989 FORD truck, 38xxx tras Excellent
room Free Scotch guarding
condition
W
&
B
HOME
MAINTEactual miles. Good condi- Must
and Deordaing. 436-2654.
sell! $2500
NANCE. Residential
tion, asking price $4500. 753-6885
CARPET
& vinyl installer. Cleaning. Home Mainte436-2673.
43FT Nautaline houseboat, Free estimates. Residential nance & Lawn care service.
1992 DODGE Dakota
Commercial
Free estimates within 100
Sport V8, blue with gray 2/302 Ford, 65 gen, flying 502-376-2089.
mi. Discounts. Toll free
bridge. Many extras,
interior. Nice truck, runs
1-888-534-8248.
$29,500
obo.
'92
GlassCARPORTS
for
cars
and
great. Must sell, make otter.
tream
runabout,
18ft,
trucks Special sizes for WELDING: Portable,
767-0874.
$9500 obo. 901-642-3754. motor home, boats, RVs stickes, MIG, heli-arc, braz1994 GRAND Cherokee,
BASS boat, Stratos 289V, and etc Excellent protec- ing. Mild steele, stainless,
4x4, loaded, leather interfully
equipped. XP150 mo- tion, high quality, excellent aluminum and cast iron.
ior, c./d player 767-9435
Call David at 436-5638.
tor Used only 50hrs, looks value Roy Hill 759-4664
after 5pm.
and runs like new. Always
CAR, truck, boat cleanup
garaged, $12,000.
WILL do bushhogging in
Wash, wax, polish, detail
753-3006.
Coldwater, Kinsey, Stella,
Reasonable rates
'79 JEEP Cherokee 4x4,
Lynn Grove, Farmington
360 motor, automatic, air, CELEBRITY Boats. 753-8463
areas.
Call 489-2300.
18%31',
most
in
stock now CLEANINGruns good, $1500.
yards, barns,
and available with early
WINDOW
753-6870.
repair & replacesheds, attics, garages.
season discounts at BEAR
ment, (vinyl). 759-1799.
'83 SUBURBAN,good con- CREEK BOAT WERKS Hauling. Free estimates.
Luke Lamb, 436-5950.
dition, new engine & trans- 800-354-9501.
WOOD VCR- repairing
mission, $2200. 753-0717
VCR's, camcorders, microCOLSON Roofing. All work
PONTOON BOATS 1waves, Mon-Fri,9-12, 1-5
'88 FORD Ranger, ext cab, 1995 remains at dealers guaranteed for 1 year We
Free estimates Visa/MC
air, topper, $4250 ,obo cost 24FT, 96's also in are licensed Phone call is
accepted. 753-0530
FREE. 559-3694.
901-642-3754
stock BEAR CREEK
COUNTERTOPS, custom.
WERKS
sfin
'91 SILVERADO, red/ red, BOAT
Homes, trailers, offices.
power wA, 350. Well kept, 800-354-9501
Free
Wulff's Recovery, Murray
87xxx miles. 753-7976.
Coluten
SEA DOOS. 1995 GTX 436-5560.
'95 CHEVY S-10 ZR2 $4995. 1993 GTX $3995.
FREE Female Border ColPACKAGE. E xt cab, black, 1992 SPI $2695. 1989 SP CUSTOM BUILT wooden lie puppy, 10hvks old, to
new wheels, 21xxx miles. $2295. 437-4723, decks & fencing. Excellent good home Call 759-4855
workmanship. Affordable
Good condition, $18,500 437-4639.
FREE puppy mixed,
Call 759-5661 after 6pm, or TIGERSHARK personal rates. 753-7860.
Malamute/ Lab/ Border
leave message
watercraft, limited 1995's CUSTOM bulldozing and
Collie. Call between 4pm &
NICE dean 1989 Mazda available at huge dis- backhoe work, septic sys- 8pm. 436-5845.
B2200 truck Ext cab,62x xx counts, starting at tems, 354-8161 after 4pm,
miles, many extras $3699.00. BEAR CREEK Horace Sholar.
BOAT
WERKS.
753-0913
CUSTOM tilling, grader
800-354-9501
blade work, bushhogging
Gerald Carroll- owner
510
502-492-6159.
Campers
DAVID'S Cleaning SerBMW, 1992 525 IA, leather,
auto, sunroof, like new
NADA $22,925 436-5365

MURRAY BP
OIL CHANGE SPECIAL
S11199
AA).
(MOST Oafs &

1977 SOUTHWIND Motor
home 25FT long, self- contained, generator, roof air,
stove, refrigerator, sleeps 6
to 8 people Ph 753-9137 if
no answer leave message

Miss Your
Paper?

Call 75311916

vices. 'Cleaning vinyl siding, homes, mobile homes,
boats, brick driveways,
parking lots, all exterior
cleaning, acid cleaning
available David Borders,
Insured, Completely Mobile Phone 502-759-4734.
Cellular 502-853-1108.

FOUR Star Mobile Home,
parts & service. Everiock
vinyl underpining, lifetime
warranty. tan, beige, white.
grey 492-8488.
HANDYWORK/odd lobs
wanted No job too small
Just give us a call
759-1184
KITCHEN CABINET REFACING Make your old
new again with Formica All
colors free estimates
Wulff's Recovery, Murray,
KY 436-5560
LAMB Brother Home Improvements, remodeling,
additions. roofing. siding,
free estimates. 436-2269

LAMB'S Painting and Contractors No job too large or
Residentialsmall
Sandblasting- Spray Painting 1-800-636-5262.

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

leghl trucks)

1200 S. 12th St. • 502-753-0066

SUMNER ROOFING CO.
Let one call do it all for industnal, commercial or
residential. Also new construction roofs, even farm
buildings roofs. Also, single ply and torchdown.
We ere licensed in Murray, bonded end insured.
All employees are covered under workers comp. If
you need references we will gladly furnish them
from Murray and Calloway Co.
We are ready go serve you!

Sumner Roofing Co, Cadiz, KY
1400-270-0479 or 502-235-5979

Ta

DRYWALL, finishing, repairs, additions and blowing ceilings. 753-4761.

Now there's a single engine et
performer designed especially for
skiers The all new Challenger
awesome thrust from an oilinjected 800 Senes Row'
Maine engine and direct et
dave system Its 'ITS
vanabie trim system adjusts '
for maximum hole shot and
top end performance Ski
pylon, mirrors, ski locker and
aft-facing seat are all standard

530
Services
Offered

Trucking

Whiterock • Gravel • Sand
Fill Dirt • Washed Rock

for all your hauling needs call:

753-5543
\11111111111=1111
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Contractor or Home Builders

sey's Plumbing

Licensed Master Plumber
Free Estimates
New Construction - Repair Water Heater Replacement

ingio
ne
. 436-2667
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Custom
CABINETS

CAT

ING
I WOODWORK
Specifications!
Will Build To Your

• Kitchen Cabinets & Vanities
• Office Furniture & Entertainment Centers
• Solid Surface Counter Tops

502-759-9672
A

630 N 41A Si, (Neat to Lasseter Plaster) • Murray
DIVISION OF SOUTHERN WALL SYSTEMS. INC.

Business On A Budget?
SAVE $173 with

this 2x2
consistency ad in classifieds
every day for a month - including
Shopper for only $195.
Call

753-1916

I

wow! y
%game

For Details

mb Brothers

Tree Service

5O2-36-S'721

GAlt

Tree Trimming
Free &OMAN'S LICENSED & ENSURED
Tree Removal
Opented
Owned
S""
&
24
Hr.
Stump Removal
Gutter Cleaning &
BY
Cleanup Service
hfuich Hauling
Light Hauling, Etc.
Landscaping
TIM LAMB
He Trimming
FuN LJOe 01
"Qta.,111%
Equipment
Tire Spraying

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
All Types Of:

MAI

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

CHECK
YOUR
AD
Adveromirs are requested
to check the first insertion
of ads for any arror This
Murray Ledger & Times
will be reeponsibis for only
ONE INCORRECT INAny error
SERTION
should be raponad imm•diasaly so cotractions can
be mad* CHECK YOUR
AD car•fully arid notify
The Classified Adverasirnmsdiing
italy in cam of an error

753-1916

• Drop by and see our showroom
SUNBURY MURRAY (Behind Bunny Breed)
7E't 5040

ACID

•

GET...AUTO CREDIT
Been Turned Down Before?
Bad Credit • No Credit
Bankruptcy • Divorce

GET A NEW START

1-800-511-0715
NO CREDIT
APPLICATION REFUSED:
INSTANT CREDIT
AVAILABLE!
Reestablish Your Credit

CLASSIFIED

moo....a

PEA

FOR6
MARC
CRAWL

• ,.
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,
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'LOOKING BACK,
Ten years ago
Murray State University Summer Community Band presented
a concert in quadrangle at MSU
on June 24. Dennis Johnson is
band director.
Jacqulyn Galloway of Murray
received her Doctor of Medicine
degree from the University of
South Alabama, Mobile, in June
exercies.
M.C. Garrou starts a two-part
series about Rollie Kelley in his
column, "Garrott's Galley."
Ellen Hogancamp and Allison
Can won the doubles title in the
16-year-old Division of Hawaiian
Tropic Junior Tennis Championship at Murray State University.
Amy Haskins of Murray was best
in 14-year-old division.
Twenty years ago
Dr. Ray Allen Reeves has been
named as principal of Murray
High School by the Murray
Board of Education.
The Seventh Annual Arts and
Crafts Festival will be June 26
and 27 in Land Between the
Lakes. Many local artists and
craftsmen will be featured.
Jay Lockhart is speaker at a
gospel meeting now in progress
at Union Grove Church of Christ.
Serving as officers of Southwest Elementary School PTO are
Mrs. Gerald Gallimore, Ray
Dunn, Mrs. Max Parks, and Mrs.
Kirkwood Callahan.
Debra Joan Graves and Terry
Allen Doss were married June 12
at Memorial Baptist Church.

Thirty years ago
Machinery Repairman Second
Class Billie J. Parker USN, son
of Mr. and Mrs. William J. Parker, is serving aboard the submarine tender USS Howard W. Gilmore out of Charleston, S.C.
Dr. Lee Pierce, vice president
of Church Internal Affirs of Lexington Theological Seminary,
will speak Sunday at First Christian Church, Murray.
Mrs. Reba Miller, retired
teacher, will speak at a meeting
of Murray-Calloway County
Retired Teachers Association
June 27 at Murray -Calloway
County Library.
Coleman Crocker is minister of
Coldwater Church of Christ.
Forty years ago
Murray Chief of Police 011is
Warren received a trophy for his
pistol shooting ability and was
named as director at a meeting of
Kentucky Peace Officersd Association held at Louisville. Also
attending from Murray was Patrolman Charlie Man of the Murray Police Department.
Births reported include a girl to
Dr. and Mrs. Stephen S. Visher,
June 18.
Installed as officers of Christian Women's Fellowship of First
Christian Church were Mrs. Ed
Frank Kirk, Mrs. John Pasco,
Mrs. L.M. Overbey, Mrs. R.H.
Robbins and Mrs. Davy Hopkins.
Present for the Scherffius family reunion held recently at the
homeplace near Lynnwille were
116 persons.

By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, June 26, the 178th day of 1996. There are 188
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On June 26, 1945, the charter of the United Nations was signed by
50 countries in San Francisco. (The text of the charter was in five
languages: Chinese, English, French, Russian and Spanish.)
On this date:
In 1870, the first section of the Atlantic City, N.J., boardwalk was
opened to the public.
In 1894, the American Railway Union, led by Eugene Debs, called
a general strike in sympathy with Pullman workers.
In 1900, a commission that included Dr. Walter Reed began the
fight against the deadly disease yellow fever.
In 1917, the first troops of the American Expeditionary Force
arrived in France during World War I.
In 1925, Charlie Chaplin's classic comedy, "The Gold Rush," premiered at Grauman's Egyptian Theatre in Hollywood.
In 1959, President Eisenhower joined Britain's Queen Elizabeth ll
in ceremonies officially opening the St. Lawrence Seaway.
In 1963, President Kennedy visited West Berlin, where he made his
famous declaration: "Ich bin em n Berliner" (I am a Berliner).
In 1975, citing what she called a "deep and widespread conspiracy" against her government, Indian Prime Minister Indira Gandhi
declared a state of emergency.
In 1987, Supreme Court Justice Lewis F. Powell Jr. announced his
retirement, leaving a vacancy on the nation's highest court that was
filled by Anthony M. Kennedy.
In 1990, African National Congress leader Nelson Mandela
addressed the U.S. Congress, asking for "material resources" to
hasten the end of white-led rule.
Ten years ago: Voters in Ireland decided by a more than 3-2 margin
against a proposal that would have ended the nation's constitutional
ban on divorce.
Five years ago: A Kentucky medical examiner announced that test
results showed President Zachary Taylor had died in 1850 of natural
causes — and not arsenic poisoning, as speculated by a writer. (Taylor's remains were exhumed June 17th so that tissue samples could be
taken.)
One year ago: Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak escaped an
attempt on his life in Ethiopia. The Supreme Court ruled, 6-3, that
public schools can require drug tests for its athletes. President Clinton
observed the 50th anniversary of the United Nations at the site of its
birth in San Francisco.

DAILY COMICS

DEAR ABBY: I have cried and
practically worried myself sick and
would appreciate some advice.
My 25-year-old son told us that
he and his girlfriend, "Nancy," are
getting married this summer. I
have met her and ,she's very nice.
Nancy says she wants to finish college and get her degree in business
before they marry.(My son hasn't
finished college either.)
Nancy is divorced and has a 2
1/2-year-old daughter. I worry that
the little girl's father may give my
son trouble. I wanted him to have
his own child first. My husband
says it's our son's decision, not ours.
Abby, I want to feel close to
Nancy, but I'm having trouble doing
so. My son has always been very
good to me, and 1 am Afraid he'll get
hurt. The rest of the family
approves of this marriage, but I
don't. Your advice would be very
much appreciated.
DEPRESSED IN DIXIE
DEAR DIXIE: Our children's
choices are not always what we
would wish for them, but as
adults, they have the right to
make their own decisions. If
Nancy's ex causes problems,
they will be your son's problems, not yours. Sometimes parents must step aside and allow
the children to live their own
lives.
* * •

DEAR ABBY: The letter from
"Hair-Splitting" caused me a smile
and some concern. The reader
wanted to know how to tell a friend
that his hairpiece is the "worst
imaginable." I have no suggestions
for how she might break the news,
but I do have a message for the man

CONTRACT BRIDGE

wearing the hairpiece.
I began wearing a hairpiece
when I was only 14, and just like
"John," I was afraid — afraid of
being seen without it, getting it wet,
getting it dirty, affording a new one,
etc. In short, I Wiltt *kakiof living.
At 39, I finally found the courage
to discard it. I had the complete
support of my family, co-workers
and members of my church. Getting
rid of my hairpiece has given me
freedom for the first time in my life.
I have been told that I look much
better, even by casual acquaintances. That was almost 15 years

ago.
I would never recommend that a
man who is losing his hair start
wearing a hairpiece. He will become
a slave to it,just as I was.
I have more fun, feel better and
am more relaxed than I ever was
when I had that hairpiece stuck on
my head. I am upset with the media
for implying that one is less of a
man without hair. You missed a
chance to educate, Abby.
HAPPILY HAIRPIECE-LESS
IN WASHINGTON STATE
DEAR HAPPILY: Perhaps I
did, but the man with the
"worst imaginable" hairpiece
was not the person writing for
advice. He may someday come
to the realization that you did
— that the key to being accepted is to accept ourselves as we
are, even if we do not conform
to Hollywood's or Madison
Avenue's ideal of beauty. True
freedom comes from being comfortable with who we are and
being able to live without pretense. But until that day
arrives, I still think his friends
would be doing him a favor if
they leveled with him.
* * *
•

1110NDIE

Isolating a Menace
L7AGWOOD,;OR HEAVEN'S
SAKE' DON'T YOU
EVEN REALIZE THAT
YOU FELL OFF
THE SOFA?

WELL,YEAH, NOW TWAT
YOU MENTION Ii',!
GUESS I DID HEAR
SOMETHING LIKE
THAT

get a diamond return.
West dealer.
Accordingly,Westled a low spade
East-West vulnerable.
at trick three, refraining from cashNORTH
ing the ace first(which would have
4 105
handed South the contract). As West
le A Q 7 4
hoped, East won with the king and
•A K 3
had no trouble diagnosing the reaQ J 82
son for his partner's underlead of
EAST
WEST
the ace. He returned a diamond at
4 K J 84
+ A Q 9732
trick four and declarer went down
•K 10 9 6
J 532
one.
+10765
•8
6-26
It is clear that South did not give
+3
+A6
adequate consideration to the bidSOUTH
ding and the opening lead. West's
CATHY
+6
opening bid and rebid,combined with
V8
,
LET'S SUST LEAVE THE FIRST rtiT's GET OUT Au. THE TINS I FOUND M4 INNER CHILD,
his double of five clubs, indicated
•Q J 9 4 2
BUT I CAN NO LONGER LOGIANT MESS AND GET OUT
AND MIX UP ALL THE PIECES
that he had virtually all the missing
1097
54
4
K
CATE MY INNER GROWN -UP.
AnOTHER GIANT MESS!
AND THEN PLOP DOWN IN
high cards. It was also practically
The bidding:
THE MIDDLE OF IT AND EAT
certain that the opening diamond
South
West
North East
ICE CREAM AND LVATC.H TV!!
lead was a singleton.
2+
4
Dble
1
With all these clues pointing in
Pass
5+
Pass
44
one direction, declarer should have
Dble
Opening lead — eight of diamonds. concentrated all his efforts on makAssume you're South and get to ing sure that East would never gain
five clubs doubled on the bidding the lead to give his partner a diashown. West leads the eight of dia- mond ruff.
South should therefore have
monds. How should you proceed?
When the deal occurred,declarer cashed the ace of hearts at trick two
won the diamond with the ace and, and then led the queen of hearts at
without giving the matter much trick three. After East follows low,
thought,led the queen ofclubs. West declarer discards his one and only
FOH BETUER or FOR NVORSE
took the queen with the ace and spade. West wins with the king, but
any way for him to
I.k101.41!
BUT THE./ LaDK BiETER
NAFTA START
lky THESE. ONES,PACM!
I'VE. BEEN rRAMER/ realized that if South had a single- there is no longer
THAN ALL THE OTHERS
ton spade, which seemed likely on get a diamond ruff. The only other
WeARING iLii6SESll
-THIS IS SO 7-6TAL4/
YCO -RUED ON I
the bidding, his only chance ofstop- trick West scores is the ace of clubs,
Ycl) SHouLP
—CCOOL_9 —}
ping the contract was to put his and South winds up making his
GE_T EM,
partner on lead at once in order to doubled game.
Tomorrow: The possible vs. the impossible.

P,1)

CROSSWORDS
ACROSS

GARFIELD
I'VE ALREA174)
SEEN THAT
SECTION

23 Hammer part
24 Occupation
of building
26 Chicago —
27 Actress
Judith —
28 Watches
29 Crates
31 Female
performer

MALLARD FILLMORE
WHEN L RAN fog CoN(Tiztr,5 IA tit
J051
-EN Wiffi fizt641XNT aiNTON.
5r
13644AVCEPED
tA2 IN -NE Kt6, 1./.1
f3trt Am) AT M
l'11-111•14-liM IN My TV COMMERCiAlh-.
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no* ...nos

PEANUTS
FORGET THE DI661N6,
MARCIE _LET'S JUST
CRAWL TO THE FENCE..

MY UNCLE WOULD BE
PROUD OF ME .HE WAS
IN THE INFANTRY...

1 Confection
6 Plaster of —
11 Opera
composer
12 Egg dish
14 W. Coast
coll.
15 Miami Heat
coach
17 Word of disappointment
18 Beam
19 Copenhagen
natives
20 Roman 56
21 Between WY
and MN
22 "Dangerous

WAS
NO, A
HE A
LANCE
6ENERAL? A CORPORAL
Alnialain

HE ALWAYS SAYS
HE ROSE THROUGH
THE RANKS.

trip-A411
qr bin
-(tk mot, •-m-•-•ailt.

34 Rule with an
— fist
35 Decrees
36 "— Ease"
37 Kurosawa
film
38 "Agnes of
God" star
39 League for
15 Across
40 Marlo's dad
(in its.)
41 Throbbing
42 Bird's nest
(var.)
43 Comfort
45 Italian city
47 On the —
(on ice)
48 Noblemen

DOWN
1 Building front
2 Repulsive
3 Genetic
material
(abbr.)
4 Earth
goddess
5 Tendency to

Answer to Previous Puzzle
MVO HAGS FOLD
EBOE
EA M UPON
MEDALLION
LIV
SNIPS ORAL
NO AML
ISUS
NAG PIN ONALL
EM MAR
ELI
KO
VEGAS MED PAM
INCH @UR CA
AREIS ULTRA
MIST I NOSS RAM
MAIM SURE ORA
INCA
EMOS
LAY
6-26 C 1996 United Feature Syndicate
blunder
6 Warsaw
natives
7 Singer Ed —
8 Co-star of
"The Flying
Nun"
9 Negative
prefix

10 Former Mats
pitcher
11 Sausage
13 Minnesota —
16 — 500 race
19 Eats
20 Renter's
document
22 Expert
23 Equals
25 He followed
Eisenhower
26 TV's White
28 Of a triangle
type
29 "The —'
(Tippi Hedren
film)
30 Speaker
31 Is not well
32 Buffalo —
(hockey)
33 Remains
35 "The X- —"
38 Roll up tightly
39 Jodie Foster
film
41 An ocean
(abbr.)
42 Spring mo.
44 "Wuthering
Heights'
actor (inits_)
46 Rough lava
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To order"How to Write Letters for All
Occasions," send a business-sized, selfaddressed envelope, plus check or money
order for 63.95 (114.50 in ('anada) to: Dear
Abby, Letter Booklet, P.O. Box 447,
Mount Morris, 111.81054-0447.(Postage is
included.)

DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Many years ago.
my father, a very strong and healthy
man, died suddenly of purpura hemorrhagica. At that time the doctors were
unable to tell us much about it Can
you enlighten me? Is it an hereditary
disease and is there a cure?
DEAR READER: In order for blood
to clot properly, it must contain millions of little blood cells called
platelets. as well as a complex collection of special proteins. A deficiency of
one or more of these constituents may
lead to uncontrolled hemorrhage.
Such was your father's case. His hemorrhagic purpura (bruising) was a
manifestation of a severe clotting disorder that eventually caused fatal
internal bleeding.
The causes for such a life-threatening reaction are legion: drug reactions, leukemia, AIDS, overwhelming
infection, kidney failure, cancer, and
many others.
At this stage — so many years after
the event — it would be impossible to
identify the cause of your father's illness.
Clotting deficiencies are diagnosed
by special blood tests.
In many cases, the cause cannot be
discovered. However, in this situation,
immediate treatment must be provided. Therefore, to buy time and save a
life, doctors often use transfusions of
clotting factors and platelets.
By supplying the missing constituents, transfusions prevent disseminated hemorrhage and enable
physicians to salvage a patient who
would have surely died. Once the situation has stabilized, appropriate long- :
term therapy, such as cortisone or
other drugs, is employed.
Some types of clotting disorder may
be inherited, but most are acquired as
a result of a serious underlying disease. For example, uncontrolled hemorrhage can be associated with bloodstream infection (septicemia)
Once antibiotics have attacked the
infection, the coagulation problems
disappear. However, until the antibiotics have had time to act, clottingfactor transfusions must be given.
To give you more information, I am
sending you a copy of my Health
Report "Blood -- Donations and
Disorders." Other readers who would
like a copy should send $2 plus a long,
self-addressed, stamped envelope to
P.O. Box 2017. Murray Hill Station,
New York, NY 10156. Be sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: What happens
physiologically in the case of essential
tremor? It appears there is a shortcircuit somewhere between the brain
and the muscles. What progression
and deterioration can I expect? Would
chiropractic adjustment help?
DEAR READER: No one knows the
cause of benign essential tremor, a
harmless hereditary condition
marked by fine-to-coarse, slow shaking of the head, hands and voice that
is often accentuated by stress and the
performance of skilled acts.
The affliction is probably not due to
a "short-circuit" in the central nervous system. as are many, more serious neurological disorders. such as
multiple sclerosis.
Although essential tremor tends to
increase with age. it does not lead to
deterioration. Small amounts of alcohol or beta-blockers may suppress the
tremor, which is not affected in any
way by chiropractic manipulation.
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Hours:
Mon.-Sat.
9-9
Sun.
11-9:30
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We Will Be Open S a.m. - 11 p.m. July

It's The Total On The Tape That Counts!!!
7136/.
an - Reg.

Red Ripe
W TERMELONS

ROUND
BEEF
3 Lbs. or More

Field Boneless Cooked Whole or Half
Kentuckian Ham

Western 12 Size

Field Sliced

$1.59
5 Lb. Bag $1.49

Cantaloupes

Bologna

Ea.

U.S. No. I Idaho

'GA

Potatoes

Wieners

Sweet
California

PEACHES
24 Count 12 Oz. Cans

Lb.
Quarter Sliced

Lb.

Ea.

$1.79

California

($3.88 With
Attached Coupon

994
3 Lb. Bag $1.19

Nectarines

Cookout Special
Value Pack

Lb.

Yellow

Onions

Pork Steak
111111111111111111111111111

111.

'OM

1611 Hamburger

Assorted Varieties Lay's

DILL SLICES

POTATO CHIPS

32 Oz. Jar

White

FOMIPLATES

CHARCOAL

50 Count Pkg.

10 lab. Bag

2i99' 75'

9
*
Mr. Quick Instant Light

Charcoal
8 Lb. Bag

•
Hunt

kisses Tea sad Brisk' 100% 'stand

BEVERAGES

Ad Effective
June 111-luly 6

Prair

rams

iev4.
Chicken 'It Bibs Original Flavor

Pf"

SA

Assorted Flavors

ICE CREAM

KETCHUP

BARBECUE SAUCE

COLAS

Assorted flavors Gallon Bucket

24 Oz. Bottle

18 Oz. A Kentucky Favorite

2 Liter Bottle

HOMETOWN PR1JDT.
r-

We reserve the right to
limit quantities and correct
printing errors.

